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: ',My next step will be to get a beck of the Jeff Arndt told'.tho court  a report made my the . . . .  Ted Cheynycz pleaded guilty to a charge of catching 
• regulations," said one of three Terrace men who fisheries officer stated that Davies, When stepped by and possessing sockeye salmon. Arndt stated the 
.pleaded guilty to separate.~iolalions of thefisheries the officer, said he  was unaware of the fisheries fisheries report said the Cheynycz told the fisheries 
act when they appeared before Judge Ken Shlrling in regulations in force on the Lakelse. ' officer that he thought he four sockeye he had in his 
possession were Jacks. 
-Terrace provincial Court Monday. Shirting ordered Harvey to pay a $25 fine and also "Out of fa i rn~s,  it would probably take some 
/ " I )emda Harvey pleaded guilty to a charge of using ordered his rodand reel returned after theyhad been training to discern the difference," Arndt added. 
<. fish roe for bait in the Lakelse River. Crown counsel confiscated by the fisheries officer. 
.1  • ~ . . . . . . . . .  ,~ , T~',-r,v CC:~P. 77178 
• V !r.: ~'~,.qI:~, r.'. ! : . ,  //6]. 
Local fishi ig regul lat d atmn vie ors fine 
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Cheynycz was ordered to pay a $25 fine and Shirting 
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ordered his fishing equipment returned, but the catel~ 
forfeited., 
In a third case, Donald Furnseth pleaded guilty to a 
charge of catching crabs under the legal size. Arndt 
stated the charges were laid after an incident in 
Kitimat June 24. 
Furnseth was fined t~,5. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd, Pr. Rupert 
624-6639 
WE BUY oopper, brass, all metal8~ 
batteries, eta. 0all ut - We are 
4pen Non, through Sat., 8 a.u.'li p.m. 
L 
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l 
• ~1~0.  ' - Joy Amdr~'cli~i~.long-tlme.Xemano resident, ! bang. (below) g i  ~ Kemano Rod: and:C~ 
I on  I mmrks the ~th annlvernary aelebi'ationl of the Kemano resldenta..Herald F.alltor ,g • Or~ ". t l n e  day the power began to flow from thts Isolated dieton attended the eelebraUone and will 1:25Y r s  eleelrlcal pow~" generatlug station on Donglas exnmlne Kemeno's pset aml ~.  an wed ae.Ufe ' ea  Channel to Kitimat. Kemano residents tarted in the village 85 it is today in n series of articles. 
• off the celebrations over the weekend with a . 
A LOSER IN 
THE L 0 T TE R Y 
TORONTO (CP) -- "I 
was dumb, a foul and I'm 
sot buying another lottery 
t icket inmy life," Ed- 
ward Palait said after he 
was fined $100. In 
provincial court Monday 
for forging Loto Canada 
tickets. 
Palalt,  70, pleading 
guilty of forging the 
tottery tickets after 
spending 122,000-- his life 
savings -- during the last 
three years on losing 
lottery tickets. He was 
give three months to pay 
Ida fine. 
"I had 2,000 tickets last 
July and not one of the 
damn things was a 
winner," Palnit said In an 
interview outside the 
courtroom, "After I got 
caught, I stepped 
buying." 
Palait's lawyer, Arnold 
Schwartz, said the retired 
carpenter "actual ly 
helped Loto Canada 
improve its security 
system," 
Schwartz told the court 
that since the April 19 
discovery Of three forged 
tickets by ][~)tO security 
officials, Loto Canada hes 
tightened the screehing of 
winners under $1,000. 
Palsit had forged two 
$100 and one $1,000 ticket 
by cutting numbers from 
losing stubs and pasting 
them on others 
A breakthrough 
in refugee plan 
• OTTAWA (CP) --  lm- current refugee movement 
migration Minister Ron plus "a substantial con- 
A~ey announced a major tingency reserve." 
breakthrough Monday In Atkey also announced that 
transportation, processing immigratton officers have 
and prlvata sponsorship, ksnedlmmigrant visas to 
arrangements fui~ In- rnsldents i~ Vietnam, per- 
dechlman rofugess, mitting them te  join 
He said arrangements relatives in Caunda soon. 
have been made to use And two Canadian v l  of. 
military and commercial ricers arrived in Vie,ohm 
aircraft and, that the last week to begin in- 
government is coasldarlng tervtewing others who want 
'chartering a ship. to come here " 
Atkey made no mention in The announcements said 
hb written statement of 4,319 refgees from'Vietnam, 
Iner~alNl the government- Kampuchea (Cambodia), 
sponsored Indochinese Lass and other southeast 
refugee quota of 8,000. Asian countries have settled 
Henaldonly that the Iraus- in Canada since the begin. 
portatlon will cover the Ring of the year. 
producers 
i,s p le ;dged 
Freedom B.C. COULD 
from oil REAP BENEFIT 
the goals 
KANSAS CITY, MO. (AP) . 
" President Carter, 
declaring "there can be no 
retreat," pledged Monday to 
make an unparallelled 
peacetime investment of 
$140 billion in the next 10 
years to free the United 
States from its dependence 
un foreign oil.. 
In his second energy ad- 
dress In two days, Carter 
said the huge investment 
must be made"so that never 
again will our nation's . in- , 
,de~ence  he .hOstage~te I 
that he ceuntry would cut its I 
oil hnperte ven mere than I 
he promised during last I 
mG~th'a energy summit in [ 
Tokyo. He said the U.S. will I 
import 300,000 barrels of ell a 
day lees this year than the 
ceiling of 8.5 million he 
promised in the Japanese 
capital. 
Carter's newest energy 
proposals were unveiled in a 
speech to the National 
Assucintlun of Counties. It 
was his secend broadcast 
address in 13 hours and of- 
fared details to the broad 
outline of energy policy he 
suggested inhis speech Sun- 
day night. 
Carter promised Sunday 
night to take his energy 
proposals to the American 
people and after leaving 
Kansas City he  was 
scheduled to  address the 
Communications Workers of 
America in Detroit. 
He said the $140 bllll'on 
would come from the 
proposed windfall proflte tax 
resulting from the lifting of 
fnderal'controls on domestic 
oil prices. Although the tax 
has not yet been enacted, 
Carter administration of- 
flclais, asking that they not 
be named, said there is 
virtual unanimity of opinion 
that Congrei will approve 
it. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- McGesr said the coal 
A new United States reserves "represent a 
energy policy meansa big fantastically.rich 
boost for BriUsh potential source of wealth 
Columbia ff the province for the province, not Just 
cashes in on its coal in burning it up (in 
reserves, industry and nuergy-preducinl plan,o) 
government spokesmen but in curvetting it to 
said today, other hydro-carbo~ Ind. 
President Jimmy oil." 
Carter announced Sunday "We are not looking at 
that he. will request a '  the coal for power or fur 
massive commitment of exporting thermal ccal 
funds to develop energy but for usin8 the coal for 
from coal and .other making a wide variety of 
materials, products that are made 
B.C. has already today with oil. That would 
launched a development create Jobs and 
l~ogram Into coal for the province." 
research, .Pat McGcor, However, McGeor has 
pr.ovlnclal minister of said previously that more 
.~ .~dt ,~no lqy  r~z~ la led  in,0 
~.~ddl;i~y. .................. eoalas an enm'~.:t lrm "- ~ ~. 
"It doesn't matter whot to make It enid-onrush- 
Carter says, we are tellyasfe. 
already developing our A ccal.burning power 
coal. Our C0al-reserves plant proposed at Hat 
are far more than we Creek by B.C. Hydro has 
could conceive of using: If raised the possibility of 
there is ere resource we acid rains as sulphur 
can consider ,exporting, dinxidespewod out by the 
it's coal." plant combine~ with rain 
Norman Gish, chair- water to form'sulphuric 
acid that could spread man of the B.C. Energy 
Commission, said, the from the Kamloops H 
to the North Oakenagan. : 
concerted effort by the The proposed ~,O00- 
U.S. will mean a spinoff megawatt hermal p~nt 
effect for B.C. has been studied since 
"Our very large coal 1974 and early preJcottone 
reserves is our energy called forit opening inthe 
bank for the future," he early 19~0s but deciloes 
said in an interview. - un its future have been 
"We'ronaturaily postponed twice. 
anxious to see coal McC~er said in an 
research and develop, interview from his Vic- 
merit ake place because toris home that research 
the more options we have will continue into finding 
in British Columbia environmentally4afe 
means the better it will methods of using the 
be. It will mean greater estimated 100 billion tons '
security fm~ an enor~ of sub-bituminous coal In 
supply." the province. 
q:arter endorses 
nuclear stations 
KANSAS CITY, Me. (AP) 
-- Presldent Carter said 
Monday that nuclear power 
"must play an important 
rein in the United States to 
ensure our energy future." 
Carter did not elaborate 
daring an energy speech 
here to the National 
Association of Counties. But 
the words cleared up a 
questian posed in his aneech 
Carter also announced that 
he would offer "new in. 
centivm for the production of 
heavy oil, oil shale and herd. 
to-get-at natural gas -- all of 
,which the country has in 
[peat abundance." 
the nisht~fore: What~beut ! 
nuclear power? 
Carter did not mention m- 
clear power in his TV ad- 
dress on U.S. energy Sunday 
night and this stirred fears in 
the nuclear industry that he 
would abandon atomic 
power plants. 
Energy Secretary James 
Schleniuger has consistently 
supported nuclear power 
Terrace RCMP keeping busy 
Terrace RCMP report a busy weekend with several 
persons involved in accidents or facing drunk driving 
charges. 
Ina single vehicle accident 21 miles west of Terrace 
on Saturday. Jeffrey Robert Mesdell apparently fell 
asleep at the wheel of his vehicle lind drove into a ditch 
hitting a stump, according to Terrace RCMP. Police 
state Mosdeli end his passengerwere trapped in the 
vehicle and released by ambulance personnel, who 
took Mcsdell to Mills Memorial htzpitai, Police are 
still investigating the incident. 
Delvin Morgan of Terrace fa~es charges of driving 
'without due care and attention following a single 
vehicle accident khortly after 10 a.m. Sundjy. RCMP 
estimate $800 to $1000 damage done to the vehicle. 
Police said the accident occurred on Kalum Street 
near the Sunny Hill trailer court. 
Christopher Bolton, another Terrace resident, is 
scheduled to appear in court on charges of impaired 
driving and falling to remain at the scene of an ac- 
cident following an incident Sunday. 
Richard Francis Joseph Cote faces charges of im- 
paired driving and failure to provide a breath sample, 
report police, following an incident Friday, state 
pol ice. 
William Paul Bolton faces a charge of driving with a 
blood alcohol content over .08, said RC1V/P, resulting 
from another incident Friday. 
RCMP state Ryan Clifford McDonald is scheduled to 
appear on an impaired charge, resulting f~om an 
occurance overnight Saturday. 
RCMP report a 1973 Datsun reported stolen ou 
Saturday in Kltlmat was recovered Sunday in 
Terrace, after being found blocking a driveway on 
Kalum Street. Police are still investigaUng. 
A resident of Graham Avenue reported a bear inthe 
beck'yard to RCMP over the weekend. RCMP state 
the bear had left the area by the time they arrived on 
the scene, but added fish and wildlife officials had 
been contacted. 
Police report four bicycles tolen over the weekend, 
all taken from the Lahell Lambley, and Scott areas. 
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T d Somoza may resign NEWS ant rum prove  BRIEFS 
a costlv event  ' , MANAGUA ' (AP) ' - -p r ,parat i01~ for bis crutchas he waited with. ' 
• hundreds of other people on a I J Frant lc .  officials and government's ~ol lapse ,  
buaineu assnektoe of the " Somcea fired more than 100 ' line to buy food at a govern- 
A 'l~rrace man's fit of chair through the wall of . . . . . . .  dying Somoz8 regime top officers of bib national ment distribution centre. , " " 
t~per resu l !ed  in a Lq00 the beer parlour. Several area residents hurrindiypackedtheirhtp, gaardMondey. , . "We'rentarving,"saiden." VICTORIA (CP) -- 0p- netts au.t~rity--., _ _~. ,  
sme after ne pleaded Davies told the judge, were sentenced on drunk Jammedalrllnacounteraand On Manaaua s streets, other man, Babette Pares. nesltion Leader Dave . "Thts.us a mms~u,~.o;- 
guilty to a charge of he had'akeady paid .t80 drivin,~ char~es when .went into hiding as Nien.rnguaMwere.eagerl.or 'Tvegotaixchildren. They . . . . . . . . . . .  ~t t  ~nld Mmdav the ~ront tot" Barrettme .~.,~.,~,;~-sala. u 
. . - -  ~. .a : .~  . , , . , , ,  Nicaraguan government .me tmpanamg v~ctory oy have not had meat for nix a-,,,,inimestofEnvironmont authori y, . . . . . . . . . . .  a.. ' 
mischief when before restitution to the hotel : , v :  v ,~?~ e S,l~e~ 1 sources' ~eported that San.dl~taguerrlllapand~e w sks ... and the govern.. Mlnister"rv Rare Malt's former Mr. uennet~.. IS 13um~ . . . .  
e f show then he will tull Mair to Judge Ken Shirling in and protested the fine. n el.ore J.u S_  Anastanio Somoza might enu of the 42-year-ore muntissl lh~ oodto ple inwpartnor to the board ~ ~. . e t . rtner off the beard 
Terraceprovthcial court . ~nlrllng In Terrace reslgnesprmidentasonrly SO.re. onahtmliydynasty, who havant been a¢  to theBrittshColumblaDevel-~g.!~.pa ,, 
Monday. "I think that's pretty provincial court Monday, as today. "Long llve the work and don't have any onmentCornorationis di ot of~:_~rectors..~ : ;~:. ,.,. 
money.. When ths San- interference by cabinet into : . . . . . . . . .  .~ • steep, mysel f , "  said . . . . .  ,_. , . , . . . _ _  In an unexplnined move rsvolutionl" shouted a one- ." " . . . . . .  'If Mawr is mumuu~ um. 
The court was told by Davies. "I was drunk." . .n~r .c :~ yw-~...© apparently lInked with lagged man, waving his'  dinistas get here they will operatiens of a Crown cor- no~ at me pr.e.m~...~.,u 
Crown counsel Jeff Arndt Shirl ing stated he' wuson, 26, pseaaea gtmty . . . . . .  alva us food ' . . . .  ~. . . , , - -  ssymg ne wm mw , -  - , v ,  s~'.-  . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  i l l 3& l l i l i  i .  - -  on  • a then his artner will stay that Barry Davies, 81, levied the fine, in part, to to a charge of hnpaked r l r l  • . " Other people gathered Barrett said the p- .. _ I~ .., . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,~ 
driving and was ordered " M " l " l~fV  41~d' Ik l ' IV l i l ' I kCMIV11[T  around him agreed, shouting peIntment of Dou~ Smith of ulenoaro.s~srmu~a~P?- 
was.charged after an act as a deterrent to to pay a ~100 flne or spend J L  J LLq~,  M, /q~I I I IB  I , . PO I ,  B J .  3 e a ichorus of anti.som.~,a Kamloops contradicts strength and we wlil:have to 
incident at the Noi'thern others, thets The civil war nab Premier Bill Bennett's wait and see who is captain, 
Motor Inn en June 26.' " lheve to consider that ~0days injail in default of . J -  ' P " " l " :~ inrg~y hklted agricultural promise there would be no el_the sh!~. __.~ , , . .  ~;~ 
payment. Crown counsel • " ~Tdr :~er  production in political interference in the uarre~ s,m ,.,~ -v" 
angryArndt afterStatedbeingDavieS'cut off mightthis ypebeOf repeatedbehavi°r Jeff Arndt told the court  1/)rgl1111'11 . ' opecationolCrewnagenciss, pointment mcaas enbinet is 
by the bartender, threwa Shirlingadded. before sentence was ~ V vv  ~ M,~I,~m)M,~I,JL"JL Agovernmenlenurcesald Smith also was Mnir's .Impesl.ngi~;P°ll_cien°qtbe 
pa.ed that - ' - -  v .on day is,s.1,, campo . .in., e 
had been lald foll0w~ng The Canadian Prm~ per cent in the first quarter imal week m power, May I0 provincial euscuon. 1~:=,,,~,-. -v . . . . . . . .  a. 
an incident June 17. .Canadlan Tire Corp, is from the same period .in "Whether he leaves on Barrett said it is obvlous sta~menis .um.~ me 
• . resmnl~ its.growth again 19'/8p the largest sales gam Tuesday or later in the week Mair is challenging Ben- . are maeponcem. '. 
• TERMINAL o..,_ ur . , , . . . , , . ,  after thr~ yera of' flat since ear ly  1976. depends on the detolis being Court favors ' 
, , , , , , , , ,~ .  ,,~,,~, ,.,re,y, profits, Toronto analyst Management expects trong worked," he said. 
~,  amo pmaaeo &~uJty to David Dvorehik says. sales the , . t  ,what we're t .~  to wor.. rs : 
• EXPRESS an impaired driving. Dvbrchll~ofM.,Lownca ofthayesr, avoidtsthingsJnatfell lng MONTREAL (CP) --  workers, memncraefti~.. 
charge. Arndt told the. andco.Ltd.,enidinarecont A  the wne time, epartwhenSomozalesves. Striking Canadian Pacific BrotherheodofRallwayena 
court the charges had Interview Canadhm Tire's operati~ coats, have been. We're trying to essura that a Express workers won a legal Airline. Clerks. . . 
stock is a s i~  hold and reduced, with expenses as a lot of people w o.'t get killed victory Monday when a (635-3680) ~n IMd after police should he heu~ht.oa ny pereentogeefrevenue,down when the national &~u'd (;~checsoperiorCourtJudle ColtinGribhees, the union 
followed a vehicle down weakness. . ' a full. point in the first crumbles." • ~ refused to extend a tern-information director, said 
Lakehse Avenue to the . The: Tormto.bannd whale- ~ .  . , Itisbelieved " " : ~ . porary injunction against the workers will be allowed 
K'Shein Motel at 4326 Baler, whioh sells its Dvbrchik said he an- arrangements for as picketing outside a three information pickoto, 
bloodless a takeover as PillYhack terminal, outolde the terminal. Most of 
PareBI Pickup | Delivery " 
L ight  Packages  & Parcels  
Cha i rs -  Rec l lners  - -  End  TaMes-  
. . . . . .  Por tab le  T .V .  ' 
'Su i tes  (K i tchen  & L iv ing  Room)  
• Beds & Box  Spr ings  
' .Lakelse on June  23. 
Shirling ordered Mi]ne 
to pay a ~ fine and to 
serve a six month term of 
probation. Mllne. is a 
~ roducts to independent enlera across Canada, 
enjoyed growth rates of Lt.to 
15 per cent until 197S. 
Earnings that year were 
O.57 a shore but dipped te 
t3.50in 1977 und 13.40 in 1978. ~ 
Dvorchik said the com- 
atea Canadian Tire's 
this year will he ~.50 
to ~.I0 a share, which would 
he a record high. , 
The company's stock 
.reached a I~  of about ;65 
at the beginning of ~973 on 
the Toronto stock market. It resident of Kitimat. 
possible are being worked 
out at nngedatioas In ndffh- 
boring Costs Rico between 
the provlaiomd government' 
hacked by'the Sandinistas 
and special U.S, envoy 
William Bawdier. • 
Some 600 to 700 members 
The temporary injunction, the truck drivers pmdng 
which covered the in- through the gates are 
termodai services of the members of the Tenmater 
company, was granted on Brotherhood and are not 
the first day of plcketing by expected to cross picket 
the 2,700 CP Express ~es. 
Iran executions held MASTER BEDROOMDRESSERSORCHESTS ixmy's problems included bottomed out at 120 In 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHEROR ORYEI~S ~ Cnanchal Dhemi, 35; dealertoSUffLelentlevel,turn°verhigh attests March ,c~the  ' Since than, 50it of Somesa'e Liberal, party, than ' government officials and T~HR~. ~ (AP) "7" Three persons accused of . . . . .  has more 
. . . . . . . .  .-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  p leaded gui lty to an  associated with store an-  per cent and wes |rading at business associates who Revolutiomryfiringsquaus the attack we~ arrested, 
have been staying at'  ~ecutod five persons ac- tried and. ~t~uted within impaired rivln~ charge, paaslonandstiffcempetltion above~linthesoccadwesk Manegua's intercontinental cubed of stegin~ a bloody hours, state radio said, and ,from other retail chains of July. 
• District of Terrac~ O.niy which .were undercutting Dv . . . .  " '  Hotel made preperatiens to ~'enade attack en a funeral two others war# shot by a 
, o rc~ ma one reason • -. Thecourtwas told the CanadlanTiresprlcm . . . . . ,  . . . .  lesvethe country..A source procession In the south- firingsqnadMonday, • 
, XO1" ~ St0ca  sn'en~nl is , . . . . .  Charges followed an i!: 'Theuthin~havesmqnd m-t *h. . . . .  ~ ,  ,~ , , ,o ,  .at Ma~.~.  s..a.h'po.rt said weste.rnlranisn~!tyofI~..o- The offiolai.Pars n.ows 
f ' - . .~  inefdentJune 16. Dhami to :reverse themselves" .'~-. ~ "..'~.'/" -" . . . . .  ~ozess nod mar mBgage ramsnanr, state rouse agency Mbnnay quo~ea 
. ;' . , stecas avananie mr per.' ch i f the hotel near /esl ~ Canad!anRadio-t.elevlsionConselldelaradiodilfuslon'~ was rdered to pay a i400 Dvm~7.hlk~ld. . . I . . . .  ,_. , . . ,  . . . .  , ,_ pped L~n.. .  . rspertodMond.~.y. Deputy Prime Minister 
I MM~andTelecommumcations etdest6lBcommunlcations l fine, with 30 days in '"Uanaqment has been m y7 .u~u~,,?us.p. Somoza  a ;o r t i f i ea  Ethnic Arab militants in Sadegh Tahatsbi as saying 
I MM " r "  Commission canadiennes Z . . . .  sh~fl-~i°in order to Rat a re- vasu)rs nes neon reau .cea ny headquarters.t0 the ~ .  : t~  v~ulenm-to~ city have the govzrnment was pre- 
eswed spirit and t~e com- Within th. Im;,,,,h.~ I~,~4 At .the ulrport, hanth-edsof.~,.becn.agita .t..ing.ferauton,omy, pared to send army trne~ to | DECISION | oexamc. .  " ' "  mergersana acquuss,,ons . . . .  : , :  . . . .  
panyban been working with ~)n';~s B~y" C~.~s~' l~t~i  people Jammed, J icket from . Be .cenn! oil.Hob Khazmtan province, 
h . - ' I Judge Shirl ing sen- deniers to improve the m, , , . , , , :  v,~ . .a  ~ counters,~ ahgUtihg ~nd,  :revoinuonary ~tovere~nc, .in which Khoramshahr is 
. . . .  . . . .  ~ .v ,  uuu  ~u-  " . . . . . .  ' *' ~ .... '~ "~:' • ted"wer~ ' Following a Public Hearing held In Richmond, British tenced GordonSmith,22, turnover in the inst ~vo. ~ ' ~  inh v, at in ~'.nllm.'a 8hovil~-in,anof~'~l~t,~,~/~,'4:~.aDd th.0~. ~ex,,eu. situated, to maintsin law and 
Columbia on 6March 1979, the Canadian Radio.television end to pay a ~ fine with 30 years." ~'.~-'~.a ;~',,~',~ " :^~' . .~  seat aboard the only~'~/)m- assumed mne ~an. . order if necessary. . 
. . . . . . . .  , w.. , , ,  v, aewastcoesa Telecommunications Commlulod announces the following daYS ~11 default after he Expansion has . been Hudson'sse hasbeen n merelal plane fly.~ .out of Ahen.d~ms 
decision effective forthwith, ple'aded gui lty to an ainwsdand the cam r j -~ iS . .. 7.  _n.teke_ Mansgua, a 98~mt Boeing at a funeral procession. The newspaper Kayhan 
olaringmoroemol'-~is~'~'nits ~?xam~vmt~yo~J ,  ora 727 of the ;~unoza-ownad Sunday'inKhoramshahrfor eported another execution 
Decision CRTC 79-437 . . impaired driving charge, iradiilonai str~mh as a /,,~,~v,,,,- -y . .~, . __  .. Laulca Airlines. . . .  a pro.Khomeini Monday, that of a wnman 
" "~- -  J=ecanso OI me 8nFinKu~ Arndt told the court price leader in automobile number of companies in- There are only two fll~.is rsvolutiona~ ~ard  kfll.~ who uperatedb.retbels in.~e 
TERRACE,,BRITISHCOLUMBIA ' before sentence was  parts and homo. hardwaxi atllutionaiinvestoraonn-ur- daily.out..ofManagua, onel~ instwesk. Sumra.~.o.~s.a _w~ternaQ'~.~ermanen.an. 
-7S0~11400 ' . ' passed that a police products, chase,h.,~,,~nh,,.h~'..~._ Mtsmi, Fm.,endtheotherto esvellp~'~Bswe.r.elounooy Three prostitutes ano. a 
, - . , . , . . . .  ,~  u , . . .~ ,v- en l  revo-  ne weFe exec51t4Ml Uust PRINCE RUPERT, BRITISH COLUMBIA. report stated Smith had Dvorchlk said Canadian wn,d ~.:,ndtn, '~i,, ,, San • Salvador . and ~e nlast, four o.x m . ix .u~-er_'. _ . 
• Tire ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ;~- - - . . . - - " . -  . . . . . .  , ~uatemala City lut in~[pzares,  ano more week m'renran, vrcetituuon -710910400 
KITIMAT, BRITISH COLUMBIA , , : ,~ : l :~;~. : ; : :~: : ;~astop  sisn.and.had -,,, ,~,,,~,,-~ - -  uvm'cn~mua " -" , asareesi • ',,ri ' :~' , , ,,,~ :=;:"'~ -. "',-;-'~~~'-:'~ ' ,  ' ;  The. goye~ent  ~ur~ than 40.w~unded is againet Illlimkl law. 
order to. eneed turnover at v~r  an ' " "  ~d'.~l~ ~J("~u~'e'; ricers.With 30 years or more , , -~ ,x~.  o - -~u~ ~AI~. ,~,L~U 
~seoa Broadcasters Ltd. Stanley Robinson thedsaier/evel . . . .  experlence - more than 150 ' - • 
..  . veland, inc.rmm does not drop sharply . . . .  i,,q,a,,~ , ,  ,, . . . .  !, NIAGARA PALLS. N.Y. werecaliedtoconflrmthelr 
Appltcatlons to amend the came television broadcasting pleaded 6~I/Ity to a Charge . me voiun~.e, o~ ornara n'om Canadian Tire A will reach ~,~"~'7~"~°hT~. ~),'~d'~; (CP) --  U S aovenunent earlier finding after one of 
Ilcances for Terrace. Prlnoa Rupert e.nd Kltlmat, British of CaUSing a dinturhenne me - - - . . .  . . . . . . . . .  • ' - parent company. 140 within sis to eight staff, Gen. Humberto geololpsts warned Monday three seismic devices at 
Columblo as follows: while being drunk. Arndt Deaierenles lneressed~.l months. Corrnien, and moat colonels, there in a ~mrioon pesoibllity Terrapin Point, an  ob- 
told Shir lkg that the that subsurface rock sorvatinn area on the U.S. Terrace, British Columbia 
Basic Service (Channels ~ to 1|) 
• to add the reception nnd distribution Of KIRO-TV (CBS) 
Seattle, Washlngfon; part.time when. KCTS-TV (PBS) 
Seattle, Washington Is not broadcasting. 
Service Ares 
-to extend the service ares to Include ThornhlJl and Brauns 
,Island areas. 
Prince Rupert, arHIsh Columl~a 
.to add a new distant hendend. 
Basic Servlco (Channels ~ 1o 13) 
.to add the reception and distribution of KIRO.TV (,CBS) 
Seattle, Washington; part.time when KCTS.TV (PES) 
Seattle, Washington Is not broadcasting and CFTK.TV (CEC) 
Terrace, British Columbia via microwave; 
.to delete the reception and dlstrlbutlen of CFTK.TV-1 (CBC) 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia. 
Service Ares ~ 
.to extend the ,ervlce area to Include adlolnlng areas In t~ 
southwest area of Prince Rupert and he4h eldse of Highway 
16 up to and Including the village of Port Edward~ British 
Columbia. 
charges were theresult of ~ d[~ , 
an incident a t the  Shan l ' i P T 1 1 0 " P P Q  T / l r I~ IV  
Yan restrarant on Jane 2. -"- ~.q . . l . L I , l ,~ , .S~'k .7  J I .& J . I~ ,WT 
~blrling fined Robinson 1 " • • • ~.  1 
default. . i j ,  ~ 1,4k.m. .' ~k ~,~ 
• • '. " .. . V ICTOP~(CP)- -Lal  
• Mlnktor #,llan Will ares a 
kl . . . . . .  ' ..: . .  ~i Monday ~e favor ,,sing 
R Rivar~idn  Antn  Wrnnk inw ~ Canad is |~Forresarhaso  
II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  p II'" ComeT, B.C. as a tee 
M . . . . .  . • M tlement station~or VJ 
11 I loal l  ~re  Y. lr l l lH~e R namesesafuge~ffithasl 
fuilltien to handle them 
ICTORIA  (CP)  -  bor 
i ister Allan iams aid 
nday he orsusing the 
ian Forces air base at 
ox, . .   r set- 
i  for let. 
ese r l~e~ ff it has e 
Williams, the minister 
responsible for provincial 
thuni~tion, agreed with 
Cemox ' Mayor Co~ge 
Pierey that he Coma camp 
be used as a temporary 
s~tlso~nt ares unt~ l~r- 
manent homes could be 
found for the so-celled boat 
people "fleeing the com- 
munist regime in Vietnam, 
Kitimet, British ColumbM 'Tam not awa~ 0f.what 
.to add a new distant hesdend, facilities thay have and how 
they could be used, but ff the 
federal government has Basic Servlca (Charnels I to 13) i military establishments .-to add the reception and distribution of KIRO-TV (CBS) 
.Senttle, Washington; part-time when Kc'rs.TV (PBS) ' whichimve accommodation 
and medical clinics where' Seattle, Washington Is not broadcasting; 
• to change the reception of CFTK-TV (CBC) Terrace, British 
Columbia from off-air to via microwave. 
Decision: APPROVEO 
The boundaries of ths ,ew areas to be served by the Terrace 
and Prince Rupert systems will he specifically described in 
the amended Ilcancos. 
The Commission considers that the reception via microwave 
of the CFTK.TV Terrace signal by the Kltlmat cable system 
should significantly Improve the technical quality of the 
signal delivered to subscribers. 
IW1th rell~eCt to the Prince Rupert system, the Commission 
has no oblectlon to the proposed substitution of priority 
station CFTK.TV.1 Prince Rupert by CFTK.TV Terrace, vie' 
microwave, as the pro0rommlng of the two signals Is Idsn- 
tloah However, should the licensee wish to discontinue the 
microwave recsptlon of the Terrace signal at a future date, 
the carriage of CFTK.TV.1 Prince Rupert must then be 
relnstafecl. 
The licensee has propcoed the pert.time carrlnge of KIRO. 
13/(CBS) Seattle on each of the three systems; the KIRO-TV 
signal would be dlstrlbutud on the channel sutherlzed for the 
carriage of KCTS-TV (PBS) Sesttle, only when KCTS.'rv Is 
nat broadcasting. Recognizing that the coils of a separate 
mlcrowsve channel to carry KIRO.TV on n full.time basis 
are beyond the moans of the licensee at the pt'*ce~ time, the 
Commission APPROVES the pert.time corrlsge of KIRO.TV 
on channel 9 only at such times as KCTS.TV Is not broad. 
casting. 
Ottawo J.G, Patensude 
July 5,1979 Acting Secretary General 
2Oth 
flnniversary 
ce lebrat ions  " 
underway 
Ev's Mens Wear 
from July 16-21 
• ,  All summer stock reduced 
, Storewide savings,& sales 
3 I ) ( ) ( )1 |  I ' I{IZI ' ; ,~ I ' l ' ; l l  I),.~1 
EV'S MENS WEAR LTD. 
4606 Lakelse 636-6420 
they can receive rafugaon, 
then they should he used," 
WilliamS enid, 
Pinrey said Cemo~ would 
welcome up to 30,000 Viet- 
nam r~a~.  
Some observers suggested 
Somoza did .thhl as a con- 
eseslon to Bowdler and the 
Junta. Others said it was 
intended to give the officers 
a chance to flee Nicaragua 
end escape trial at the lumde 
ot the new government. 
Unconfi~.hieg' reports 
swept Manngua that Samoa 
had fled when he left his 
. downtown bunker, by 
helicopter but he flew to his 
nearby hilltop residence, 
conferred with top aides and 
returned to headquarters 
minutes inter." 
A party member said 
Somoza and inglslatnra 
discussed convening a Joint 
session of Congress today to 
• name an interim president to
receive Som0~'s 
resignation. He said 
Francisco UrcUye, ~l-yenr- 
old president of the 704ant 
House of Deputies, appeared 
to be Willing to tnke on the 
interim post. 
It appeared oubtful that 
the majority of legislators 
required by the comiltutten 
to make the presidential 
change could he mustered 
for a Joint seRBian in the 
bunker. 
In several bul ld l~ in the 
liendqubrters compound,. 
government employees were 
removing film and tearing. 
up papers. 
REALTY WORLD® 
Park 
Avenue 
Realty 
and 
0entral Homes & 
Development Ltd. 
will host  an 
I Open House. 
Watch Friday's Real Estate secti0n r0r details. 
movement at Niagara Falls 
might cause the largest 
recede  in the falls moues 
hk~'y..concern over a 
possible rnckJlide forced the   r |doftho .ot 
to niter their routes 
away from the thundering 
water at the bottom of the 
cascade. 
A team d Canadian geolo- 
gists was czlled in earlier 
Monday toreinspeet the rock 
• face on the Ontario aide of 
Horseshoe Falls after 
confirmation of rock 
movement on the U.S. side. 
Ran  Devoreux, public 
relations director for the 
Niagara Parks Commimdca, 
said there is no apparent 
movement on the Ontario 
~k .° f  the faik at Table 
The ge01ogim, who in. 
M)ected Table Rock in May, 
side, sounded an alahn 
Friday. 
The point was olcend and 
weekend inspections showed 
new cracks in the base of the 
point, 
• TwoU.S. psychics recently 
have predicted that 
• significant reckfalis would 
soeur soon in the area. _ 
The U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers expects ~o know 
within two days how much ' 
rock movement isecourrtng 
on the American side of. the 
Horseshoe Falls, said a 
technician. 
A peeslble slide ot aa much 
as 200,000 to 300,000 tens of 
might create anew face 
for the Horsechon Falls, said 
Thomas Wilkinson of the 
Engineers Corps. He warned 
the Niagara Frontier State 
Parks Commimdon to bold 
eft on plans to blast away a 
portion of unstable rock. 
Alberta favors Carter 
EDMONTON (CP) --  .educed quota on imported 
Alberta Energy Minister. oil. 
.Mary Leltch said Monday But the minister said he 
.that initiatives announced did not believe there would 
Sunday night by U.S. be much effect on the price 
President Jimmy Carter olAlhertaollwhichhenbesn 
may stabilize world oil poffged to the U.S. ceml~to 
prices. . price which is 'below the 
world pries. 
Carter appealed to As for alternate nergy 
Americans in a n~Jor policy sources, Leitch said: 
address to cce~erve oil and "I wouldn't hink Alberta 
~minis s and outlined measures will speed up research 
nned by his ad- projects as a result of what 
traiim, the United States is con- 
"A reduction in the U.S. tsmpInting doing. Rnsoorch 
demand on the world supply projects here Include' re- 
is probably going to tend to search into the use of coal 
keep world pricing more in and oil sands. There have 
check than would otherwise also been some solar 
be the case," said Leltch of research projects in the 
Carter's announcement of a province." 
Canadian scientist dies 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Dr. Leo 
Marion. former vice. 
president of the National 
Rnsenrch Coaneil and an 
internatlmudly.known 
research chemist, has died 
at the age of 80. 
Maria, who died of cancer 
Sunday, held honorary 
degree .t from 13 Canadian 
and European universities 
for his work In organic 
chemistry. 
He was a Fellow and 
former president of the 
Royal Society of Canada, 
Fellow and former prcoldent 
of the Chemical lestitutehof 
Canada, a Fellow of the 
Roywl Society of London and 
an Henorary Member of tha 
Sect, as chimiqun de Prance. 
Marion was also awarded 
the Medal of the Vity of Paris 
a~d"Chempcul lmitule of..  
Canada Medal. 
His wile died several years 
ago and the couple had no 
children, 
Funeral arcaqemnois are 
incomplete. 
9 
. . .  . • 
• / . . ,  
Medical buil'dlng."" go • Construction has begun• on a new medical building at Alcan's Kitimat smelter. The new $I million building is being built 
• outside A-gate smack in the middle of the lower 
parking lot road. 
Traffic has been rerouted and the road will be 
: closed permanently. 
Project manager Torn Pranse said Wednesday 
that.the two-storey building will consist of a 6,200 
, square f~ot ground floor and a 2,300 square foot 
upper floor. 
The lower storey will contain a lobby, first aid 
The Herald, Tuesday, July 17, 1979, Page 3 
l~m, doctors' Offices, alaboratory, X-ray room, 
examination rooms and shower and washroom 
facilities. 
The upper storey will provide Offices for plant 
safety officers and the company's employee 
fitness and recreation co-ordinator, a conference 
room, and an exercise room with showers and 
lockers. 
At present, medical services are located in the 
wash and locker building on the smelter site. 
The contract for slightly more than $1 million 
has been awarded to Kadar Construction of 
Kitimat. 
Howard 
trap:ban 
Frank Howard, Skeena 
1~,  says that many 
people who advocate 
banning the leg-hold trap 
• do not fully appreciate 
the importance of 
trapping. 
'~l~ere is a lack of 
information on the part of 
a lot of people, most of 
whom live in the cities, 
who have never seen a 
,trap in their lives or a fur 
shop,:', said .Howard.4n a 
recent press release., , 
Howard said that ~ve 
have got to pay some 
:attention to the fact that 
• trapping is a way of life 
.and is sustenance to a 
great many people in this 
province." 
"I 'm not partial to 
banning it until.that point 
time where something 
batter comes along," he 
mid. "~bat's where we 
are and that is where 
most of the trapper are as 
well. 
Howard says he agrees 
with trappers who have 
told him to show them 
something which will ~ 
batter than the type of 
trap that has stood the 
test of time ever since the 
• Hudson's Bay Company 
owned this province. 
"~ow me something 
batter than that and as 
effecflv, e or as efficient as 
that and then deal with 
me on the question of my 
capital investment in my 
• .or•pc and I'll go along 
.with you," Howard says 
trappers ay. 
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Acddent 
injures 3 
• RCMP report an early 
.morn ing  acc ident  
Monday that left three 
Oregon men in Hospital, 
after a 1972.Ford pickup 
was spotted upside down 
in shallow water near 
Klnanza Creek. 
Stanley Ray Berry, 20; 
Jeffrey Robert Church, 
19; and Shawn Reiten, 17; 
all of Coos Bay, Oregon, 
were taken to Mills 
Memoria l  Hospital  
following the 'accident. 
RCMP state Berry, the 
driver of the vehicle, was 
still in the pickup when 
ambulance chews arrived 
and was later transported 
to Vancouver from Mills 
Memorial. Church and 
Reiten remain in Mills for 
treatment and ob- 
servation. 
Photo  by  Ann  Dun|mui r  
i ] mm, l  mid  i 
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¢"Z 
DAY 
CIGARETTES (Canadian 
Reg. Price Brands Only) 
• 89 each 2/1" 
per pack 
ARRIDROLL-ON :: , ,~ :,: i TANTOOIHSECT 
2.5 oz. 
Reg.1.99 Price 144 REPELLANT° oz. 
Reg. Price 1.99 
HERSHEY BARS 
9.3 oz. 
Reg. Price Q / 144 
3 for 1.89 I~1 r . 
CHARLIE LIPSTICKS , , IVORY LIQUID 
DISHWASHING Reg. Price ~'l 44 SOAP 32 oz. 
2 . 5 ~ n  Re~.  Price 1.89 
~ HANDIPLAST BANDAGE 
STRIPS !oo s A . . .  40 
Reg. Price 7 / | lit ~ | 
1'29 im/ i  
PLUS MANY OTHER UNADVERTISED 1.44 SPECIALS 
I 
SHOPPERS DRUG MART 
TERRACE SHOPPING CENTRE 
(•1 I~,H(;|:X 
m 
~,~, SALE PRICES IN EFFECT JULY 18, 1979 imme 
STORE HOURS: MON,-FRI. 9AM-9PM SAT. 9AM-6PM SUN, IOAM-6PM 
144 
44 
EED 
ARS 
FCOiiRSIi 
;$6995 
. . . . . . . . .  $4995 
1972.0IISMOBILE 
$2896"  J door, low IThieege, i~lra clean, poe poe°  ° .poe  .eeoc . . °ee  • °°~°o .  o i 
1974 CHARGER S.E. 
V8 auto trans., P.S. & P.B. 
• oo0  ° • .  eo°o .o°  ••••• .••t .  • .•• .• . . . . • . .•o . .• .•• .  ° . . •••• .  ° ••  
1974 FORD F360 
Cab-Chasls with steal deck 
• eoeeee e • e • • • • ~ • • . • . • o o •  coco°  go  ' ' ° ee  e OUO 
1976 El)SON 8' OAMPER 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ° . . , . , , o . , ° . .  • . . , . ° . . ,  
1977 FORD F360 OREWl)AB 
TuTone Paint, V8 Auto, 8' Box. 
'..eee•iooooeoooeoeoooeelooeeoa•eee•*o'ol~ooe o .  e • • l e o . p o e • I •  e . J  e 
1977 OOUGAR XR7 
VO, auto trans., P.S. & P,B. 
• ,o  • • . *eooe  * • • eeHe e ee pea•poe  
1976 GMI) 4x4 
20 Series, V8 Auto 
• • • ••00•  • • •o•  eoeoo  oo IQee loeooeoeeeeoao topee  eooee oeeooe #.eeoc•  e 
s2oos 
$4796 
$2996 
$8495 
$5396 
$5796 
LEASING 
An Alternative to Private Ownership 
Advantages. Include: 
No Capital Investment 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity , 
Convemenee 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4|al Keith 
136 -4014 
i, 
/ 
.! 
I 
$6995 
' [~  5 : . :  ' ~ . . . .  
..' ~;  "~ I 
10,995 
$46 6 
( 
I 
] ~•;: 
t' 
ili. i 
L' 
t 
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] LETTERS TO THE ED!TOR 
Dear Sir: 
I wish to comment on your 
comment of Friday, July 6 
dealing with prestituties and 
express my surprise that no 
woman or minister of 
~llgloo responded to this 
editorial. 
After asserting that you 
dJd not believe proatitutioa 
has already committed 
adultery with her in ida 
heart. So if your right eye is 
an occasion of' sin to you, 
pluck it out and cast it from 
you; for it is better for you 
that oue of your members 
should perish than your 
whole body should be thrown 
into hell." 
should he llkgal,'you made a Law throughout the ages 
very offensive statement, has condemned the practice 
namely, "After all is there "of prestitutiou'and I believe 
any difference between will rightly continue to do so 
seillngyourbody'alabor, or in spite of our ourrent 
your time, and:.l~, ormin8 a 'liberalism' whlcl~ Is thin 
sexual service? (As in bissuise forthe evils that 
prostitution), flourish today and that which 
I certainly do believe that 
most women and in fact the 
majority of Canadians would 
take offense to such a 
statement, and have a great 
deal more respect for female 
dignity than your editorial 
sugd~esto y u have. The God 
given gift of union between 
male and female which in 
true love gives each partner 
opportunity to become a 
procreator of new" life in 
addition to giving one's elf 
to the other is far m~e 
profound than, and cannot be 
compared to a mere "trip 
down to the office to earn 
your daily bread", or the 
earnings thereof. 
In like fashion the 
cheapening ofone's,b0dy by 
you ,appear to relish in 
espousing. 
Indeed your comment 
appeared to desire to use the 
problem'of prostltutlen as a 
lever to lobby for change 
drug law enforcement, 
another area of your 
IrrespansiblLity as a Jour. 
nalist. I would very much 
challenge your suggestlou 
that making a dr~ less 
expenolve is going to inhibit 
its use. In fact I believe the 
opposite to be true...if 
cheaper itwill by far heceme 
more readily used. In both 
areas clear and strong en- 
forcement is required, as 
meat. police officers agree, 
otherwise growth' wl!l 
abound. To think otherwise 
explo i tat ion through is ,naive.~-,.C~Md/an:kw~ 
prestitntioff (wheth~ n~ie~ . ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ; ~  
or female)~ where" love and . . . . . . .  ::~:"~! . . . . . . . .  : .... 
responnibiity is absent and Inconclusinn!su~estyou 
only cold cash is the . take up your own sugguatiou 
motivntion is surely which is to address the social" 
repugnant and destructive to problems that contribute or 
human dignity. Itcerteinly lead to addiction and 
violates the stern teaching of prostitution. Inso doing you 
a gentle and lovin8 Christ will render a true service to 
who taught"You have heard the community and make 
that it was said to the an- your paper a little more 
ctente, thou shalt not commit readable. 
adultery. But I say to you 
that anyone who so much as 
looks with lust at a woman 
I .=  
The District of Terrace is considering the allotment of up,to $30,000 be made available on a 
matching basis to community groups and individuals who may wish to sponsor Vietnamese 
refugees to Terrace. 
Do you feel taxpayer's money should be spent for this purpose? 
' YES NO 
~.~{!.~,. 
If "Yes" what amount do you feelshould be spent? 
• $10,O00 
$20,000, 
$30,000 
Would you contribute yourself if lthe District of Terrace matched your funds? 
YES ' NO 
I 
. ! .  
a , .  
- .  . .~ 
. .  - .~ , "  
• ' /  
o . 
• , ,  , , -  
. . . .  , .  
Youre sincerely, 
Tony Organ. 
LETTERS 
WELCOME 
The Herald welcomes its readers comm'ents. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will he printed. We do, hmvever, etain the r ight 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letfm's,/or 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
If, you would contribute please contact the District of Terrace by telephoning 635-6311 or 
writing to the address below. 
PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONAIRE BY JULY 20, 197,9 TO:  
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NO. 5 -  3215 EBY STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 2X6 
, , , - .  
CRITICISM TOO •'/,•'i :ii:;/":"'J; 
Carter policy wins praise!  /: '1 ' 
as sh.o .'ong so me..! e adoer ship 
said excessive depen- Tokyo. , abroad." 
" di 
recthcaup.e~ i :~ ,~;  "~ '~~~. ;~J~.~psp~.T .~ bube de 
gasotind' lld~'~ttc-J~b~ ~er~iMl ]~ ~i~* i~: - :~e  .~ented  that 
cause' of inflstion 'and pad flv e e~nte~y." Carter "could have ad- 
unemployment i  he U.S. Chief Cabinet Secretary mitred that much of the 
"This intolerable Rokasuke Tanaka said enrreatmalalseisdne to 
dependence enforelgu ell the .Tokyn government the incoherence, the 
sees the measures .as 
effeellve means, to tide 
over the ourrent energy 
crisis and problems 
expected inthe' future. 
Carter's speech was 
welcomed ako by the', 
International Energy 
Agency, n. l~-country 
body" crested after the 
1973-1974 energy erkk to 
co-ordinate the West's 
response to onerSY 
shortages. 
Niels Eraboell, the 
agency's Danish chair- 
man and a man who lias 
criticized the U.S. as 
extravngunt in energy 
use, said the plan "will 
• surely have a 
psychological effect" 
around the World; He 
uld, it "hereida, n new 
global era and a change of  
Lifmtyle not ealy in the 
.. 
contradict ions, the 
hesitations of the White 
House .... Above all, the 
speech hardly 
corresponded to the needs 
o~ clear leadership'which 
Mr. Carter underlines at 
the same time." 
The ' French financial 
newapeperAgence 
Econo.mique t Finan- 
ciere said Carter's new 
enersy program should 
he welcomed by both oil 
producing and consuming 
OaUons, but it questioned 
whether the program can 
he implemented in view 
o~ a hostile Congress. 
Gold set a record in 
Europe as investors 
reacted unfavorably to 
Carter's speech. Gold was 
trading at ~91.875 nn 
ounce in Zurich, Swit- 
r~rland, and was fixed in 
london at ~91.40. . 
energy policy for the 
United States drew praise 
Monday-:fcom : the 
Organimmtion of.. Petro- 
leum Exporting Countries 
as well as from the 
European Conimoa 
Market, the Japanese and 
West German govern- 
manta and a Western 
energy plasnin8 agency. 
Some foreign officials 
and newspapers ' 
crilictzed it as short on 
specifies and wondered 
whether Carter can make 
it.work. Investors reacted -
negatively too, sendin8 
gold to a record 1291.875 
U.S. an ounce in Zurich. 
In Vienna, Austria, 
OPEC Secretary-General 
Rene Ortiz declared: "We 
in OPEC welcome Mr, 
Carter's statement 
outlining aprugrsm to cut 
the U.S. consumption of
oil. over the next 
decade .... We appreciate 
any steps taken by con- 
sumin8 countries which 
are the major importers 
'nf  OPEC oH, reducing 
their oil co'~suml~/oa." 
In his Sunday ul~ht 
• ? 
threatens our ecoanmle 
independence and the 
very seourity of our 
nation," he said. 
CommonMarket 
Ener~' Commbeiooer 
Guide Brunner said he 
"welcomes unreser- 
vediy" Carter's propomda 
to cut U.S. dependence on 
foreign oi l .  
He said in'a statement 
issued at the Market's 
headquarters in Brussels, 
Belgium, . that the 
measures reinforced the 
decisions taken at the 
recent Tokyo economic 
summit "and even go 
beyond them." 
Brunner said he" is 
confidentthe U.S. will 
succeed in halving oil 
imports by 1990 'and 
lowering this year's 
imports to 8.2 million 
barrels a day from the 8.S 
REFUC, EES 
COMMENT .', . .. . 
O EOO Thatcher m no-win trap 
and taking flack from both 
By BRUCE LEVETT 
propoeak in hand. limited to the prevtoua figure 
The conference, . in o/S,000. 
Geneva, Switzerland, this. , The decision to take in an- 
week, is Britain's ides. ' otber 10,000oame followinga 
A statement on the British mooting between the Prims 
offer, which might still Minister and Kurt 
depend on the respenes from . Waldheim, UN secretary. 
other countries, will he made general, at 10 Downing 
by Carrinstm before the Street. ' 
detailed speech about its 
position. 
Waldheim Is hopin8 to 
eliminate the rhetoric,. 
confining delegates to a 
simple announcement, on 
what each country is 
ta do. 
in and other Western 
countries are taking with a 
grain of ault the Vietnam an. 
Geneva talks open Friday. In  addltion to prmMng 
Britain to open its doors to 
The British government is : more r~uguoa, the UN is 
belug pulled in ,two direc- hephql to talk Britain into 
tionsbytheissoe, opeuln8 its coffers and 
There has been incronsing contributilig &S million 
pressure from Labor ($12.6 muslin) to a UN fund. 
members of Parliament and 
some •Conservative back. 
benchers to be more sym. 
pathetic to the refugees. 
There has also been a 
hostile reaction from such 
groups as the 19~ Com. 
mittee of the Conservative 
party, which wants the 
Conservative government to 
haw to a strong line and not 
allow any more refugees'in. 
They want the quota 
oouncement that it has or. 
dared a halt to the flight o~ 
refugees from its shores, 
• Diplomats are inclined to 
see the gesture as an attempt 
to win euppert before the 
Geneva conference. 
The government says Some have arsued that in- 
some financial nldls likely to creased aid could he couno 
be offered, but it isn't terprnductive, encouraging 
Commenting na the target . the Vietnamese to drive out 
figure, even more of Vietnam's 
The sheer practicalities of 
the two-day Geneva meeting 
are beginning to cause 
concern here. 
About 70 countries are ex- 
pc.seed to be represented and 
each one will want o make a 
ethnic Chinese mhtorlty. 
It's an argument with a fa- 
miliar ring and com- 
mentators are drawing 
parallels between this 
situation and the one which 
existed when Germany 
began persecuting its Jews. 
: L  " 
v IEWPOINT 
BY JIM FULTON 
A trip to Prince Rupert can be fun but i tcan also 
create problems; particularly when nature calls. 
Looking for a restroan is difficult. The malls have a 
restroon for the hapless visitor, but they keep the 
toilets locked away because some people's kids have 
almost destroyed the facilities eeve'ral times. 
Someone in our party suggested an older person 
should be hired to sit in the toilets like in Europe and 
any young punk that gets out of hand should simply be 
shot. It's getting to the point where vandals are now 
ruling our lives and, after all, anyone who has to "go" 
is not going to dance around saying nice things about 
them. 
We finally went to a restarat~nt and had another eup 
of coffee so that we could use the washrooms. 
The day was not a total waste, however. 
We discovered that the museum in Prince Rupert is 
only a nice place to visit and it has restrooms. Next 
time any of us start to panic we'll go look at the ar- 
ticfacts instead of having coffee. 
Another interesting stop, one had absolutely no 
connection with restroom problems was the Mount 
Hays gondolas which take people to the top of the ski 
hill facility in the summer to get a good look at the port 
city. 
For 13 each it was worth the trip.. There are refresh- 
merits at the top, including a bar and a resturant. The 
vernada offers people the opportunity to sit outside, 
sip their tea or beer and watch the ships and boats 
come and go from the harbor. 
LONDON (CP) -- The 
forces of British Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher 
are "esught in a cress-fire 
becawe of their hesitant and 
reluetant rnspmso to the 
plisht of the Vietnamese 
"boat people." 
Cartoonists and colum- 
nists, radio commentators 
and the phone.in lunatic 
~ inge are in full cry arSuing at Britain either has 
already done too much or 
has far more to do. 
First, Mrs. Thatcher 
argued that Britain could not 
take more than a limited 
number of the Vietnamese 
refugees. Then, after an 
apparent change of heart m 
her part, the cabinet decided 
that Britain should offer 
sanctuary to another 10,000. 
Her ministers, led by 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carriugtoa, convinced her 
that Britain could not go to 
the United Nations con. 
ference on the subject with. 
out specific and generous 
. - . . .  
It is a real pleasure for me to make this report, my: 
~s~ ~ ~ou a~,.your Member of Pprliament. I woul~ 
_~:  ~,~P~r~' ty  'to thank everyo~ fok ' 
their mipi~r t d~ing and since the May 22 election. 
I would also like to pay tribute to the members who 
preceeded me in this seat: Frank Howard and lena 
• Campegnolo. Both served the area well and I shall do 
my utmost, with'your guidance and assistance, to 
continue that tradition of service. 
It has been an extremely busy time for me s ince 
May 22. I've spent a good deal of time getting my..' 
Ottawa office into operation, as well as the local of- 
flees in Queen Charlotte City, Prince Rupert, Terraee,i 
Kitimat, Stewart, Smithers and Casslar. 
• All of these offices are available for anyone nesding i 
assistance or information. I'll be working closely with 
the provincial representative for the area, Frank 
Howard, on the concerns and issues that.come to us..  
representative in Terrace is l%rma Randle at 638-. 
1818, 
The election brought real changes to our govern- 
ment. I, like all Canadians, hope that the Clark ad-- 
ministration can start to get Canada back on track. 
Our economy is in real trouble, regional differences 
are breaking down the national unity we all desire, 
and real leadership from our government is missing. 
on almost every major problem.. 
Of real'concern to me was the Clark government'sl 
decision to implement the changes to unemployment 
insurance.that the Liberals had forced through before 
the election. Both the Conservatives and .my party,: 
the NDP, had opposed many of these changes. The  
policy reversal of the Conservatives on this issue does 
not lead me to have a great deal of faith in some of. 
their other campaign promises, but time will tell "that 
story. 
The changes in unemployment i surance are unduly 
restrictive. The NDP has long fought for a fair 
scheme, to account for seasonal unemployment and  
the ups and downs of our weak economy. We advocate' 
full employment and do notsee U.I.C. as a handout or 
welfare scheme. But the new changes will force many'/ 
derseving unemployment people onto welfare and  
therefore will not save any tax dollars. 
Young people, seasonal workers like the cosata i  
cannery employees, women and part-time arners are ' 
the target group. Some women who have worked 
many years in the fishing industry, season after 
season, may well be denied U,I.C. this winter. Cer- 
tainly, this is not fair or economically sensible, The  
Conservatives made good arguments ngainst many of 
these changes. Unfortunately, now in power they have 
decided to proceed with them. I will be watching this 
situation closely and will be working to ensure all 
Skecna residents get the fairest treatment possible: 
Parliament will not sit until late September or early 
October so it is too early to speculate on other policlu, 
of the Clark government. I will be working throughout 
the riding between ow and then, with the exception of 
a short break in late August. Please feel free to 
contact me through the local constituency 
representative or by writing to me, care of the House 
of Commons, Ottawa. I look for, yard to a constructive 
and hard-worklng term of Parliament. 
. ; .+  +-, i , :+ .  ,~[+. :  : : , .+ , . .  , , . . . . . . . .  + . -  .+ .  - . .+  - .Z.:TT+,'~'..Z- .~ ,  
: + .  
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" ' " I f  EDMONTON (CP)  - -  The its effort o get a new school new up,smear,ate annually, has the highest raUo of op~ mainly of the post-war the two eastern echosla. This . But development .of the we were able to take 
family eye doctor is a .  o f  optometry at the The CAOsayathegraduates tometriats to populsti0n in yealT; year, only 13 enrolled in school has stalled in the part of that overflow, they'd 
vanishing breed, especially University of Calgary. ' don't even to replace the the country, Alberta nd Saahatchewan Waterloo, one from planning stage. The Jumpatthisschuol," hess,d. 
in We,tern Canada where There are  only two "optometrists retiring every But the shortage is in- Manitoba, University of Calgary has " 
shown interest in having the the shortage prompts con- 
cern about future quality of. 
ears, says the Canadian 
Association ofOptometrists,. 
The CAO is using its 
biennial oongrees, being held 
here this week, to sho~vcase 
faculties of optometry in 
Canada, one at the 
University of Montreal 
which graduates .40 students 
a year, and the other at the 
University of Waterloo in 
On,aria, which .produces 60 
Last  + respects  
paid Senator 
; 'MONTREAL (CP) - -  St. Hy'acinthe, Qua,, said the 
Polltictans.und citizens alike death of the 54.year.old 
paid their last respects on 
Monday to Senator Claude 
,Wagner, who died last we~ 
after a long illness. " 
More than 1,000 peeple,'in. 
eluding Prime Minister Joe 
Clark, attended the hour- 
long funeral service at St. 
Joseph de Bordeaux Roman 
Catholic church in north 
Montreal. 
Clark, who defeated the 
former judge in the 1976 
Progressive Conservative 
!eadershtp. ceavention, was 
~e Of the few who walked in 
.l)rocession through seor: 
heath) the church. He 
was accompanied by his 
• ~vffe, Maureen McTeer, and 
Ontario• Premier William 
Davb. 
i Others who followed the 
fo~ wreath-laden 
ihaouslnos and a hearse 
carrying Wagner's remains 
were IS members of the 
caPrbOgb resslve Conservative 
`net and several other 
leading politicians. 
i !They included Quebec 
Sodal Affairs Minister Denis 
Lanuro, former Liberal 
ministers Marc LalondQ and 
Francts Fox, Senator Jean 
Marchand, Air Canada •. 
board chairman' Bryce • 
Maekasey, veteran NDP 
parliamentarian Stanley 
Knowles, former senator 
Eugene Forscy and former 
Quebec Justice minister 
Jerome Choquette. 
Only half of the mourners 
were able to enter the church 
to hear the traditional ser- 
Wagner "surprised .the 
whole population." . 
"But .life doesn't end with 
death, it doson't-fintsh. I t
continues. Death in a 
beginning." 
The bishop noted that 
Wagner, who once' 
represented St.Hyacinths in.
the Commons, "gave himself 
totally for the benefit of his 
constituency." 
Wagner's wife, Giaelle, 
and his 23-year-old daughter, 
Johaune, were escorted from 
the church by the late 
senator's sons, ]llcbard, 31, 
and Christian, 18. • 
Wagner's body was inter 
buried at St. Vincent de Paul 
cemetary inadjacent Laval. 
Clark and many of the digni. 
,aries did not attend 4he 
burial. 
When Wagner's death was 
unnon~ced last week, Clark 
described him as a man 
"who sermed his province 
and hk country with dignity 
and courage." 
Wagner, born April 4,1925, 
in. Shaw~n, '  que;, was 
twice defeated for +~he 
leadership of a major.; 
political .party and twios~ 
watched his victor go m to 
fedora! "p~d provincial 
election ,success. 
He began his political 
career in 1964 as a Liberal in 
the quebec legislature, but 
in .the ear ly 1970a was 
defeated for the leadership 
of the Quebec Liberal party 
by 'Robert Bourasua, who 
later became premier. 
After a brief return to the 
vice, which was punctuated bench, where he earned a 
with char ~nud~,and, the, .reputation as. a.,stem sup'  
~, , , ,  +-' ."" ' , '~+~~ed'~i~"  
An oak cabinet containing unsuccessfully sought the 
Wagner's remains were leadership of the federal 
placed before the altar as the Conservative party. 
sombre congregation looked He Was named to the 
on. Senate in 1978 by former 
In his eulogy, Msgr. Albert Liberal prime minister 
Sanochagrin, the bishop of Pierre Trudeau. 
Factory whales 
POINT AU GAUL, Nfld. Another thing baffling the 
(CP) -- The 135 whales that experts is that whales are 
beached themselves and rarely seen in this area. No 
d ied on Newfoundland's local resident could 
Burin Peninsula during the remember a previous 
weekendmayendupina fish beaching. 
factory. • In one of the more pathetic 
Fishery Products Ltcl., a scenes during " the 
major Newfotmdland con- 
cern,sald itwill study the.oil 
and blubber content of the 
pilot whal~ -- known locally 
as potheads because of a 
protruding bump over their 
eyes'--  to determine their 
suitability. 
If they are, the firm 
proposes to tow the car- 
casses to a fish plant for 
lxocessing. 
As federal fisi~eries and 
pr0vineiul environment 
department crews at- 
tempted Monday to arrange 
cleanup operations, marine' 
scientists pondered why 
whales nceaslonaUy commit 
nmss suicide in this ~vay. 
They hewe, however, 
discounted an earlier 
suggestion that oil pollution 
had affected the sight and 
breathing of the mammals. 
1!! the ares around this 
commanlty, 30 kilometres 
south of Grand Bank and 
about the same distance 
from the French islands 0f 
St. Pierre-Miquelon, the 
Ut,ri?e s fr,:mworthsee n d de, aying 
,is head 
cop 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Judge 
M~U~ St, has been 
named chairman of the 
British Columbia Police 
Commission, replacing 
Geoff Mortimer, who 
rtsi~ned earlier this year, 
the provincial government 
announced Monday. 
• McQuean who was ap 
pointed a provincial court 
Judge in 19'/4, has spent ime 
as a prosecutor InVancouver 
and'was appointed to the 
police commission I  Aoril. 
phenomenon, a female whale 
gave birth at the water's 
edge before she died. Most of 
the beached mammals were 
rein`lee 
The whales were first seen 
Saturday by fishermen, who 
herded about 60 of them hank 
into deep water but c~uld not 
turn the remainder. 
Fisheries officers hot some 
that were grounded. 
Thb apecles of whale can 
grow to about 7.S metres in 
length and may way up to 
about 1,000 kilogramS. 
Even though air. 
breathers, their bulk brings 
death when denied the 
.buoysncy of water. 
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year ioWestern Canada. creaslngly acute in the 
CAO president Dr, Roy western provinces, he told a 
Brown of Virden, Man., says news conference Monday. 
the two schools produce CAO figures show that 
enough optometrists to almost halt the up,smear`ate 
• satisfy the markets in On- in Western Canada re over 
tar/o and Quobee;. the latter the age of 60 -- graduates 
I . . . 
INFO 
| . .  
HE:ALTH 
DR, BOB YOUNG 
...What, is Brutus sick, and 
will he steal out'of his 
wholesome bed to date the 
vile contagion of the night, 
and tempt he rheumy and 
unpurged air to add unto.his 
sickness? 
Julius Caesar II, i~ 261 
The quality of the air we 
breathe has been on men's 
minds for a iodg time, but 
active scientific in- 
vestigation of air pollution is 
a recent development. :In 
many cities in the U.S.A. the 
air pollution index is 
reported every day as part of 
the weather report. 
While Portia was worried 
about Brutus being exposed 
to night humors and vapors 
(~vhich were presumably 
harmless~, physicians and 
public health authorities 
have h~ndreds of possible air 
contaminants to think about, 
and many of these can affect 
the health of the citizen. 
• Known "danger areas can 
be. monitored 'for specific 
pollutants, a pradice that 
perhaps began when the first 
canary was taken into a coal 
mine. Larger areas require 
sophisticated equipment o 
identify specific ;hemicais, 
e~pecially if the g0urce has 
to be searched for/The wind 
may carry ..... dangerous 
chemicals long distances. 
Selected chemical com- 
pounds are measured on a 
dally basis to obtain the 
general pol!utlon level nan 
area, for example in a large 
city. Five pollutants are 
examined -- carbon 
monoxide, sulfur dioxide, 
ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and 
total suspended Particulate 
are In better shape, with 40 
per cent aged 50 or older. In 
British Columbia the figure 
is 55 per cent and in 
Manitoba 60 l~r cent. 
Brown said the problem Is 
that inot enough students 
from weste reCanada ttend 
of the effects of polluted air 
on their patients, par- 
ticularly those with lung 
, d i sease .  A smoke.filled 
living room, a dusty mill or 
factory, or a smeg-inflicted 
city may be significant 
factors in prolonging or 
• complicating disease..  
While patients may filter 
the air in their homes or 
move to an unpolluted area 
to escape the danger, i t  is 
better to prevent the 
problem in the first place by 
containing the pollutdnts at 
the source. 
The air pollution index is " 
one way of measuring the 
effectiveness of the yahoos 
pollution control measures 
that have hean developed. 
Brown said the association 
has been pushing for the now 
school for the last 10 years 
and in 1976 set up a fund to 
help finance the school. So 
far, the fund has ac. 
cumulated about St million. 
matter. 
These items can be 
measured, easily and ac- 
curately, and serve as a priesthood,: brought to the him as cardinal, Mclntyre 
general guide to assessing Roman ~ Catholic Church continued to fulfil his fuse. 
air purity. It is felt that great)financial and ad- lions as card ina l -  health 
sulfur dioxide and the mih~traflveacumen, lnLos pormitting--up to his death 
suspended narticulants are 
the m~t lmporinnt from the ] :+~ _ . ,  [ 
health point of view, and the' 
product of the  con- 
centrationa of these two may 
be recorded separately. . 
Physic,am ust he aware " 
school and Bert Hohol, 
minister for advanced 
edncation i  the last Alberta 
government, committed 
provincial money to the idea. 
But university admin- 
istrators worry the new 
Calgary was chosen as the 
site for the proposed school 
because the university 
already has an established 
medical school and health- 
oriented faculties. He noted 
that the University of 
Alberta in Edmonton al- 
ready has a school of ArChbishop dies "° '+  might, dralnfunde ophthalmology - -  from other programs, hthalmologists treat eye 
Dr. Ken Armstrong of Ed- diseases, while optometrists 
i .. - . taunton, in charge of the dealwith correcUon of vision 
' LOS. ANGELES (AP) - -  Angeles, he ~vas known'as a SAC negotiating committee, problems -- and has less 
James' Francis Cardinal builder of scores of churches said the university wants room to expend than 
Mcln ~re, on i m Ca built and school,, during ~he ar m's assurances that the school Calgary. 
archL shop ,f I ~ A, leles post.Secoz Ld W( rid ' Vat 
from 1948 to 1970, died population boom, when his 
lhtyr , R man tholic  ls ri  the ren's 
bishop o Los ngeles st.Second o l  W r and its accompanying clinic The newschool would not 
~ , would be selfsupporting only train practicing Up- 
Monday. at age 93, an ar- flock more than doubled, after the ~/-to $X0-mtilion tometrtsts but also be in 
chdioeese spokesman said. He was known' as a con. ospltal expenditure is made. volved in research and th~ 
Cardinal McIntyre died at servative because of his If the now school is built, training of new teachers. 
St. Vlncents Hospital, where feuds with liberal priests and there would be no shortage, of Brown said the echo01 might 
had been confined for the nuns, but age was cited'as students, aid Brown. Appli. eventually be the hub of a 
last sevqralyears, Msgr.Joo the reason for his retireme ,t cations to the two existing network of satellite clinics 
Pollard said. The cause of in January, 1970. He was 3 ~hoots have more than eg- acr~ Western Canada, 
.his ~ death was not am- then, eight years older than c~eded quotas each year. 
mediately disclosed, the age recommended for 
The cardinal, who abun. retirement by Pope Paul VI. 
don~d alucrative carecr as a Although Archbishop 
Wall Street broker for the Timothy Manning succeeded 
• .. ~ , 
"DOff YOURSELFPLUMBING" 
AB$ Pipe C.S.A. approved 
" on SALE . fo r  this week 
REGULAR SALE 
PR I@E 
.8e "~ 
"T3e .88 
2.39 1.79 
., 3.46 2.59 
SIZE ; 
1~ Inches 
2 Inches 
3 Inches" 
4 Inches 
• , C KIE BELANGER 
.i : . PLU mNO & HSATmS,TO. 
4436 Lakelse Ave~ 
TERRACE, ,  B,C. 635-9319 
i i 
2Oth 
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Ev's M n s Wear , 
" I" 19 flu Ju 16-21 . '+  
, All summer stock reduced/ i
, Storewide savinD & sales, ,i 
3 DOOR PRIZES PER DAY *. 
*'** ,", r'l } I .~" ;+"+ r, ,+ 
EV'S MEHS WEAR LTD. 
4606 Lakelse 635-5420 
I III • 
. DISC-DRUM COMBINATION 
/ 
' KM ,uu.m/.-.un."'"""'"'"" 
v, RIB TRUOKTIRES 
) F',~ , Nylon tubeless rib. Guaran. .,' 
/ teed against defects in FROM TO 
I / mster'°'s and w°rkmansh'p' 387o  71 :. Road hazar  Insured. IN. 
Kmart Special Pr!¢e 
BRAKE SERVICE 
Disc pads', quality rear liningsandinstallation 
formost ~cars. In addition, we will: 
• Inspect lines and hoses 
• Inspect master cylinder ~ ~,~ 
• Inspect wheel cylinders 1", .--Z 
• Inspect rolors and drums , , . / '~  ~ '~ 
n S ~L ervicacha|ked • Ir~pectwheel bead g ~,J-§, e ~ 
• LICENCEO K mart Sale Price f~r~ 'MECHAm~S D 
I ~ l~ i i t" • Appoin~lats may ' r  
R ~ H i  '~ i  be madeln advance I
i i --'11 U i tO la ~0.r I 
i n  i i imF  ~ '  itimeschedule I wu 
PARTS AND LABOUR EXTRA FOR: 
RESURFACE DRUMS RESURFACE ROTORS 
SIZES FOR MOST [ 
POPULAR VANS TRUCKS ] 
KM 200 VAN/LIGHT 
TRACTION TRUCK TIRES 
• Nylon tubeless traction treads 
for extra traction. Guaranteed 
against defects In materials FROM 
and workmanship. Ro.d 447o 7 hazard Insured. INSTALLED. 
Kmart Special Price 
TO 
?.3 Each 
TREAD OEStGN NOT AS 
ILLUSTRAIEO ON ALL SIZES 
SORRY NO SPLIT RIMg 
INSTALLATION OF TRUCK TIRES IS LIMITED TO THOSE VEHICLES OUR 
AUTOMOTIVE CENTRE CAN ACCOMMODATE 
SUPREME W00DEN 
AUTO CONSOLE 
P~t~tom crafted console can be 
I used for tissue, beverages, tapes 
or food. Oak or rosewood, finish, 
J Kmarl  ~ i~/ I  7 a~ 
| Sale / q l ~  
Price IV  U Each ' 
Extra hard ~hell wax for extra shine. 
d Plata  " i Llqul~ matt X marl T 
RlgularLl,*o':e 6.17 AeoularLiatPrP 1,9} j 
Km.t " i~7 Km.rt "~"  l 
Special q~l l :  Special _M~ v • J 
Price ,t Price U Esch~ 
Per wheelifnecessary. Perwheellfnecessary. 
Krl :rt 60 
VINYL CASSETTE ATTACHE CASE 
Store uo to 24 cassettes in this 'KmartSpeclKI Price 
convenient padded vinyl case. A i~  
Fits under most seats. Sturdy Bh~J  
handle. Tan, n _ . 
K mart Resular List Price 8.57 V ,-acn 
T.- I 
water er hot Llsl P-Ice ', .~ 
acids. Rust Kmm, 
proof. Special Price 
@ Colpydght Wail Disney Productions 
CARTOON CHARACTER ' .  
AIR FRESHENERS 
Refreshing lilac scent. Tweety 
Bird , Road Runner or Bugs 
Bunny ¢ shapes. 
-.'-'87:. j Price ch • 
k._. i i 
SKEENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 
OPEN 
WED., THURS. & 
FRI. to 9:30 PM 
~- Advertised Merchandise Policy 
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"TERRACE-KITIM.AT 
I tlm 
SPORTS 
" f home rUns  Lots o 
the game prediction 
~A~YSeE~e~r~i:tn~l!iP~)he:refA°Nrng~ ~i)dsIa~Vd°v~lul~b:b~'ur'~rttl~ecwIwa':'g~dG°mamee tonight at the 
a high-scorlng ame." . .... AMERICAN LEAGUE 
The National League has,., ...~ :i~ R0y Sma, lle_y (,.M/n).ons 
tonight's all.star game, said 1 : ea ..... .-,.~t~eorge -ret~ t t t~ o, won 15 of the last 6 gem , s 1 . ": ,__  , . . , . .  ,~.,~ ,, 
Monday he does not believe , .~t , ,d ; .~  th~ Inn, ~.~v~n [11  a o . ,umt  o a 3 , m  ~,~, , s ,  , ,  
. . . . . .  o -- . . . . . . . .  4. J im Rice (Bus) rf the Seattle Klngdome, a 
noted home run haven, was 
even as big as its published 
dimensions. 
The three.year-old, ~7- 
million facility, home of the 
expansion Seattle Mariners 
and the site of baseball's S)th 
mid-oummer game, is listed 
as 316 feet down both the 
lines. 
"Tbe dimensions are mis- 
,marked," Ryan sald flatly. 
" I  don't think they're 
mismarked, I know. 
"I'd be afraid to predict 
one hitters, will he starting 
his first all-star game. In 
1977, ,he refused Billy 
Martin s call to pitch in that 
game after Martin asked 
him to replace a.illng Angel 
team.mate Frank Tanana. 
That. happened Just prior 
to the game after Ryan had 
made other plans since he 
had been ignored. 
Ryan has given up eight 
home runs this soa~ou and 
four of them came within the 
confines of Seattle's domed 
stadium. 
row. 
"Basically," Ryan said, 
"I'm going to stick to my 
fastball. I know a majority of 
their (National League) 
guys are fastballhitters but I
I~von't been as pleased with 
my breaking ball as I've 
wanted this year." 
Ryan, who is 12-6 this year, 
is playing out his option and 
plans on testing the free 
agent market. 
Stertlng lincops for major 
league besebalre S)th. All- 
5. Fred Lynn (Boa) cf 
6/Carl Yaalrzemski (Bas) 
lb 
7. Darrell Porter (KC) e 
8. Frank White (KC) 2b 
9. Noisn Ryan (Cal) p 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
i.  Davey Lopes (LA) 2b 
2. Dave Parker (Pgh) rf 
3. Steve Garvey (LA) lb 
4. Mike Sclunldt (Pha) 3b 
5. George Foster (Cin) If 
6. Dave Winfield (SD)of 
7. Bob Boone (Pha) c 
8, Larry Bows (Pha) ss. 
9. Steve Carlton (Pha) p 
hole in" ont  helped Olympic dress rehersal 
(freestyle), July s4.se; m m MOSCOW " (Router) - -  finishing touches to a two: opening ceremony on July cycling (road), July 22-20; 
Some 2,500 athletes from all year rebuilding operation. 21. 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. one on the158-yard fifth hsie. Patty Grant of Prince St. John's, Nfld., Aug. 22 over the world will have a Theglantstadinm, butltin Elsewhere in Moscow, cycling (track), Jmy 24-20; 
competitions have been watcrpolo, July 13-20; gym- (CP~:HollyWarneofRich- Last year, she won the George, the two lowest 
mond ~coired her flrst-eve~ women's Simon Finger open scoring Juniors, were among 
belein-one asshe took a first- on the Prince George course, flee who shot 80s in the first 
round lea d, Mol~day M ~e . "I think it's the clear air," round. 
British ,,C61~nnb~, .  men'i~: ehe;smiled:,"Wf.re .eamp.lng The top 16 golfers from 
open g6!(champt~onip.,. .~{and ~:had a goes mecp'mat Monday and today will 
Wa~Tne',~wbe has'a three" night.'"." advance to the match play 
handicap, shot a par 73 to Veteran Billie Bar,lay of champlonchip Wednesday 
tabe a three-stroke lend over Richmond and Susan Me- through Friday. The first 
defending champJbn Lydn 'Clecw~ of  Kam[oops each two rounds also will deter- 
Cooke of Vancouver. , shot•79s. ,~.'; -~i ' : i~. ,  mine the B.C. team for the 
Warne made her hole- in-Dawhco~ofCo~lcl~madd! Canadian championship in 
through 25. 
Fourteen golfers are 
trying for the team over six 
rounds, with four already 
played in Vancouver, Vic- 
toria and Sidney. 
: In competition for the 
provincial team, Cooke 
leads, with Gall Moore of 
Vancouver is six shots 
behind/and Fie MeFall of 
Richmond three back. 
preview of next year's 
Mcacow Olympics when they 
compete in the Soviet 
Union's Spartakiad national 
• games during the next three 
weeks. 
The  spartakiad, which 
takes place every three 
years, is a 'sports tour- 
nament en Olympic scale 
involving teams from the 15 
Soviet republics and the 
cities ef Moscow and Lenin. 
Cardinal adds W ;~'  1 ' " ~' I I~K '~ grad. have opened to foreign . athletes and teams as well, 
turning the socaslon into a 
• ~"~ er dress rehearsal for the 1960 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Op- superheavyweight, about 90 sport bedies, willbe _pected to .  get :und 'n lvmni~ ' 
penenta of government el- welghtlffting at the Com. presenting Paprosh! wlth a . legm!atlon .ur..awn up ey the -'The"r~ult will be a uain in 
forts' t0"drop the national monwealth and Pan- proposal to keep the tottery a previous x, merat govern- ^ . . ,  . . . . . .  , ~,., ~'~ ,,.~ 
lottery have picked up some American Games in the last national organization, mentU~ never approved by at~hl~e'~es~ ' b'ut J~lan~" fo'r 
su~rheavywei~.t sup.pert, two yea~, made ~ pitch in Ca'rdinai'said athletic pro- P~ll~aAm~e ~'o~n.,;~ whZoh it organizers and officials. 
Marc uarmna~, a sin-fact- an open ~etter to me prune o~ams need more mortar in " " -  : ,~." . - - ' .~,  ":-7" . Most of the 115 officials, 
minister ~" -, supper|ea Dy me teaeral six, 300-pound weightlif~r, .. • . . . . .  • . thefederalbudgettobulldup . . . . . . . .  , v: ~r- '~'e s-oat donturs and stndenta who are 
called on Prime Minister ttwasreleaseameaayDe, mvv,;,--,~., ,,, ,, ,~,., l. . planning and development, ou for which the centre manningthe doping controls, Clark on Monday to hold onto foretwoprovinclalminLters mmuni tv  gr  ~ . . ¢~ , ,vnmnl~ w i l l  h~, dn ino  The sport co . . . . . . . .  , • ' - . . . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, provmes serv lce~,  i s  co i l  Loto Canada to make sure are to meet Sport Minister - " sees Late Canada as a I I the same jobs next year at cerned about roy ncia amateur sports gets the Steve Papruski to di~nss . . . , . ,  . . . . . . .  , . . . .  ,,~ . P th~_'t~lvmnle C.am~ 
. .  - , . . . ~ ,_ J  __ .  . , t .~  _ . . . _ ,  . _ _  , r , a ~ a ~  o v ~ , v  .v  V ,  vv . , ,m,  h ~ m ~ m q h | n o e  s . . . . .  w - - - r  . . . . . . . .  ' money It n~s  tO Keep nn- seuerat Wlmurawm xrom . . . . . . . . . . .  ." . . . . . . . .  , . . for its needs, with funds that ~v . . . .  m~.  ,n the sncrt The Spartaklad organizers 
prowng In worm com- louerles, an eleeuon cam. ' ..... ,, . . . . . . . . .  ,,- • • . are not tax dollars but are .,. . . . . .  ho.,o ~,,,,,ht ,-isorl,, have also invited IS) foreign 
petition palgU promme, has a ~'"~'  . . . . . . .  "~ .. . . .  '~ 
. , f rom a source that provincial govenuner/ts in ,  judges and the top figures in 
The 22 year-old med~onl And officials from the ven track reeurd of boin the past a y pee - " pro g nd the sun t the the  international Olympic. 
student, who won gold and Sport and .Recreation rellable in Canada s well an . Ill a te  su movement , 
~stlver '~ .... medals ~ -,~ "~n ,Centre, which repyesents in. manv. countries of the ~ovmees~;w~ .: top. P" ,.Thure w m be. /a  ,lar*e 
, .-. • . :, • , . . . ~ ~ ...,.:., . . . .  . .  , , , . .wovm~. .  : . . ,  . :~ "~,~'~-"~6_Y ~n'  , xoretMn' .:pre-n~' co . .  ne©ut 
. . 11  ' Sin~e the Conservatives '~x'~lin~i ;a 's the federal here, too, but several 
| .~111'II~7~I~ l~d~Ml'|'lll"MlOdl took power, Papronki has -,-,ernment ~l~onid realize countries and organizations 
~..~,,,&ve~,~,.7 JL %w~, ~.LJ. m~J%.~,  had second thoughts about ~{~; ,~, ,~,,~ ...... ,~ the have had journalists turned 
. . . . . . .  . .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  disbanding LOto Canada • to ~m~,%e~{~e"a't ' l~etc~ in away because numbers are 
~w u~wo tear) -- i t  m me [rung el tim cut" uuu ,k~ ~..~..o..to.. o of  theJ  '~"  "~ " " - - "~ 
"~ . . . . . . . .  • rest  of the ,..,m~ The missing blcod-flecked would bring it in. " spires the ' provinces. Not all the Olympic 
canvas on which Muham- "He Papreski will meet Fer- popalatlen to participate in mad All regained his said it was getting in facilities ere complete, but nand Duha, New Brunswick sports and recreation, enough are now ready to give 
finance minister, and "Sports, like the arts, pro- visitors a good idea of what 
Reuben Baetz, Ontario rides an outlet for the free expression of people. It to expect in 1980. 
recreation minister, to needs no more Justification At the maln Lonin Stadium 
"A priest brought it in," not say wbe gave it to him ur discuss either disbanding thanthatferitaexistence.., at Luzlmiki by the Moscow 
Lute Canada in return for 
heavyweight crown from 
• Leon Spinks has been 
returned to the Superdsme. 
the way of his golf clubs." 
The priest did not give his 
name, Curl said, and he did 
said Bill Curl, a dome bow. 
spokesman. "He said a man River, thousands ofworkers 
had glven it to him and naked Nobody even knew the guarantees of support for "There ta so much more to have been putting the 
canvas was missing until the amateur sport or letting the 
Associated Press got an  provinces run the lottery, andbe donethe deliveryin amateursystemsSportS'are 
anonymous phone call from The federalminister wants in place. We cannot 
a man who said he paid $500 assurance that the national jeopardize the progress that 
to a man who said he bed sport programs will get at has been made and the 
found it in a trash bin during least $204o430 million a future development of 
a convention, year, the amount hey ex- sports." 
the 19s)s, has been refur- 
bished. There Is an imported 
Tartan running track, the. 
latest electronic equipment, 
new bars .and cafes and 
facilities fur the press. 
The last-minute rush to get 
projects finished is a Soviet 
Union ' tradition' called 
"shturmovchchina" 
(storming). Despite the 
frenzy, there seems little 
doubt hat all will ha ready 
by the oh'ici~ Spartakisd 
going on for several days 
already. The fencers, have 
been the first tenants of the 
Central Army Sports Club's 
new Olympic indoor centre, 
which'seats II,000 spoelatore 
intwo halls. 
The calendar of the major 
Spartakiad events in 
Moscow is as follows:. 
Boxing, July 19 to Aug. 4; 
wrestling (Greco-Roman), 
July 19-93; . wrestling 
castles July 22-27; rowing, 
.July 22-20; athletics, July 21- 
29; swimming, July 25-31; 
modern pentathlon, July 17- 
21; volleyball, July 22 to Aug. 
4.  
Events in other cities: 
Ktev: Handball, July 17-30. 
Leningrad: WeightliRing, 
July 25Aug. 3. 
Viinlus.Kaunss: 
Basketball, July 21Aug. 2. 
Ryan named to allstars 
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) - -  the At,, and Lemon filled it lead off fc~ the NL, followed 
Nolan Ryan of Califurnia with the Angels' Don Baylor, by Pittsburgh'sDave Parker 
Angels, wbeeamewithintwo wbek.leading~emajorsla in right field and the 
outs of a no~hittor in his !~t  runs batted'id: "j " Dodgers' Steve Garvey -- 
pitching assignment, ~vas" Lemon said he would use twice named most valuable 
named Monday to start the Minnesota shortstop Roy player in these games - -  at 
s)th all-star game for the Smalley, the AL's leading first base. 
American League. hitter, to lead off, followed Third baseman Mike Sch- 
Manager Bob Lemon bythird haseman George midt of Philadelphia, the 
named Ryan to face Steve Brett of Kansas City, with major league's home run 
Carlton of Philadelphia Baylor playing left field and leader, bets fourth, followed 
Phillles in the game in the hatting third. Boston slugger by Cincinnati's George 
Seattle Kingdoms tm, ight. JlmRicowillhitcleanupand Faster in leftfield and Dave 
Lemon moved Carl Yastr- play right field, followed by Winfield of San Diego in 
zemski of .the Boston Red the Red Sex' Fred Lynn in centre field. 
Sex, e lectedin"  th'e~ fan centrefleldandYastrzemski Philadelphia's Bob Boone 
balloting as an buifleldar;~ at  first base. , will catch in place of the 
first base to replace injured Catcher Darre.ll Porter of injured Ted Simmens of St. 
Red Carew of California, Kansas City bats seventh Louis, the elected starter 
who led all players in the and Royal second baseman who will miss the game with 
Voting. Carew will miss the Frank White hits eighth, a hroken wrist. 
game because of torn with Ryan in the ninth spot. After Boone, Phillie 
shortstop Larry Bowa and 
Carlton complete the NL's 
batting order. 
Much has happened since 
Lemon managed the 
Yankees to a victory in the 
World Series in six games 
last fall over the Dodgers 
and Lasorda. 
ligaments in his thumb, 
which have kept him 
sidelined for the last six 
weeks. 
The switch" to first base of 
Yastrzemski, who has been 
troubled by a sore achilles 
tendon in his right leg, 
opened an outfield spot fur 
• The all.star game does not 
use the designated hitter 
rule, which the AL employs 
throughout the regular 
season.  
National League manager 
Tom Lasorda of Lon Angeles 
Dodgers Said LA second 
baseman Davey Lopes would 
him to turn it beck to the 
Superdome- no questions 
asked. 
"The thing weighs about 
300 pounds. I told him we'd 
be glad to send somebody to 
pick it up but he said he had 
Great beer.Groat countr  
Just keeping up with Dad 
LYTHAM ST ANNES, 
England (Renter) -- No one 
will blame South African 
Gary Player i f 'h is  con- 
cantration suffers during the 
first round of the 1979 British 
Open golf championship at 
Royal Lytham and St Annes 
an Wednesday when his son 
Wayne will be playing 
directly in front of him. 
Player, the 43-year-eld 
from J~hannesburg who wee 
the Open for the third time 
when it was last held at 
Royal Lytham in 1974, ex- 
pressed great pride when he 
arrived Monday that his son 
had done so well in last 
week's qualifying retmds. 
It will be the first open for 
17.year-old Wayne, and, 
short of matching them 
together, Monday's draw 
produced the next best thing Let's faceit, nanny com'sain come very relaxed' but I 
by placing them in adjacent the world he could shoot 66. haven't really prepared as I 
threesomes. Butthatdoeen'tmeanlthtnk should have because I've 
"I'll try not to let it bother 
me," Player senior said. 
"Obvionsiy when you have 
a son who plays, you take a. 
great interest," he added. 
"It's very exciting for me 
and makes me very proud, 
especially as we never 
pashed him to play. He came 
to me and saidhe wanted to 
play." 
Player did not want to he 
drawn on how he rated his 
son as a golfer. "I'11 let his 
elube do the talking," Player 
said. But asked ff he agreed 
with his son's comment that 
he could finish in the top l0 ff 
he played well, the elder 
Player replied: "He has the 
ability to be in the top ten. 
he will do so here. 
"If he can make the cut for 
the final 36 holes, it will be an 
Unbelievable effort. But 
what he has achieved 
already, Just to be taking 
pert at the age of 17, is 
outstanding," he said. 
Player said Wayne would 
be going .lato the South 
African army next January 
for a twoyenr stint. "I think 
it will be the making of him 
because it will give him the 
estra discipline he needs." 
Player did not seam to rate 
his own chances all that 
highly.. 
"I'm having quite a nice 
year," he said. "With four 
second place finishes I've 
been home for the last ten 
days to visit my family." 
He was having a practice 
round Menday-- with his son 
--  and another tomorrow. 
Player won the Open for 
the first time in 195% then 
again in 1968 and 1974. "I 
think the first time was the 
most exciting," he recalled. 
"I was thrilled to have been 
the youngest to do it. I was 
22. I was so thrilled I arrived 
at the prize-giving 20 rain. 
utea before anyone lse." , 
While Gary and Wayne 
will he competing for honors. 
a third Player also has a 
role. He is the other son, 18. 
year-old Mark, who will be 
caddying fur his f~ther. 
,A long shot for a record 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Former  home run king 
Ralph Kiner says that 
sluggers Dave Kingman and 
Mike Sehmidt are real 
longshots o reach the single- 
season records of Babe Ruth 
and Roger Maria, 
"Both are capable of 
hitting 60 and 61 homers," 
said Klner, the Hall of 
Famer who led the National 
League in  homers seven 
straight years and slammed 
M in 1949 and 51 in 1947. "But 
it's such a tremendous feat 
to do, I don't hink they'll get 
It, Many people have 
threatened but only Maria 
was able to catch Ruth." 
Ruth, who hit 714 career 
homers, had a ene-yenr high 
of G0 in a 154-game season in
1927. In 1961, Mark totalled 
61 in a 162.game s ason. 
Kingman, the powerful 
outfielder with Chicago 
Cubs, has connected for 29 
bemers in the 79 games he 
has played this season. The 
Cube have 77 games left. 
Schmidt, the mmcular third 
baseman for Philadelphia 
Phillins, has totalled 31 
homers in the 91 games lie's 
been in this year. HIS club 
has 71 games left. 
In his record-setting year, 
Ruth hit his 20th homer in his 
75th game and No. 31 in 
game 90. In 1961, Maria hit 
No. 29 in game 75 and No. 31 
in game 77. 
"The circumstances are 
very remote for them doing 
it," said Kiner, a telecaster 
for New York Meis. "There's 
a law of diminishing remras. 
The closer to the record they 
get, the fewer good pitches 
they'U be seeing;" 
Kiner, who belted 369 
homers in I0 seasons, thinks 
Sclunldt's team [lives him an 
advantage over Kingman. 
"The Cub lineup isn't backed 
with home run hitters 
besides Kingman," he said. 
"But Philadelphia's got 
more home run hitters, 
especially Grng Lusinski, for 
pitchers to worry about." 
When there aren't many 
strong hitters on a club, 
hurlers can pitch a tough 
better carefully or even walk 
him in certain situations. 
"When Mark was going 
for the record, he had 
(Mickey) Mantle batting 
behind him," said Killer of 
the other member of the 
awesome twosome. Mantle 
smacked 54 homers in 1961. 
"Did you know that because 
of Mantle betting in the 
clean.up spot, Mark never 
received an intentional walk 
that year?" 
Kinur doesn't think it's 
important that Kingman 
plays haft his games in 
Wrigley Field, where there 
e "o ?ghta. ?u  you're 
.u~to an it, you're going to 
o It, fie said. "There are 
two sides to those tangible 
things. It's easier to see in 
the daytime~ but it's much 
better and the players get 
more tired during the day. 
"Beth parks (Wrigley 
Field and Philedelnhia,a 
Veteran's Stadium) staged- 
hitters' parks." 
Kiner, whese al.beis per 
home mn percentage of 14 11 
L second to Ruth's II 7a 
d.o.mn't . hink player c '~  
muonc nave changed very 
much. But he does cite two 
advantages for the modern. 
day slugger. 
"The ball is much 
livelinr," Kiner said. "And 
when you bear about cross. 
country traveling today, just 
remember that airPlanes 
beat traveling on trai~ any 
day." 
% 
by Don Baker 
Some 20 archers '  
competed at the Terrace 
Rod and Gun Club range 
on  Saturday and Sunday 
• in :  a tournament hosted 
by the Skuena Archery 
Club'. 
The  archers used,  
various types of equip- 
ment and were 
categorized into men's 
unlimited, heavy tackle, 
lady's freestyl~, lady's 
unlimited and • men's 
barebow. 
jacent 17th fairway while playing the 8th hole was 
came to mind as I read "The Walter Hagen Story" 
recently. It  seems this trick has been employed 
before. In the 1921 P.G.A. championship at Inwoed 
Country Club on Long Island, Walter Hagen drove 
down the parallel 18to Fairway to get a better, though 
longer, second shot at the Uth green. It was during the 
third round. 
Later that night club pro Jack Mackie, the club 
president and a number of their cohorts planted a 
large weeping willow between the fairways, blocking 
the improvised route, for tim final round. Hagen was 
most supris~ when he reached the Uth tee the. 
following day. The gallery were quite amused at the 
look on his face. Then they broke into a roar when 
Hagen remarked; "I never saw such fast growing 
trees in my llfel" Just before Hagen tecd-0ff, a fierce 
• gust of wind whipped loosethe guy wires holding the• 
tree inplbce on the edgeof a lagoon, dropping it into 
the water. Hagen drove out into the 18th fairway then 
to the llth green with his second shot and on to his 
first of five P.G.A. titles, and to this day a willow, 
Imown sometimes as Mackie's ~ree but mostly as 
Hagen's Willow, stands on that spot at Inwued 
Country Club. 
The P.G.A. circuit continues this coming weekend 
with the British Open at the Royal Lythun and St. 
Annes courses in Luneashlre~ England, where Jack 
Nicklaus is defending champion. 
The Ladies P.G.A. has Nancy Loper defending her 
title at the Greater Baltimo~ Classic. The Pins Ridge 
Golf and Country Club in Lutherville, Maryland will 
host this tournament. 
Do ~'ou Know These  Go l f  Ru les?  
Oolf  is the same all over , 
the world, That's because 
the rules governing the play- *L~-~7:  ~ t l  ~--~ 
ing of the game are univer- 
shall be placedto indicate 
the line, nor shall anyone 
stand on, or close to~ the 
line when the stroke is being 
played. 
7, Except . when Other- 
wise provided for, the pen- 
ally for a breach of a rule or 
local role is two strokes in 
stroke play and the' loss of 
the hole in match play. 
8, For any breach of a 
rule or local rule by' his 
caddie, the player incurs the 
relative penalty, 
9. Combining stroke and 
match play ia prohibited, 
10. If ~ player plays out 
of turn, his opponent 
(match play) may imme- 
diately require the player to 
player may give replay the stroke in correct 
advice to, or ask advice order, However, If a ~layer. 
from, only his partner or plays out of turn in stroke 
either of their caddies, play," the stroke may not be" 
'~ 6. Except on a putting replayed and the ball re- 
' ' ~en, ~('player may have th~ mains in play, There Is no 
, line of play indicated to him . penalty for playing out of 
• :'b~ anyone, but no mark ~ order in either situation. 
/ .  
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Archers here hold tourney, 
i/in .the men's unlimited was Dave Ramsay with score of 1,891. Behind 
category Larry Lee 1,576 points. ' hint in second place was 
placed first with a score The lady's f reesty le  Ron Walker from Prince 
of 2,212 out of a possible was captured by Lanrfl Rupert who finished the 
score of 2,400. Cliff Morris•of Terrace with a tournament with 1694 
Do[ton from the. Fair- score of 1,050. Joan  points. 
mont Archers in Kit[mat • Coburn also of Terrace The men's barebow 
flushed the tournament flashed in second place was won by Walter Brix • 
with a score of 2,063. The with a score Of 979, who collected 1,489 points 
third place finisher was The.  lady's unlimited during the.competition. 
Ed Trudoau with 2053. . fltle went to Faithann Lee Bob Steele f rom the 
• The first place title in of the Bulldey Valley Bulkley Valley Bowmen 
the heavy tackle category Bowmen with a score of finished in second place 
wnet to Bill Cobarn of the 2,096. ' with a score of 1248. Ed 
Skeona Archers w i th  a Jo rgen  Jo rgensen Morris place third,in the 
score of 1,785, In see0nd fuiished in first place in men's freestyle with 966 
place, form Terrace also, the men's fr~style with a points. 
/ 
Terrace has.a l i fe saver . 
by Don Baker 
A Bronze.Medallion llfe 
saving coarse is being 
taught here  by Janet 
Parry and Gayle Hsensn 
of the Terrace com- 
munity pool in con- 
junction with the Royal 
Life Saving Seclety of 
Canada. • ' 
The award is used as a 
standard of life saving 
acheivement throughout 
the world.. The tests 
PLAYER OF  WEEK 
NAMED 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  All- 
star catcher Bob Boone of 
Ph i lade lph ia  Ph i ] l i es  has  been named the National 
League's player of the week 
fdr. the period ending Sun- 
day, July IS, lengue pred. 
dent Chub Feeney said 
Monday. Boone went 1,5 for 
23 for a .565 a.ernge. He also 
had two donblee and eight 
RBI as the Phi]lies wan six of 
seven games and moved into 
a tie for second place in the 
NL East with Chicago. 
ARGOS RELEASE HElM 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Toronto Argonauts released 
import defeaslve nd Dennis 
Helm and defensive back 
Jackie Williams and ac- 
tivated import running back 
Mike MacArthur, 
he has had five Grey Cup 
appearances and earned two 
'championship r ngs, as well 
as two WFC alktar selec- 
tions. 
The  Roughriders have 
made seven rester changes 
going into tmlght's game. 
Starting wide receiver Joey 
Waiters reinJured in practice 
a thigh muscle which kept 
him out most of last season, 
The Saskatchewan club has 
recalled Freeman Jo~na, 
Re~stration for t~e Northwest Amateur Sucker Tournam~n~.~dil inl .e place at 
Danny's Plbcein Terrace'dm't~S Aug~t:~'S~tc~t,',~;,~.~'n'e~who likes 
8hooker can Join in and Lottie Gold (abeve~'i~ 'rid e~'i:~ep~. ~' 'w~l~' '~ked John 
Beer.will be the special guest daring the tournament which starts Jil Q~.tober and 
ends in November. .. Photoby ~/ten Oregg 
m, 
[SPORT COMMENT H we o does  we l l  
I . i for, a newcomer  
" • b Ronnoflsau . . . . .  ,.,. , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . ,  * , 
' ,*" n~.^' ~;  ~;i~,.~,J,,' ~t.'~:#..., v^,  uz.~.s. ~ '~ ~,~^~ .v ~owea~as~oone remaraamy ' na~z t0scnoot,.pmyea,a ye r 
- ,,,~ ,.,%, ,o . , , ,~, ,u , ,~y,  ,,y,,,=,~,~, ~,  ~,.~ ,:. well in football, considering of college ball and .went o 
june at uie u 3 upen wnen ns orove sown me ao he didn't be n 1 n • • " gi p ayi g until theLiona in 1968. Since then 
sat. The Roles Of Golf are 
established by the United 
• States Golf Association and 
the Royal and Ancient 
Golf Club of St. Andrews, 
• Scotland• 
Take a swing at these 
, rules. Par for this coume is 
eight, ' 
, ".1. The maximum num- 
ber of clubs a golfer can 
start a romid with is 14. 
2, You can remove a 
loose' impediment "without 
penalty except when both" 
the impediment and the ball 
lie ih Or touch a hazard, 
3. You must strike the 
ball only with the head of 
the club,. 
4. If a player strikes the 
ball twice When making a 
.stroke, he must count tl/e 
stroke and add a penalty 
stroke. 
5. A 
require the candidate to 
posses the necessary 
phys ica l  s t rength ,  
stamina and judgement 
to effect a body-contact 
rescue. In addition, 
certain items provide 
• preliminary training for 
the advanced skills and 
knowledge which are 
required in  the higher 
-awards given by" the 
National Life Guard  
Service. 
Candidates from the 
Terrace area are Cheryl 
Dyck, Janet Mostad, 
Pare Shaw and Per r '  
Burtch. Also included b, 
the list of hopeful can- 
didates are Adele 
Roblson, Marie Poudrier 
and Joanne Colburn. 
These candidates must 
undergo a test at the end 
of their training period s t rong ,  
which will include both manner. 
oral and written 
examinat ions .  The 
testing will determine the 
applicant's ability to 
re.,pond to complex  
rescue situations and to 
diagnose various types of 
victims. Applicants must 
also demonstrate the 
ability to administer 
rescue breathing as well 
as ~e ability to swim ina 
cont ro l led  
his fourth year of college and 
never intended to make a 
• career of It, 
In fact, the Edmonton Es-. 
kimea' centre ie the top 
active "ironman" of  the 
Canadian Football League. 
"I knew l'vo beenplaying 
for a while," he said. "I've 
never been injured.., never 
to the point where I had to be' 
on the injured lIst. l've been 
very lucky, I guess." 
Howes will be starting cou- 
secutive game number 175 who was cut earii~, to start 
tonight, when the Eskimes in Waiters' spot. 
play host to Saskatchewan . Running buck Molly 
Roughriders "at 7:30 MDT McGee, injured during last 
(9:30 p.m. EDT) In a non- weck'sgameapbmtB.C,, Is 
televised Western Football also out, with Jim Duncan, 
Conierenee game. His first an Edmoutoa cut, starting in 
was as a rookie with British his place. 
Columbia Liona in 1968. 'rite Rldars have shifted 
in the only other CFL J= V to 
game tonight, the Lions will 'slothack in place - ...=~ 
be at home to Montresl O'Hera. 
Alouettee in a nationally- In Vancouver, the Lions 
televised game on CBC at 9 have reunited running badm 
p.m. lVlDT (Zl p.m.F.DT). Larry Key and Lena Br i~  
Howes ranks third on the givingtheproopeetofamore 
alltime list of irnamen. He effective attack. Bright Is 
trails two former Calgary buck after going to Florida 
Stampeders -- Larry last week, where his father 
Robinson, who .played Z~ 
consecutive games in 14 
seasons and Basil Bark who 
played 184 games between 
1965 and his retirement in 
1977.. 
Howee, a 36-year-old 
native of Thornhill, Ont., unblemished re¢grd through 
came cldee to breaking his four exhibitiob and one 
string two years ago when he regular eeasna game. 
broke a bone In hie hack. He , 
didn,t start for a while, but ' 
he still played. EXTENDS LEAD 
"It doesn't really mean DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.  
that much to me," he said. (AP) -- Darrell WaRrtp's 
"Botitissortofnieetoknow victory in the Nashville 420 
• you've been able to work at Saturday night extended his 
your Job without losing days lead in the Grand National 
because of sickness or stock-car championship 
illness." serias to 20S points over 
Howee, rated one of the Bobby Allison. Waltrlp has 
best long-snappingcentres in five victm~es for the 1979 
CFL history, is the unaun~ seesonaedhas2,90Spointsto 
rt of the Eskimos' el- Allison's ~,7~. 
five Ricking game. He'e 
considered an intergal part 
of Dave Cutler's success, MONTGOMERY SIGNB 
along wlth quarterback Tom ' PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
Wilkinson, who holds for the 
perennial league-scoring Running back Wilbert Mont- 
gomery has sigued a series champion. of five me-year contracts 
"Those guys are so eou- with Philadelphia Engiss, 
sistent hat I don't have to the National Football 
worry about them," said 
Cutler. "I Just eoncentrate League club said Monday. 
The S-foaL-10, 195-pound 
on what I have to do." halfback was about o enter 
Howes concentrated on the opilea year of the origi- 
basketball during his years hal contract he signed with 
at Queen's University in theEaglesin1976afterholng 
Kingston, Ont,, but was still drafted in the sixth round 
picked by Calgary In the from Abllene Christian. 
third round of the Canadian Terms of the agreemeat 
'college draft, were not dis¢lneed. 
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How To Improve  ' 
Youlr Eyes ight  ' I~_ I -  
• Ne edica endorsed eye exercises can' 
• . . % , . . ,  
• give astonishing results in a very short time 
~' J~ i "  . . ,  . ; : ,  L;- 
Major advance#,~ optometry Many optometrists now use Nothing strenuous• Nothing 
now make il~ "~{issible for most Vi'sion Therapy.- But'not enough difficult. All it takes is 30 minut~ d 
people with p0or eyesight to to keep up with the growing day, and your eyesight Will rapidly 
rapidly improve their vision-- demand. • The Bettd'rvi~'zen improve• Vision Therapy is health 
so th'ut g lasses or contact '  Institute is concerned that more care, and works for people of all 
lenses- are no longer  needed,  people improve their eyesight- ages--children, adults, & seniors. 
Vision Therapy is endorsed and  has developed a special 
by the American Optometric program for the average person You get a beautifully illustrated booklet showing the 15 standard 
Assoc iat ion and .provides to use in the comfort and privscy exercises; complete step by step 
an effective new method of " of their home. instructions tellyou exactly what o 
correcting: . , . _ .  . do; plus special eyecharts and now ooes vision rnerapy work-: 
• • neafsinhtedness Just.as you exercise yourbody to displays to make sure you get 
. . 'Y; - stay ' in ~shape, Vision Therapy results fast. 
• ~arslgnmaness • , ~ ......... ~,~.. . exer~mes...your eye .muscle~ to , ,~t  ,~people ,.~I~9~ use d~,  
., ..~ ~Ug ~Z ~ ,.,.~ .......... ~,~mprove the]r.,wtahi~ .atld f~cum~ ~..,: .... ~,.,,:,~ p1,!~ .... _ . Y . pro~am see  the-first signs of 
• m~le-age  srght p.ower. You do sample easy exercmes improvement within 1 to 2 weeks. 
• lazy.eve and snuin! that bring your eyeball back into The reason it happens o fast is that 
" " . " .the spherical shape needed for clear Vision Therapy gets to the basic 
vision. The exercises also increase cause of your eyesight problem. 
" your natural focusing ability, Even if you've worn glasses for 20 
Read what Ihe 
American OplOmelrlc  ale,., muscles control • . the movement of the eye, 
Assoclallon says: Muscular tension squeez. the eyeball out of shape. 
"Vision Therapy can help people % L . i 
of all ages see more clearly, com- ~ ~ .  
fortably, and efficiently. Common 
problems that can be significantly 
reading, writing, or*other close 
up: work; frequent headaches, 
,discomfort and fatigue; periodic 
blurring of vision; eyesight prob- 
lems causing poorper fo rmance  ~" 
at school or in sports; either 
or both eyes turning in or out; a 
tendency, to use one  eye more 
than the other," " 
i 
What causes 
poor eyesight 
years, it's simply a matter of 
making your eye muscles work 
properly again• This doesn't ake 
long--once you know how. 
• Vision Therapy works with 
nature to bring your world back'into 
focus. In just a few short weeks you 
will have periods of clear vision. As 
you go through the program, these 
periods become longer and more 
frequent.., gradually blending into 
permanent better sight. 
At this point, your eyes are 
working properly again, and Vision 
Therapy is no longer needed. Your 
normal daily activities will then 
give them allthe exercise they need 
t6 ~naintain good yision. 
If your eyesight is not too bad 
"to start with, you can expect to 
return to clear vision in about 3 to 5 
~' ~.-" weeks. If your eyesight is poor, you 
will return to clear vision in 
stages-using weaker glasses as 
your eyesight improves. 
Even if your eyesight is really 
• See below'how distodiofl bad and you have worn glasses for 
of the eyeball ~)revehts • 20 years, you can expect a major 4 
About 8% of all eyesight problems are due to light from coming to Improvement within 2 to 3 months. 
was involved in a shooting inherited'defects. Another 5% are caused by a proper focus,., Probably to the point where you can ; 
incident. Key didn't praeilce injury or disease• The remaining 87% are  " ~  do without glasses for most of the 
on the weekend because OF a. brought on b'y natural aging or severe ~ time. 
knee injury but Is scheduled eyestrain--and can be greatly helped by Visidn Why put up with 
to start.. " Therapy. Poor lighting, too much" reading, 
The Alouettes go into emotional distress, high-pressure jobs, family glasses anv lon"erg-, u - 
tonight's game with an  conflicts, fear of growing old-all these common 
stress situations can trigger an eyesight prohlam. N0rmal ye Now's your chance to improve 
. ~ your eyesight. Just corn.pare the 
e. IF YOU'RE  UNDER 40, the main factor is ~ cost of our program to the money 
accumulated stress and tension-which squeeze, you've already spent on glasses and 
your eyeball out of shape, and weaken the inner eye examinations. Our program is 
muscles that focus the eye. Your.eyes can't form lu l ly  guarnnteed, and there's 
a clear picture, and so your vision gets blurry, nothing more to buy. :If you're not 
yision Therapy can overcome these problems, completely satisfied, lust send the 
and help your eyes get back into shape, Nearsighted ye - booklet, charts, and other matt~rials 
eyeball too long. back to us, and we'll refund your 
• IF YOU'RE OVER 40, natural aging , / . - . .~  money promptlyandcourteously. 
makes the inner muscles • weak, and your eyeslose 
their focusing power. Reading often becomes Vision Therapy can be the best 
difficult. Vision Therapy can help even older eyes thing you've ever done for your 
regain their vit fl tv aml strengl h. eyesight. T~ It and aeelor yodrseU'! 
• Just fill out the •coupon, enclose 
The t roub le  with glasses [~!~.t.~d ,s -. check or money order for $9.95 plus $1 for postage and handling, and 
O r Glasses don't cure an eyesight problem. In nmil it t us today. 
fact, they usually make things worse. By making 
the eye muscles lazy and weak, a minor problem Bettervision Eye Institute 
usually develops into a Lifetime handicap, is a group of state-registered 
Contact lenses can even be dangerous. They opto~netrists and scient ists .  
often trap particles of dust and dirt that can 
permanently damage the eye. Vision 'rhcrapy can . If yob have any questions about 
improve your eyesight so that neither glasses or Astigmatic eye - our program, please call us at: 
contact lenses are needed, eyeball uneven, (415) 763-6699 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------N i 
Bet terv i s lon  Eye  Ins t i tu te ,  600 16th St., Oakland, CA 94612 PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 
t 
YES, I want o improve my eyesight. Please send me your Vision 
Therapy program, I enclose (US} $9,95 plus $1 for postage and ~ NAME 
hzndlin~ CA residents must add 65¢ sales tas. Allow l to 2 - -T  N 
weeks deliveq. Program carries alull money.back guarantee. ~DRESS I 
[. ] Pltm chirp my VlSA/MAST[flCHARe£ account CiTY r 
esp ~ STATE ZiP 
,/ 
i 
,! 
L 
L i 
t 
:1  
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MENS' DRESS SHIRT 
Short sleeves. Plain colours. 
percent Polyester, 35 percent Cotton 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 5.00 
Our Woolworth sale Price 
t, lO0 
15 
MENS' BOXED 
SHIRT & TIES 
Assorted colours. Assorted sizes. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 11.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
:poe 
MENS' T-SHIRT 
CahJ, dlah reade." + 100 'pePCerit 
combed Cotton. Assorted'colours 
and sizes. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 3.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
°° 
MENS' 
SPORT T-SHIRTS 
Four button front. Pullover style,. 
Assorted colours, Assorted sizes, 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 9,97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
roe 
MENS' BOXED 
SPORT SHIRT 
Assorted plaids. Assorted colours. 
Assorted sizes., 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 14.97 
Our Woolworth sale Price, 
2oo 
• MENS' T-SHIRT 
Canadian made. Assorted colours. 
Assorted sizes. 
OUr Woolworth Regular Price 3.47 
OUr Woolworlh sale Price 
2/roe 
BOYS' JACKETS 
Satin with letter on chest. Short 
waist. Elastic cuffs. 
OUr Woolworth Regular Price 22.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
l roe 
MENS' 
BOXED T-SHIRTS 
Assorted colours. Assorted sizes. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 10.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
el00 
d. 
@ 
MENS' 
SPORT T-SHIRT 
Four button /front. Plains and 
patterns. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 5.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
,IOO 
BOYS' LEVIS 
SWEATSHIRT 
• Hooded wlih drewstrtng. Assorted 
colours. Assorted sizes. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 14.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
10+oo 
MENS' 
SPORT SHIRTS 
Assorted plaids. Assorted sizes. 
OUr Woolworth Regular Price 9.97 
OUr Woolworth Sale Price 
+q,l O0 
MENS' 
SWEATSHIRT 
Crew neck. Fleece lined. 100 per- 
cent Acrylic. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 6.93 
OUr Woolworth Sale Price 
4,00 
BOYS' SOCKS BOYS' UNISIX T-SHIRTS 
100 percent Acrylic. Size 8-101/3. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price Assorted colours. Assorted sizes. 
1.17pr. O0r Woolworth Regular Price 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 2.22ea. 
Our Woolworth Safe Price 
, .! 1 " , .12" 
MENS' ASSORTED 
T~'SHIRTS & 
SWEATERS 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 19.97 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
1,o 
ASTROLOGY 
T.SHIRTS 
Assorted Zodiac signs. Assorted 
cotours and sizes. 
Our Woolworth Regulsi" Price 3.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
:I/100 tk 
MENS' 
TERRY T-SH!RT 
Asso~rted" s~ipes. v.n';c'l~" ancl ~crew 
neck styles. " 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 4.00 
OUr Woolworth Sale Prier 
SHIFTS 
Polyester+and Cottonl Assort~ 
colours. ' S~all, 'Medidm, L~rge. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 3.99 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
2/r ,  °° 200 
SUNDRESSES 
Elastic top. Polyester and Cotton. 
Assorted colours. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 10.00 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
6oo 
CHER PANTS 
White, Navy, Pastels. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 12.95 
Our Woolworth ~ Price 
00 
GIRLS' DRESS 
Cotton end Polyester. Assorted 
prints and colours. Sizes 2.3x, 
Our Woolworth Regular Prlce 9.93 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
5oo 
4647 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-7281 or 635-3410 
SUMMER 
PANT SUITS 
Tangerine, Cream, Beige. Polyester 
and Silk. Sizes 8.16. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 33.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
t) ,.roe 
GIRLS' SHORTS 
50 percent Cotton. 50 percent 
Polyester. Sizes• 7.14. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 3.00 
Our Woolworth sale Price 
2oo 
BABY SLEEPER 
Zipper down the leg and hood. 
WNIe, Pink and Yellow. Sizes N.B.. 
24mths. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 6.73 
OUr Woolworth sale Price 
400 
SKIRTS 
Floral prints.' Cotton and Polyester 
and Coffee. Sizes 8.16. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 10.00 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
FLORAL SKIRTS 
Polyester and Cotton. Sizes 10-14. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 15.95 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
~roo 1000 
GIRLS' SPORT TOP 
50 percent Cotton. 50 percent 
Polyester. Sizes S,M&L. 
OUr Woolworth Regular Price 6.43 
OUr Woolworth sale Price 
O0 
BOYS' ROMPER SET 
100percent Nylon. Yellowend Blue. 
Sizes 12-24 months. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 6.93 
OUr Woolworth Sale Price 
00 
,+ 
GIRLS' 
HOODED T-SHIRT 
Whltewlth Red & Blue stripes. Sizes 
8.14. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 7.43 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
500 
LADLES' 
BERMUDA HOSE 
Assorted colours. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 1.27 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
8o 
Mon- Wed 
el. ~R.~m. F, ' OC'}'nm 
Thurs & Fn 
9 30am'.q OOnm 
Sat 
9:00 am 6 om 
SUMMER 
NIGHTGOWN 
Pink and Blue. Small, Medium, 
Large. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 8.77 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
rpoo 
CHILDRENS' 
SWEATSHIRT 
100 percent Acrylic. Sizes 4-6x. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 6.43 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
50 
WHITE VOGUE 
BRA CRISS-CROSS 
B, C, D cups. 34thruto 44 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 4.67 
Our Woolworth Sale price '~ 
oo 
NIGHTGOWN & 
DUSTER SETS 
Pink, Blue, Melze. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 13.77 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
(,to o 
GIRLS' 
BOTTOM UP PANTS 
Red, Blue, Plnkl Sizes 4-6x. 
Our Woolworth Regular. Price 6.88 
Our WoolworthSale Price 
2oo 
LADLES' FANCY 
BIKINI EMBROIDERY 
& LACE PATTERN 
In assorted colours. 
Our Woolworth Regular Price 1.17 
Our Woolworth Sale Price 
.70 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
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T E R R A C E - K I T I M A T  • • Set t lement  seen 
oil i n  pulp dispute 
= EC ND SECTION ~))TdPhWeWC)°~'i'workars°fCanada yc~e~ ~e~en~r°~Sg~' 
BroinllSahy Co~lnambl~ent~ed rejected b~g~e.Gm~ nt cen~Va~ bu~ rthaet~e~°~lThaenP~r~., t 
PPWC members in results The Mackenzie workers, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  agreement that could herald released Friday. Union members of two paper- 
labor pesce in the province'a officials said Monday they workers' locals at Finky 
crucial forcer industry for would wait for a meeting Forest Products and B.C. 
-., v=..,.,=,.,.,,. ~ ~ ~., .., ,own, es~aonsne~ ny ,~leen to service and maintain the 
• // m 
I 
POt I ( /Y  
tl tA Y 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Employment Minister 
Ron Atkey is to annoance 
today the Progressive 
Conservative govern. 
ment's job creation policy 
promised uring the May 
election campaign. 
Details of today's an- 
nouncement, were not 
available in advance but 
Atkey has said he wants 
l)igg .sl 
~t~ANBROOK, B.CI (CP) Calgary, Gaff lucl,~, ~I z'.~ ,.t 
- -  A seven-month in- 
vestigation by Cranbrook 
RCMP and Colorado state 
police has broken one of the 
largest drug rings operating 
in Western Canad#,, police 
said Monday. 
Eight people were charged 
in Cranhrouk. Forty others 
were arrested Saturday on 
Canadian warrants in 
Denver, Colo., and.face 
extradition to Canada for 
trial. 
Charged in Cranbrook with 
Smithers, B.C., and Dean 
Lesier Richard, 25 of Ke. 
Iowna, B.C. It was not known 
if or how the Richards were 
related. 
Americans charged were: 
Dave Armitage Casey, 29, 
Robert Casey, 27, Barry Lye 
Beard, 30, and Dean Charles 
Doughty, 26, all of Denver. 
Also charged was Nicholas 
Allen Hall, 32, of Cranbrook, 
who already faces charges 
resulting from a raid July 5 
at the Canadian border town 
the next two years." with industry represen- Forest Mills, went on strike 
The Canadian Paper- tatives Wednesday before .I0 days ago demanding 
workers Union had refused deciding on any further isolation pay. 
to recommended either alrikeaction. Dick Lester, prmldeat of 
acceptance orrejection ef a The chance that he PPWC the Pulp and Paler In- 
proposed industry-wide, could shut down the industry dustrlal Relattem Bureau, 
master contract until local seemed remote, however, said management rejected 
issues at the two mills in due to the slim n[argla of the northern pay on the grounds 
Mackenzie, about 160 kilo- rejection vote and rulings by thatit would affect he whole 
metres north of Prince theprovinclallaborrelattons industry and ~vas therefore 
George, were resolved, board that ~he union cease not negotiable on the local 
The union did, however, picketing at several plants level. 
endorse nn agreement where it had no members, a The deai.workedout on the 
hammered outla Mackenzie tactic designed to keep weekend involves increases 
by union and industry members of other unions off the workers' travel subsidy 
negotiators during the the Job. for medical referrals out of 
weekend. ' The master contract, town and sets up a $50,000 
Indications from other basically the same for all edneatlon bursery fund for 
locals of the industry's three unions, is the richest which anyone of any nge in 
second.largest union are that ever offered by the industry. Mackenzie will be eligible. 
the master contract is on its The two-year proposal calls Lester said the agreement 
way to aceeptance bya good hefty increases in fringe "does a lot for the corn- 
majority of its 7,500 mere- benefits and wage increases reunify which is what we 
bets and approval of the efP0nenteanbuurinthefiret were focussing on." 
Mackenzie pact would seal 
the agrement. Results of the " 
peetedPr°viee-widewednesday.V°te are x- KI  T IMA T VO TES 
Loeal-by-lbcal results of 
voting by the 40,000 mem- FOR CONTRACT hers of the International 
Woodworkers of America 
also indicated that the The Canadian Paperworke~ Union, 'Local 
master contract was'being • 1127, has voted by an 88 per cent majority to 
endorsed by a hefty majority 
of the indualry's largest ac~pt  the industry's final offer. 
'union: unions' 115 members voted Thursday 
Complete results are not afternoon at the union hall in Kitimat's service 
expected until' July 24, but centre. 
union president Jack Munro Acting president Gordon Graham said Friday 
said Monday that an unef- that "although no' contract is perfect, the 
flclal count indicated the 
agreement was being ap- majority of'the members are pleased With the 
proved by a vote of roughly agreemont." 
70 per cent. The indnstry's final offer provides for'a 90 cent 
The only note of discord per hoar raise effecfive July 1,197Panda further 
over the master contract 90 cent an hour raise or a 9.5 per cent increase 
was heard from the smallest (whichever is greater ) in the second year of the 
of the three for~try unions 
involved in negotiations, the two-year agreement. 
5,500-member Pulp, Paper T 
~ O  | '  ' Few rest fJ,' s 
seen in this 
[ ut hazard rising 
0 C~f0~;  ~W ~or~stwfe~k~ pBe/Is~nCwO(l:t~o r iA~li~pecT ~ 
with a total of five llrso listed to continue except a drying 
as still burning at this time. trend may take place in the 
42 fires have occurred this vast Lower Post district. 
year, and these have burned This 1979 Fire Season is 
over an area of 142.0 hec. vastly different then that 
tares, experienced last year, when 
Fire hazards are low to at this time 120 fires ec- 
moderate throughout he turfed in the region ned all 
Fishermen saying it 
just keeps getting Worse 
/-IAy~I1t/E~"bI~W~T.. (CP)~<ts &5~pounds . :  . . . . .  They don;t realimflmt i
• --The fishl,g indUstryln the Doh Stewart, Hay River (the corporation) is theirs, 
Far North is in trouble, says mayor and director of the it's a giant coop and the 
Alex Morin, a commercial corporation, says that the more services they want the 
fisherman on' Great Slave consensus among fishermen morothey'regalngtohaveto 
Lake for most of his forty, is "they would he better off pay for them." 
nine years, without he corporation." Corporation president 
• The picture was bright in But he suggests there is a Tom Duun says he's proud ef 
1969 when the corporation • phllooophieal cause for the his record. He says the 
was formed, but "fishermen rift between the fishermen corporation had bad years in 
• have .been getting poorer and the corporation. 1972 And 1973, but the record 
ever since," says the "The fishermen are has been goOd ever since. 
president of the Northwest looking at it in the day of the He said the corporaifm'a 
Territories Fishermen's private entrepreneur -- record profit up to last April 
Federation. they'rosayinglwon'tdothis 3O was t~.5 million and this 
The industry can only he or I won't do that unless I get year "is substantially 
saved by freeing northern paid so much for it. greater than that." 
fishermen from the shackles 
of the federal government's 
gs  io l  Freshwater Fish Marketing D i Corp., he says. rown n , v ence  
The 2,500-member cor- 
poration is based in Win- V ty  
n ipeg ,  l t i sacoopecaUveand mar  ancouver  par  
markets fish caught by • 
commercial fishermen in the VANCOUVER (CP) -- craft, assisted by about 20 
N.W.T., Alberta, Saskat. Two drownings and scat- private boats, searched for 
chewan, Manitoba and tered incidents of violence the body for 11 1.2 hours be- 
northwestern Ontario. marred theweckendopening fore giving up because of 
The territories govern- Of the annual summer Sea darkness and rough tides. 
ment has subsidized the Festival as crowds It took hours for the boats 
corporation with $240,000 estimated by police as high to clear the bay as the 
since introducing a price- as 400,000 milled around the festival wound down, and 
support system three years beaches of English Bay. JackClmse,2l, of Vancouver 
ago. Traffic" was jammed for drowned early Sunday when' 
Morin say~ there are two blocks in the central West • his small boat overturned. A 
reasons t0r fi.,hermen losing End and Kitsilano areas as a friend swam safelyto shore. 
money ~ver the years. Top- muggy Saturday night wore Not all the mayhem was ea 
.quality fish were graded on and the party atmosphere the water. ~ In the congested 
downward and the cor- deteriorated. People pushed 
• West End, an unruly mob at- peration is uver-staffed with and shoved, threw bottles tacked a taxi stalled in the 
over-paid executives, and punches and caused traffic. The merry.makers 
"They spend money fike thousands of dollars in smnshedwindows, ripped~ff 
it's water because they know damage, lights and inflicted damage 
they can go back to the ' Some 500 pleasure craft estimated at $2,000 as the 
provinces to get more." bobbed closely together in drivercoweredinaldenalling 
Great Slave Lake the bay and one man 
for help over his radio. fishermen also want a drowned when he slipped off The eahe that answered his 
satisfactory market for the the stern of his boat while distress call were met with a 
rough fish they net. watching the $20,000 fire- 
"You have to get those works display that capped barrage of fender-denting 
rough fish out of the lake or the opening night of the beer bottles. 
festival, a two-week affair they will take over," he says. " Many in the crowds that 
"There are plenty of rough featuring an assortment of jammed the beaches and 
fish in Great Slave Lake." attractions on and off the surrounding area swilled to expand and merge conspiracy to import ear. ofRousville. White fish, sold com. city's beaches, beer.nnd.smckedmariJuana 
three existing prngrams entice and conspiracy to RCMP also had a warrant merclally, comprlse about 85 Police said he was a 35- openly, out police largely 
Prince Rupert Forest ef our fire.fighting resources which p?vide subsidies, traffic in narcotics were: outstanding fo r  a ninth per cent of the fish harvest, yearold Delta man,. but ignored petty infractions to 
Region, which extends from were totally committed.' Mary Louise Richard, 49, of person, Melford Amel Bell. The total fish quota this year withheld his name. Police deal with major incidents. 
Union workers said not getting benefits 
O'P~A~'A (CP) million returned to this 
Although slightly more The meat dramatie growth considerable increase from and n summary of basic represented 2.1 million for Toronto, 105,000 for 
Organized workers paid country as strike benefits, than half of all union was reported by the largest the 18.4-per-cent rata the policies, unionized workers. The Vancouver and 23,000 for 
more than twlce as much in pensions, welfare benefits members belonged to in. union in the country, the government discovered Two-thirds of the 179 Second- largest  labor  Winnipeg. 
dues to international unions and salaries and wages for ternaflonally-afflllated Canadian Unio& of Public when it began collecting unions -- including meet of organization in the country Sizes ranged from 122 
in 1977 than they got back in Canadian staff, organizations, this propor- Employees (CUPE). In 1977, figures 17 years ago, it fell the large ones -- were af- was the Quehee.hasec Con- members for the smallest 
strike funds and other The report covered nil 179 finn was dropping. It fell to its membership grew by 11. considerably short of the 38- flllated with the Canadian federation of Trade Unions 
benefits, a government unions and 2.8 million 53.8 per cent from a 1976 per cent to 242,622. per.cent female portion of Labor Congress, the tun- which had eight member union to 243,000 for CUPE. 
report shows, organized workers in the level of 54.4 per cent. Female participation in the work force. ' brella organization headed unions and represented Following CUPE, the .five 
Statistics released Monday country. There ere more At the same time, national labor unions increased, but All unions have been re- at that tlme by Joe Morris. 152,000 workers. ' largest unions in the county 
indicate workers paid $198.4 th'enl2,03ounionlocals, unions reported a 3.7-por. males continued to qulred, since1962, toprovlde The CLC, which is con-  Ottawa had the ,largest were: 
million in union dues in 1977. In 1977, 32.6 per cent of the cent increaie in membership dominate. 
Of this, $75.3 millionwas sent labor force was unionized and government unions Women made up 27.7 per Statistics Canada each year sidered the voice of union membership ofany of --The Steelworkers of 
with membership figures, Organized labor, now is led the 23 cities in the report --  America and United to international compared with 32.2 per cent reported their ranks rose by cent of unionized labor in financial records, a llst of by Dennis McDermott. 533,000. This compared with Metallurgists of America 
headquarters and ,$29.9 the pre~0us year. 3.1 per cent. 1977. Although this was a officers and their powers, In 1977, the congress 213,000 for Montreal, 134,000 with lg2,000 memberS, 
J .! 
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Stil l  some 
style left 
.in royalty 
IIL'IA IIIN, Thailand (AP) 
- Queen Sir,kit has at' her 
command' the kind of 
lifestyle most of the world's 
remaining royalty can only 
read about in their family 
chronicles. 
Instead she and King 
Bhumlpo] Adulyadej spend 
eight months ,of each year 
mingling with the rural poor. 
They have not been abroad 
in 12 years and devote much 
of their time to bridging the 
gap between .Thalland's poor 
major i ty-  the farmers -- 
and the more pdvUeged 
urbanites. •
" I t  you cannot abolish pov- 
erty you can never bring 
peace to the country," she 
said in a recent interview at 
a palace south of'Bangkch," 
the capital. 
Queen Siriklt,' -a  
noblewoman who believed in 
.the gradual road to changer 
sees her country's ?O0-year- 
old royal tradition as having 
a key role to play in the 
• future of Thailand , forinerly 
Siam. 
"There are some in the 
universities who think the 
monarchy is obsolete," she 
says. "But I think Thailand 
still needs an understanding 
monarch. At the call, 'The 
king is comingt' thousands 
will gather. The mere word 
'king' has something magic 
in it. This is wonderful." 
The queen, regarded by 
many of her subjects as 
semi-divine; has been 
awarded the United Nations' 
Ceres Medal for her work on 
behalf of rural women. 
r 
Three years ago the 46- 
yearold queen started the 
Foundation for the 
Promotion of Supplementary 
Occupations and Related 
Techalques and it since has 
helped thousands of rural 
families earn extra income. 
The foundation sets up ~o- 
operatives, trains rural 
women and then buys. their 
products for sale in 
Bangkok. The stress b on 
revival of sometimes dying 
handicrafts. 
The queen frequently 
carries handbags and wears 
dress~ niade of a wid~ 
variety of traditional woven 
cloth, These were once 
considered old-fashioned and 
primitive but now are 
snapped up by B~ngkok'a 
high society and the 
diplomaUc orps -- boosting 
income of the rural craft. 
swomen, . 
The queen Is approached 
by people seeking help for 
everything from medical 
bills to marital problems. 
Sometimes villagers -- and 
even communist sym- 
pathizers " .  will whisper 
stories of corruption ~.nd 
poor treatment to her.-A 
staff of about 50 follow up on 
the "Queen's Cases." i~, 
"Misunderstandings arise 
between people in rural 
areas and the rich, so.called 
civilized people In 
Bangkok,'" the qucen~says. 
"People in rura.l T.h~ll~a~nd d 
• say they are ne~ecte 
we try to fill the gap by 
staying with them in remotb 
areas." 
- r i '  = 
• Prices Effective t i l l  
Saturday, July 21, i979 
• While QuantitiesLast 
• We Reserve the Right 
to Limit Quantities 
COMFY CASUAL SHORTS 
FOR MEN AND BOYS . ~, ~,..~ 
• Tn/ these shorts for your summer activities. 
AsSorted fabrics, colours, styles and sizes. . . . . .  
K mad Regular List Price from 4.37 to 9.77 
K mart Special Price :. 
:SAVE ON SWIMSUITS 
FOR MEN ANDBOYS~,~ 
-t Swimsuits in assorted colours, fabrics,~ styles 
and sizes. Take the plunge on these savings: 
K mad Regular List Price from 3.74 to 9.97 
K mart Special Price 
BRIGHT SUMMER CLOTHES FOR INFANTS AND CHILDREN I L JOG ,.0, 3 7o0o 
~ SPORTY SHORTS ~ TRY THESE TOPS! - ' ,  T°700.  ' O0T0 
CUTESHORT SETS ~ PRETTY BLOUSES 
MIDRIFF TOPS ~ HALTER TOPS 
COOL TANK TOPS 
SUMMER SUNSUITS 
~ LOVELY DRESSES 
~/ ;  COMFY SHORTALLS 
• DURABLE JUMPSUITS ~ COSY SLEEPWEAR , 
LADLES! SAVE ON SCUFFLES 
FOR INDOOR/OUTDOOR WEAR 
Slip 'am on, slip 'ere 
off. Soft casual shoes. 
K mart Sale Price 
III 
[SAVE 93~ 
MEN'S WHILE 
COTTON BRtEFS 
PACKAGE OF 3 
Practical Cotton briefs 
with elastic waist, rib 
knit and fly front. S-M-L. 
K mart Regular 
List Price 3.66 
K mad Special Price 
2? 
m ~  
! ill i 
BOYS' WHITE 
COTTON BRIEFS 
PACKAGE OF 3 
Save on this pack of 
boys' briefs. Elastic 
waist, rib knit and fly 
front, S-M-L 
K mad Re.=,,'" 
List Pric, 2.77 
K mart Special Price 
222 Pack 
of 3 
LADIES' ASSORTED SUMMER 
SANDALS AT ONE LOW PRICE 
Coo l  sanda ls  for 
summer. 
Assor ted  s ty les .  
Some sizes not avail- 
able in all styles. 
K mart Sale'Price 5" 
A GREAT BUY! 
LADIES' S.M.L 
FULL BRIEF 
Antron" Nylon, elastic 
waist. Cotton gusset, 
band or elastic legs. 
Assorted COIours.'Reg d T M 
K mart After 
Sale Price 1.47 
K mart Sale Price 
'91 
2 PAIRS 
OF JEAN-LOOK 
CAMPUS HOSE 
65% Acry l i c /35% 
Polyester. Elastic top. 
Assortment of colours. 
Fits 9-11. 
K mad After Safe 
Price 1.00 Pair 
K mart Sale Price 
PAIRS 
f 
BOYS' 4-6x 
T-SHIRTS 
Choose from assorted 
styles. 'Spring and summer 
T.shlrts. 
Kmad 
Regular List Price 3.33 
K mart Special Price 
200 
Ea. 
~L 
MENS' COOL 
TANK=TOP So 
colours with contrasting 
trim around neck and arms. 
'Sizes S-XL. 
Kmart 
Regular List Price 4.77 
K mart Special Price 
3oo 
LADLES' 
BRA DRESS 
Assorted colours In floral 
designs, polka dot and 
more. 100 percent 
polyester ,  machine 
washable. Sizes 7.18. 
Kmart 
Retlular List Price 12.H 
K mad Special Price 
8oo 
f 
LADLES' 
CANVAS BAGS 
f 
INFANTS' 
SUNSUITS 
Assorted pastel colours 
with design on front. Sizes 
6.18 months. Made In 
Canada. 
Kmart 
Regular Ust Price 
Values up to 4.54 
K mart Special Price 
2Ca o 
j 
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"~ fLADIES' OOTTON 
SLEEPWEAR 
Choose from assorted . 
Choose from pylamas, 
short or long gowns, In 
assorted styles and 
colours. Sizes S.L~. 
Kmart 
Regular Ust Price 
Vs lois up to 1.57 
K mart Special Price 
5oo 
Ea. 
styles and cotours. Some 
have name tags. 
Kmsrt 
Regular Ust Price 
Va luss up to I.U 
K mad Sp~l~ 
Ea. 
OPEN 
v 
WE Advertised Merchandise Policy • ~ WELCOME ~ Ourt'rmmlenh°n's'°hav°every'"lver'secl emnl°ck°n°urshev s anad rtsedlem's ~ ~t  .... J i 
not available fo~, purchasv duo Iu f y unforeseen reason. K marl will issue d Ram Check on "~ t I 
reques l for lhemerchandi , ;pk}b,~ )ul~l~aseda hesaeprcewheneverava labaorwd se youa  i . . . . . .  
comparable quahly dam at a conl|')aMlde reducllOn In price Our policy is tO give our customers 
sahsfactlon always K mart Canada Limited ._ 
! 
. it, 
?? 
WED., THURS. & FRI. 
to 9:30 PM 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) - -  juntoneofaeveralpoint~ ptou]tng 1LAX=- 1- -  =1-*-±-- Dangerous .1.5-lltre glass public isn't hesd~ about 
. bottles might never have these days. 
r . . ... ' '. been introduced inOntario ff . The government and the 
s  a'"8 1 ~  ~ . . . .  : the uoftdHnk industz'y had soft drift: officials rseently 
• U U t t U ~  ¢onteinera six years ago as it Pedo-shaped bottles .which 
the recall "didn't seem to be 
much of a solution." 
Published reports said 
major soft drink bottlers 
agreed toan" idea put. for- 
ward by federal afficinls that 
the bottles carry a 
the company's 
second choice 
" wanted to, a spokesman for have injured at least  5,1 "Ha~'doun - -  May Ex. 
the .Canadian Soft Drink persons, plode" label, but withdrew 
Association says . .  Two'weeks ago, federal, that decision when Cooa. 
The provincial govern- Consumer Affairs Minkter Cola.Ltd. objected to the 
merit did not approve plastic Allan Lawrence asked for a gqvernment's idea. 
as a container and Tiebor voluntary recall of the ex- At a news conference June 
Gregor,'executive director of ploding bottles, but an of. 28, Lawrence excluded the 
the association, said i~ a flclal with the ministry'a CocaCola bottles from the 
telephone interview that's product safety branch said voluntary recall. 
// 
In government tests, 1.5- Meanwhile, he said, the 
litrs Coke bottles, similar in federal government is 
shape to the company's concerned with safety and so 
smaller bottles, exploded the future for glass cm. 
one in 29 times, compared tainers - -  the type of 
with 28 of 29 bottles used by material the industry is 
other companies. ' compelled touse the most - -  
• Gregor said the soft.drlnk is uncertain. 
industry has been a victim of 
conflicting priorities bet. 
wean the federal govern- 
ment and Ontario. 
The province wouldn't 
a l low plastic containers 
because of the litter ' they 
might create, he said. 
Gregor said that when 1.5- 
litrs bottles went on the mar. 
ket, they sold extremely 
well. 
"We thought we had the 
right product," he 'said, 
adding that the larger- 
capacity bottles cut down on 
the number of be|flea which 
litter the landscape. 
Many offidals in the in- 
dustry say the public Is over- 
reacting a~d are saying the 
industry'a track record has 
been superb. 
Ran Segad, director of 
marketing ferCanada Dry in 
Toronto, said his company 
has had "only three com. 
plaints of our bOttles ex. 
pleding out of the last seven 
million bottles we put on the 
market." 
• Prices Effective till 
Saturday, July 21, 1979 
• While,Quantities Last 
• We Reserve the Right 
to Limit Quantities 
3 
LUGGAGE :B-ARG AiNS ~ ~, 
c,Holidays,are moreenjoyable whemyou save on 
the luggage yOucarry.Hurryin today.'. ' ..... 
K marl Regular List Price from 16.86 to  38,86 
K mart Special Price 
Choose, from a, fine selection of  tote bags • and carry 
away the savings. Don't waste another minute. 
K marl Regular List Price from 4,44 to  15,97 
K mart Special Price 
13°°,o 31°° 3OO, o 12oo SAVE ~3.3i 
;AVE ~3.[Jl~ 
f 
OIRLS' T-14 ~ ~AOIES' COOL ~ 
T.SHIRTS 
Choose from our wide 
assortment of T-shirts, 
tank tops, pop tops and 
tubas. Km! rt 
Regular Us, Price 
Values upto 3.96 
K mart SpeclalPrlce • 
00 
f 
BOYS' 
T-SHIRTS 
Choose from a wide 
assortment of T-shirts, 
tank tops In assorted styles 
and colours. 
Kmart 
Regular U| t  Price 
Values up to 4,11 
K mart Special Price 
TANK TOPS 
Choose from stripes, plains 
In various styles and 
• colours. Sizes S-L. 
Kmart 
Regular Uot Price 
Values up to 4.44 
Ea. 
/ 
LAWN 
CHAIRS 
J 
Tubular steel frame with 
white' plastic arm rests. 
Flowered back and seats In 
orange or blue. 
Kmad 
Regular List Price 15,9~ 
K mart Special Price  11o o, 
INFANTS"; 
STRETCHY 
SLEEPERS 
Sleepers have snap closure 
and come In assorted styles 
In plain colours. Sizes 0-24 
months. 
Kmad " 
Regular L i l t  Price 3.33 
2Ea2 
"ANGEL SKIN ~ 
COMFORTERS 
BUY NOW AND SPRUCE UP YOUR HOME/ 
LACEY PRINCESS 
TAILORED PANELS 
"No iron panels • size 50 x 81". 
White, Ivory or Copper. Made 
of For|tel ° Polyester. 
'Regd T M 
K mad Regular List Price 10.$7 
PRETTY VENICE 
TAILORED PANELS ' 
Fortrel" Polyester no iron 
open weave. White, Copper, 
Green or Gold colours. 
58 X 81': 'Rag d T M 
K mart Regular List Price 5.51 
Kmart 1 ~ 7  Kmert A 1 7  
Special J~- - - -  Special. dE lL - - -  
Price mr  Ea, Price -= i f  Ee. 
BEAUTIFUL 
MISSY TIER SET 
Fortrel" Polyester open Kmad 
knitwith pair of tiers80 x Special Price 
36" and valance 80 x 11". ,B17 Assorted colours.  1 
"Regd T M I 
L K mart Regular I Set 
PACK OF 
NAPKINS 
OR PAPER. 
PLATES 
Pack of 140 napkins 
or pack of 70 paper 
plates. 
K mart Regular 
List Price from 
1.23 to 1.37 
Your Choice 
HANDY 
PACK OF 
FOAM 
CUPS-51's 
Perfect for ht, t or cold 
drinks, Stock-up! 
K mart Req'ffar 
List Prlc~. 61¢ 
K meh 
Special Price 
i , '~ : | ' l im i i l l l l l~ l l l  
LOVELY OMBRE' - NO IRON MISSY 
TAILORED PANELS TAILORED PANELS 
Fortrel" Polyester no iron Fortrel" Polyester no iroq 
open weave. Brown, Melon or open weave• White, Ivory, Yel- 
Goldcolours'58x63"or58x low, or Copper colours. 58x 
81". "Regd T.M 81" or 58 X 63". "Rag d T U 
K marl Regular List Price ' K mad Regular List Price 
from t.17 to 7.2X from 6.17 to &ST 
, Kmart 4 8 7  Kmart ' A R T  
Special Special I r . l L  v -  
Price Price I Ea. 
These lightweight, resilient 
and odourless comforters 
are of 100 Percent 
polyester. Pink or blue 
floral designs. 
Kmart 
Regular List Price 21.97 H lCj o I K mart Special Price ' A q  ' ~ P a c k , 6 0  
OPEN 
JAMAICA 
TIER SETS 
Fortrel' Polyester in Kmarl 
. stripe design with pair of Special Price tiers72x36"andval- 847  ance 72 x 13". Brown and 
Gold colours. 'Regal TM. 
K muff Regular Set 
List Price 12.27 
• STYLISH INCA 
TIER SETS 
65% Rayon/22% Kmad 
Polyester/13% Acetate SpecialPrice 
in assorted colours. Pair 8 4 7  J of tiers 62 x 36" and 
valance 62 x 1 t'. 
K mart Regular 
LIst Price ll.S7 ' 
ASSORTED TAILORED PANELS 
Polyester and Tergal' 
Polyester panels come in 
love ly  co lours  to match  
your  decor ,  Assor ted  
w idths  and  lengths  to  
choose from. Buy now and 
save .  "Reg d T M 
K mart After 
Sale Price 4.17 
K mart Sale Price 
ALUMINUM GRILL 
FOILROLL AND 
18" x 25" GARAGE 
' SCRUBBER 
Here'sabargainona Ideal for cleaning 
necessary item for barbecues and other 
the kitchen, touah iobs. 
K mart Regular K mart After 
List Pric(, 1.11 Sale Price 2.23 ,m Iimr Special Price Sale Price 
I o0 
17 
Each 
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(hJI hlrvl pflf~,tlt*~m ,.; l~ rtrlvl' , 'vl ' fy ,,d'vl'v h~.~d =ft=m in ~1('q:k nn OuI shPtves It ~n ~ldvPf hsed item t~ 
r101 a~aihlbil '  l i lt pLlt( h~ht, dill ' |tl ,lily i i rAIorp~Pn fPasorl K marl  wtll ISSLIP a RAIn Check t]n 
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ASSORTED 
WOODEN 
CUTTING 
BOARDS 
Some of th~s and that 
to choose from 
K Mart After 
Sale Price 4.27 
K mart 
Sale Price 
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Get  it all . . .  
in the  
I 
hera ld  , , 
News of your community...your country.'..domestic 
and foreign affairs. Everybody from the housewife 
to the tycoon has found the pages of their newspaper 
affecting their daily lives. Reports on shifts and trends 
in the business and financial world.  Money saving 
advertisements covering every aspect of our daily 
needs. Classified sections that find you employment, 
a home, an automobile or sell anything you wish. 
Entertainment in special features, c0mics,and sport 
pages that enlighten a dull day. News as i t  happens, 
firsthand in your community, province, nation, or 
global affairs. Your newspaper is your best source 
of information. 
[,call. 635.6357 k 
da, ly  e ra ld  
world oil price is SiS a 
barrel. 
The world oil price is $~3,~0 
a barrel, 
The world oil prlceis I~7.64 
a I~trrel. 
The world oil price is ~40 a 
barrel,, 
None of the "above 
statements i  correct. 
Each of the .above 
statements i  correct. 
One of the fundamental 
problems facing Ottawa nd 
the province~ as they debate 
hew •fast Canadian oil prices. 
should rise toward world 
l~ice levelsis that there is no" 
clear "world oil price.', ' ' 
.For that matter, there is 
no.standard "world all". ,~ 
many different ypes of oil, 
with varying viscnslty and 
sulphur content, have their 
places in the world's oil. 
dependent economy. 
Throw in variable trans- 
ci~anrtallon costs, variable ex. 
ge rates and volatile 
poli tisal factors, and you can 
I An exper t  
IFHA T IS IT? , " ' " 
0 i1  pr i ce  d i lema 
cALGARY (CP) - -  The say virtually anything about specific methods still ca~ot  
OH prices. " be precisely c mnpo .red: o~,Q 
When headlines compare the quality of the on m uu- 
"the" .Canadian price of ferent. 
$1335 a barrel with "the" "We've 8or mapla s.y.rupJa 
world price of $18 a barrel, Canada vis-a.vis bineksirap 
nuch is left uwaid-- notably molasses coming in,": ~e 
that world prices are ex- economist says, The - 
pressed in U.S. dolhin. ~ . - fe~pt  .chi, ac ter i s t i c l  
The complexity o fpr i ce  " .p r i ce  tuff.arena ra..mmg ~ 
comparisons is evident in ceete and r~menes wm imY 
petroleum economists '  more for bettor.qu~lty o/I. 
estimatea ofwhat it costs to Meanwhile, there k aim a 
buy a barrel (32 Imperial modest amount of Alberta 
gall.o~, 45 U.S. gallons) of and ' Saskatchewan oH 
imported oil in Montreal, flowing south to the United 
First, o~e must choose the States-- about ~,000 barrek 
lypeofoil, inthis easeSaudi a day of lJllht oil andlm'.ore 
Arabian reference crude, a than 100,000 barrels of leM- 
light oil of a certain desirable heavy Off, :The 
preclsel~.-defined viscosity export volume, which eeee 
andsulphur content. ,  reached two mllllm barrelJ 
• The official price for that ' a day, is under tight control 
oil, picked up at a specified by Ottawa to protect 
point, is M18 (U.S.) a barrel. Canadian eeds. ' ' 
Transported by super- The exkt inae~,  hs~v; 
tanker around South Africa ever, make an imp0riant 
to the Caribbean, tran- contribution toOttawa's $I.$ 
alerted there to a smaller billion annual cost f~  the 
tanker, shipped to Portland, eastern subsidy pr~l rm,  
Me., then sent by pipeline to which covers 600,000 barre~ 
• Montreal, that oH will cost a day of oil imports.. 
_ . -'. about ~.3.50 (Canadian) in Alberta llBht dl  delivered 
I An  P .xnt~. r t  Montreal, assuming a inCbicagosclkforaboutm7 
' " " '"  - "~-"  - 'Ca . . . .  a l to  . , haman sonar equ .85. Canadian a barrel, due to • 
i~.l l[S=i~,ll]ell igE . u:s, cents, , • federal export ax of t12 m 
• - -_ _ . Tl~.tt~3.50price;however: topoftheCanadisndomestlo 
I I' iS auout the cheapest ,mat price. , ' :i 
I ' " . ' I Montreal refineries can Another important factor 
The Scandinavian glass ex Ct et su h oil in prielnll has been the U,8. 
industry is relatively re- I ~fer~enf tr:~--rtat/ea 
cent as Industry goes, I methods wnuld c~"  mnem Chicago price, a d 
blend 
. . . . . .  world prices and govern- 
IstartJng about 1572 when a and oil from countrise other ~ moat-repressed prices for ell 
[.Ven.~tlan started • factory thanSaudlArabiawould¢ost ' produced in the United 
lin Helsingor, It was not till . . . . . .  . . . . ,  h • more. meomm, nsa,:  o , ,  Staten. ' 
It e lath Century that it . . . . . . . . .  . man-stupnur ous cost zesa Under pressure from Ireally got  going. Keats m . . . . . . .  
Ithe ol~est Swedish glass, out are  no.rear to relme.. Ontario, Canadian 
[house working today. It is" . .Off ietql..prlees set oy authorities have ensured 
[noted for.very fine table " ~emoerso|me . that Canadian domestio 
tgiasses. • ur~ininatlm of Petroleum prices were kept below the 
[ .Expor t ing .  ~ Countr ies  Chicago price, to protect 
(OPEC) range from Saudi I Orrefors is probably the . Arabia's $18 (tY.S.)' to I~.3.50 poUtiveness.Canadian'industrial eom- 
/most well known modes ' (US) That', i~iI7'~l~764 Although complex iriee 
" .Ca~¢l~n ~th  an 85-cent adjustments have to be factory ud  Is known for tab le i~,  sea of .outstand . . . . . . . . . .  ~. ~ 
eeau~uty ud  color,. . , dolhir.o. , -. . made for quality and other 
'= . .'.' i; :,i; ~e~"O~t!~'no~ the whole differences, Ottawa off ldtk 
~tbi~y,~:ldne~"-sueh prices calculated atthe end of last 
In Denmark gla~S 0f apply, to more stable supply year that Toronto oil prices 
good quality is mad~ at tlw . ~ ,~prne~' ,whf lg -spot , ,  were 113.84 a barrel and 
Holmegaard glasshouse in " ~x~sea 'b l  off I~ ~recent Chicago oil prices were 
Copenhagen. ' : ofm°nthSmerehaVethaninV°Ived;h0 (U,S,).prices funds.114'15 a barrelin Canat~m 
We are the headquarters Accordingly, economists That narrow difference 
for all your gift needs. See say, imported oil delivered was a footer in Ottawe'i 
us whenever • birthday or in 'Montreal costs in the cancellation of the 114- 
anniversary comes heart range of ;25 to ~35 a barrel. • barrel increase that was to 
• Partlal ly offsetting the havebeen rode l~t Jan. I in 
cost to Quehec and Ailanile Canadian prinns, A 11 in- 
provinces consumers is a crease came July I instead. 
subsidy of about ~,5o a But skyrocketing world 
, barrel ~hat ~tawa~ pe]~.sit~.,, L~l. ca.lee .e~..and the prmp~t 
I refin _erl'~j~s]~:importedOil.~;~ q d~..~'k~.,~.~riec~...f~ 
Tne stmmoy ts m~ended to nomeeue u.~. on nave au net 
roughly balance the cost of removed the Chicago price 
• imported and domestic 011, as a limit on Canadian 
although the industry says It domestic price inereaN¢ 
folk short of being full Even with a 112-a.barrel 
i l compensation for the exits federal expert ax, premium 
cost of Imported oil, Alberta light oil ia coin. 
Alberta light oil, which -petltlve in the Chlesio 
carries an average wellhead market. 
price of $13.75 a barrel, is The handwriting is on the 
~~g'~l14~ ~ ~f~ genel'ally used west of wall for Ontario industry. 
Montreal but  any that 
"°n'' ""' GU d about $15 a barrel, . ar 
JEWELLERS LTD. Even that domestic oil 
- price is influenced by the 1 
exchenRe rate, since'part of muraer  
the interprovlnclal oil nets  l i fe  pipeline dips south into the 
" United States and the 
transport charges for that 
eeetlm are in U,S. funds, MONTREAL (CP)--Four 
When the Canadian dollar convicts have. been sen- 
falls, those charges rise. teaced to life in prison after 
Also, a specific Canadian being found guilty o f  the 
6 3 2 - 2  i71 .~ ,e  anda speclllc Saudi flnt-degrse murd~ o f ,  
216City Centre Kitlmat Arabian figure for oil prison guard doting an 
delivered in Montreal by nseapo at Laval ma~Imum 
t . • security imtltution in July, 
- ' 1978. 
Ghis la in  Gaudet ,  27,  
MOTOR HOTEL Pierre Vincent 33, Andre Chartrand, ~3, and Jacques 
" Masse, me, wm not be el~ble 
for parole for 2~ years. Invites You To Visit and Enjoy. 
Madame Justice Claire 
Barrette Josses of Quebec DENNIS JAN Soperinr Court handed do .  the sentence after a six- 
• woman, six-man Ju ry  
reached the s~dlty verdict 
Sunday mornS,  They had Playin8 Again In deliheratod for s~ d~a. 
Guard Guy Fom'nierwas 
~ ' ~ ~  shot through the head when LOUNGE thef  oon.ois for ed 
way out of an administrative 
building, of the nearby 
DANCING 9-2 prison, a century-old 
penitentiary formerly known 
MONDAY TO SATURDAY as St. Vincent de Paul. 
A fifth convict, Jacques 
, Laehupclto, 41, was killed 
i durln8 the escape attempt. 
Keep your cash In the bank. Pay first end second equal payment In advance - -  They 
drive awa~ the car or  truck of your choice. All mimics paid can be applied to purchase. 
thly payment & terms based O.A.C. Most makes and models available, i 
|4,.$t,.4 O MONTH TE MRS AVA ILA|LM 
'79 F~04X4 ' [ " '79 FORD PICKUP 
/ 
_ . ' $|16 per month J $111 Per mo~th • 
~or only 36 months. Total paid $7776 plus tax. For only 36 months. Total paid $S4,14 1510| tax. 
Purchase option $2~7 of lease end or  simply I Purchase option ~0d4 at lease end or s mply 
return. 
• ' I fFORDSUPMRCAa . ' i ' re~r~l  " ' ';gECONO-VAN 
• ° -"  " . , e: ' ., ' - - 
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• bus inesses  urged  t0 think, b igger  • Smal l  
• TORONTO (CP) --  Even not a questiou Of size, it's a Cooperation has brought the United States. In ' t r ia l  ¢omotlon. to their QuelJec coun." moved off to besoms in. held until taking over the 
tonsil business must hinkin question of mentality," strength to small firms in The Toronto office was But; things gradually terpurts, he said. In many. dustrlal commissioner in Quebec government post 
10road terms ff it wants to Roger Behind Bald Mmday Ontarioand'Quebec, hesaid, limitedinacopewbenltwsa . ~  and are noticeably csaesafirmcandoabeut~il0 Septlles, Que.,apoaltianhe here. 
crack the export barriers, in an interview. "No matter Pooling some resources,., oi~nedin 1973 by the Quebec ~ since 'Beland took milliou in'sales beceuseofa 
uys  Quoben's economic hew omailtbebusinsssyou'.snoh.assellingeanhother's ministry of industry and":ovorearlylastyesr, concentrated local market C r te r ' s  0 y 
~mts~ltant I  Ontario.. have  to have" a world products, can'help launch a commerce, he .said, • . ' . En~phasl~has shifted froni but it doesn't know. how to a m ve  ma 
successful export.drive into "It was preoccupied with thdu~i  development and expand.. • 
' " " r i : ' e " " 'B~he~"  ~ ' " '  " "  0 ' ' "  ape d p pip ne ' . • thm:~most in need --  the easily and the flrm neglec'ts • ' . "U  e l i  
. smal| :. business, Market to build up a strong sales e 
-~ ' ,Be l~a multinational is " sirato~y." 
, ,  ' )  . * . . , ; • .  . 
New poolis .mluLch cheaper 
MONTREAL (CP) .Wi th  'what with the high price of 
shortages of gasoline in gas and work on the car." 
and the price rising even dug a.seucer-shaped hole in 
, though gas is in plentiful the backysrd end set a pool 
SUPply on the Canadian side on top of it -- the hottest- 
d.the border, some Csna- ssllingkindofpcelcurrontly 
diana are planning to spend ca the Montreal market.' 
their,vacations in their Own " ' 
• hack~arda this Summer ... Abeve-~ound aluminum 
or steel-platad vinyl pools 
: by. their new swimming run between ~500 and ;2,600. 
I)oo]8. ' 
The Noita are one family 
who are not going to chive 
700 miles away, as they have 
for the last 15 years, to their 
once favorite vacation spot. 
• As John Nott puts it:.."We 
development, is" the aim and 
Belafid often screens out 
thoU, who won't commit 
Ino., says thb shortage of gas ground pools, says nalss I, thtastamlves. , 
in the U.S. 'has raised his the Montreal arca have Henaldbemuailyaskstop 
sales 3oper cent. "People remained at about he same 
are afraid to go to the States level..But that's a good alga, executives of Quebec firm 
to "spend a few bucks" and this year. Even I rim." be says, considering our. takesiriptoTorento, andbe 
Mike" Richards, vice• economic problems. 
president of. the Canadian Broths says' he expects can't he bothered with those 
National Swimming Pool manypeoplelwillsenudeeide wheuy they're too busy to 
Association, estimates the whether to buy a cottage or come. 
increase this season in sales .install a pool. Because the Inthe last 18 months, 110 
of above-ground models at cottage entails gasoline to Qunbee companies have 
hetween two and 10 percent gettbere, he feels people wlll been iu touch with the 
Peter Audet, vice- across the country. The take the pool instead. Torant0offlcaforedviceand 
president of Dauphin Pools re~nfor it :  the price of gas In-ground. vinyl pools assistance to establish 
Ltd., says his finn sold I,I00 and the U.S. shortage. •, . retail at ~,000. to $1~,000,. markets in Ontario and 
this year between IVinroh I Richards says "impulse Cement pools are higher: Wosiern Canada, he said.. 
and July I, up from 800 last buying" is ' higher now $I0,000 to ;20,000; • Aboutso per cent of his of- 
ylmr, and the company may became many Canadian car " Br.oche says almost 10,000 rice's clientele generate 
decided to buy a pool and be out. of stcek in three, owners are afraid North Montreal fandlica have in," zelea0f ~00,000 to ;2 million 
stay home. We knew it was weeks. • going to he too expensive to . Gilles Sorrurie~, president American supplies of oil will ground pools. Their income . a year, he said. And they are 
get t/ghtor and the price of Is in the ;20,0~0 to ;35,000 a not ~QplyAhe arts and crafts 
• go down to the Marltimes, of Lea Placlnos ,Caravalle gasoline will rise even year bracket, peop.]e" who are often 
" further. " About 30,000 inndlios have as|gel,ted with Quebec's oney d Raymond. Breche, vice- M for lan . . , , . ,  o, v.,....,,., 
whose f i rm |nstnl ls '  in- 
VICTORIA '~CP)"- -The 
provindai government will 
Nuc lear  
plant 
• , , , ~ / !  
opposed  
, vzcTomA i(c~) - ~e  
British Columbia Hew 
Democratic Party will up- 
)ze the proposed nuclear 
nt at Sedro Wonley in 
northern Washington State 
when bearings open in 
Seattle Tuesday. 
Sur~y ~ Ernie Hall 
said• today that several 
members of the NDP caucus 
appear at the hearings 
and their submission will 
deal with environmental 
• spend m ~ou during the 
next five yca~s protecting. 
Lower Fraser Valley 
agricultural !and from 
floods; Envi ronment  
Minister Rate Malt said 
Monday. 
Malr said in a news release 
~Jmt ~ mtilton'ls for con- 
struction of a new pum- 
phouse and dam ou the 
Sumas River while .the 
remainder will go for dike 
impro~;emedt along the 
Vedder Canal.. ' 
The existing : fiend 
proteotion and drainage 
fncllltiss were,built in: the ' 
19~0s and, M~h' '~id'itho,in- 
creasing darmmd to/, aBri- 
cultural products makes .it 
',~s~entlaF thl, t :' this • ' fin- i~ 
vestment be made new..' 
The project comes under a 
joint federal and provincial 
agreement for flood con~trol 
impact, economics and re- improvement in the Fraser 
sources. Valley. 
i ' ° 
Levy Industries Ltd., year share; 1978, 11299,000, $1.17. 
endedDee, 31: 1978, $233,118 Nova gee/In Savings and 
(loss); 1977,~5,SO2,705 (loss). Loan Co., six mon.ths ended 
. .Mount Royal Rice Mills June 30: 1979, L~03,524, 37 
Ltd., three .mouths ended cents; 1978, '$912,853, 80 
M~y31: 19T9, $394,000, $1.14 a ' cents. 
Ptoe Pnint ,Mines Lid., six 
, mouths ended June SO: 1979, 
• ~,223,-000, 71 cents. 
eawly Mnltl-Corp Ltd., DO L LA year ended Dec. 31:1978 
$384,050 (loss) ; 1977, 
• " ;5,210,865 (loss). 
Sull ivan Mining Group 
Etd., nine months ended May 
MONTREAl., (CP) - -  U.S. 31: 19"/9, $312,8!4, five cents; 
dollar in terms of Canadian 1978, 81~0,~81 (loss). 
funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 1'i) Realty Investments six 
Monday was down 13-50 at, mouths ended June 30: 1979, 
$1.1590. Pound sterling waq' S4,-898,000, $1.58;. 1978, 
IIII 
above-ground pools, he says, ~ business. 
and they come from all. in. Ontario firms in this sales. 
come levels, ~ - .vo l~e category are similar 
.force, he said, Marketing 
research, even the most CALGAJgY (CP) --  U.S. Porter saidin an interview 
basic type, is unknown. 
Beland said an Ontario 
company buying Quebec 
products can often work out 
a reciprocal deal. 
One such .deal' which is 
nearing completion is for two 
companies in the wood 
component business to se. 
each other's products, he 
said. The components donot 
directly compete but. are 
"perfectly complementary." 
A native of New Lkkeard, 
Ont., and a graduate tn bust. 
hess administration from 
University of. Windsor, 
Beland's first Job was 
analysing and investigating 
grant applications for the 
federal department of 
regional economic ex- 
~nsiou. 
He left to become a Junior 
pertne~' in newly .formed 
Major and Matin Inc., 
Montreal. From there he 
President Jimmy Carter's 
energy prepare could have 
"very • positive economic 
Implleations f~' Canada:' if 
it re sulta in speedy 
development of the Alaska 
Highway • natural gas 
pipeline; says a spukeman 
for the petroleum industry. 
~lireJ°hn Porter,. managing 
ctor of the Independent 
. .  Petroleum Association of 
Canada, said today that 
comments made by Carter in 
outlining his program to 
lessen the United States' 
dependence on fQreign 
energy suggeit strong 
supp~'t for the $14-bllllan 
pipeline; widch would carry 
Alaskan gas to the lower 
states. 
Carter's program, an- 
noancad in detail in Ka~s 
city, Me., today, includes an 
oil-imp0rt quota of 8.3 
muuou ha.~, a day for 
r. I I 
BI[TSINE$$ DIRE(,TORY 
I , : 
47~1.G Keith Ave.""' " ..' 
' Your'/r. ien.dly eonveniencestore 
HOURS: ..',', ', 
• ~eekdnys  am - mi__ .~, . t  
' , . J .  
Weekends 0:O0 am to 12 midnight 
I 
ELfL~;L~ 
I 
"' .Plumbing Heating Commercial Servicing 
Residential Industrial Specializing Gas Filling 
• . ~ and Sheet Metal Shop .. 
"Charlie Belanger 
• .~ ,L~MBING&~HEAT iNG~D. ,  •. , 
~?. . .~ ,  ,~ ~ "  '~  . . . . ,  \ '~ ~ ~ , .  ~ / . .a t .  ~" . . . . . . . .  : - "  . . . .  k, 
441~ LA~/ILSE AVENUE 
PO Box  534 PHONE635.9319 
TERRACE. Be V8G4B5 OR 635.9320 
Instill & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
i 
I I III 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
Furniture Repair 
Restorations, Hope Chests • 
~ Custom Made FurnitUre Refinishinj General Building Contracting 
, .  635-5585 .. 
2610 Kalum St. Terraoe 
I I I "  [ I I  I 
NORTHWEST PiPE ' 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
,~;... PIPE, ~LUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
,,,i ~,HOSE~,UTSA~D BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATEI~:SOFT E N E RS --AND MORE - -  
5239 Keilh Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
I I 
;i ~. 
I 
i ;i" Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain ::' 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V,, Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
pHONE 635.3936 
F.JofljREADY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
• 1_ ' ' - -T t , .  ~,/' 
~ "~, ,&dL/dl  ~-..~ 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
. Thernhill 
\ 
EAS TSIDE . . . .  
dUOCE~ ~ ,~ L.~Z.XtmOM..~7" 
. OPEN 
DAYS A WEEK 
TO Ser re  }'ou 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
I 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
AUTHORIZED 
.A ,m SERWCE 
~1~"/  ' DEPOT 
~.q~nw~'e Philips, Mognavox, Zenith 
qo ~ Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon.-5~t. ~ 9 a,m. - 6 p,m,. 
Friday ~ 9 a,m, • 9 p.m. 
r . ,  
it k unlikely' the oil quota 
would affect Canada since 
the U.S. imports only about 
150,000 barrels a day from 
Canada. 
Most of that is hea~y crude 
ell in excess Of what can be 
handled by Canadian 
refineries. But Porter said 
Canada's production 
capability in conventional 
etude oil is declining, so'the 
industry rnight welcome any 
drop in exports. 
Porter said be Was un- 
certain whether the 
program, which', aims to 
uce daffy oil imports to 
four or five million barrok 
by 1990, is realistic, but 
added: "The U.S. govermant 
and its energy advisers have 
considered it fully and 
established the target, so 
they must think it's at- 
tainable." . ~ .. 
i ~'l~r ir'i''~ •'
oO 
I 
For Your Ad. 
• up 2.09 at ;2.6124. ~3,812,000, $1.41. - , , 
i f * - I dollar was up 1-5 at $0.8628, mouths ended June 30: 1979, , , , . ,  ~ , . r~- - , - .~  ~,,,.: . . ;  ,~ ,  ..R. BUSINESSMAN! 2.so at ;2.too. ~.,.5~ (l~.. [ • l .  .~'~ 4418 Legion Avenue 
I . ,  :.,, ,rrac.. . .0. . ' I ~ :.~< This Spies is Re ned 
• i " ' ('"'"""" ("i: ~~ ':"" For Your Ad. 
ToRO~ ,~) -  ,he •v ,~co~H ,~, - B.' . '  I .'~,,11,,i11,1,11 s, r s i (e  
Torouto stock market was up Prices were mixed in heavy 
. . . _ o  . . .  , . . _  ,__ v,~, w. 4, . , . . ,  Cleaners  Ltd. . ,~,, ,o.~ .o, 2, ,,,,~.., ,u~, the clsee with advancere out. • ~ ' 
. . , o_  " I I Analysts said bargain 121 and 131 issues un- ., lianteredteppodinfollowing ebengnd, / 'O'h" Y I '  ' , o . . . , . , , , , .  , 
.steep losses last week. " Among industriala, the i SUEDE AND LEATHER I 
. . . . .  ..A . ,., = on --,.,^. rent National Land, up 0.1 
~u. .~.  . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ,v. to 36 on 4,-SO0 shares, Webb i' 2 LOCATIONS I 
Friday, and Knapp was unchanged | 4404 Legion Avenue and Mini  Mal l  I 
• Amoug indastrlals, Inter- at 81.45 on 3,900,.Daon I . (Next  to Mr. Mikes) I I Call a i LLor  DALE 3943Mountalnvlew | 
~nvindal Steel and Pine Development was off 3.8 to 3.2x , , ,  , ,o , r . , . . .  • 635-2838 I J ' " ' " ' ,  °'' ' ' ' ' '  Terrace'n'c' ! 
t~rnatlonal Business Investment A was un- J" '. , ' 
Machines I% to S82, Cadillac _ anged nt ~ 5-8 on 1,400. 
. ,re, __er°n, oo'n'n I to U.SO. I Te|edyne Canada lost I to On the raource heard, ca. i SERVINGTERRACE& i i HEATONGALTERATIONS&SERVOCE I SU½, Crown life Ins .urance 1 ralta Resources led the pack, "~ " ~ '~ tom,  GenoraiBekerJes%to up .2o to ..so ou ~,m I We ServlceAN Commercial& Home Entertainment | ~"~" 
jr/%, Comince % to ~k~39 a n d N o r a n d a  Mines ~ to ~47V.. soaredS~ares" New Cinch Ur~ium 1 . 4 5  to ~4A0o 233,025, . i Appliances Including Mlci.owaVewarranty Depot j l remod~l lb~ & General Carpentry I lan'D Heating 
MclntyreMlnesrese3½ to P, edfordMines gained . .  to I SanyoSeundeslgn, Kenwood, Admlrai, Hltarhl ] I ' ' ~ ~(~'~.4n~ ~7,  Dome Mines 1% to ~431/4 $1.~ on 333,300 and Suzie 
4 
- ,  . , - . , . - , . . . - - . - - -x , , - , - - . .  I Hammond CertitledTechnlcian I 635-2359 I $19~A. Placer Development unchanged at;1.30 on e8,~75 
"fell ½ to $SO~/4 and Tara Dora Expl~atlons was up '| 33011KALUM " 435-$134 I
Exploretlou .% to $18~',. ,18 to ;1=4 end cima . I d .3916~ounfa lnv lew Ave., Terrace |l I ,,,,,,~ ~,e , , ,  . ---,,,,~...~.w""" ,~ , . . ,  
~nadinnSuperior Oil was Resources was up 0.0 to I up ~.½ to $185, Chieftain $1Jo. 
Development 1% $~/.  and Cansonh Minerals topped 
Merland Exploration % to tradl~ ou the curb ex- 
$18'A.I '~ : change, gaining .13 to .43 on 
;: CanD, Oil was down ½ to 753,000 shares. Cherokee ' C a i  ! u s a t  6 35-635  7 9 to  5 
$@and Total Pete NA % to Development gained 0.0 to 
, ~½.  ' .45 on 404,000. 
,~  • • 
i 
I 
• . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  . . .  ~ . . .~  
I I 
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TERRACE DRUGS L. 
3207 Kalum 636-7274 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
:LOCAL ONLY: 
;20 words or less $2.00 per 
ilnsertlon. Over 20 words 5 
~cents per word. 
:3 or more consecutive In- 
.~ertlons $I.50 per Insertion. 
:REFUNDS: 
~Flrst Insertlon charged for 
whether run or not. 
~Absolutely no refunds after 
.ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
• Must be made before 2nd 
Insertloo. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents plck up. 
$1.1B mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates" a~va lab e upon 
requesl:, : .... 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
KATE: .,, 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum ch~rge:$5.00 per 
Insertloo. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD.  
VERTISING: • 
$3.60 per coltJmn Inch. 
:BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
;I;)EADLINE 
DISPLAY.. 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
SUBSCRIPTION Terrace, B.C. 
RATES 635-6307 
Effective The following are a few of 
October 1, 1978 the services offered locally 
SlngleCopy 2Oc by your Health Unit Staff: 
ByCarrler ruth3.00 CHILD HEALTH CON- 
By Carrier year 33.00 FERENCES: 
By Mall 3ruth 15.00 Held weekly at the Health 
ByMall 6mth25.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
ByMall year,15.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
SenlorCItlzen year 20.00 Held at the Thornhlll 
British Commonwealth and Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
UnltedStotesofAmerlcaone month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
year 5£00 Please phone for an ap. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C.  polntment. 
V8G 2M9 Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for ira- HOME DELIVERY munlzatlon. 
Terrace & District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhlll & District These are held at the Health 
Phone 635-6357 Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:!0 p.m. 
The Herald reserves the by appointment only. 
right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held throughout 
set rates therefore and to the year at intervals for 
determine page location, expectant parents. Phone 
The Herald reserves the 
right ,to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions ~re received. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, Ju'ly 15, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. 5mall 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979.. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 12, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday; September 4, !979, 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,september 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, September 18', 1979. 
Smell Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
the Health Unit for details OCTOBER 
and reglstratlon. Tuesday, • October 9, 1979. 
HOME NURSING CARE Small Bingo 
Nurslng care In the home fo r .  Sunday, October 14,. 1979. 
those who need it on referral $2,000.00 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
Those answering Box & RELAXING EXERCISES 
Numbers are requested not Held every Monday afJ ~ 
to send originals • of ternoona~' 1-2 p.m. 
documents io a vol'd loss. ~'" V.D. CLINIC 
All claims of errors in Held every Monday at 3:30 
advertisements must be or by appointment. 
received by the publisher SANITATrON 
within 30 days after the first The public health inspectors 
publication, are now situated in Eby 
It Is agreed by the ed. Street. They will be pleased 
Tue3day, October 23, 1979. 
Smal lB ingo  
Sunday, October 28, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 1979. 
; $2~00.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
_~11.1 . ,  Bingo 
• Su'r~d.,;~;; November 18, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Smal l  B(ngo 
37, 
PETS 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space to assist with any sanitation Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the Ilabl ty of the problems. " $2,000.00 BIngo 
H aid SPEECH AND HEARING er In the event of failure CL IN IC  " 
Service charge of,$5.00 on all to publish,an advertisement . . . For more Information 
Held ~t 4612 Grteg Avenue ~ ~ N S.F. chdklUeS. ~r In the evenl: of dn error • phone" 
,,.,,,.__. ' Hearing testswlll be done by ~ , P ' - ' - ' -  ~ , - -~)a~g. - .4~- - -~e,~ l  . . . .  ~ . . . .  .=., ........ , , . . . .  . .  ........ KERMODE FRIENDSHIP referral tram tamlly DOCtOr WEDDING DESCRIP. vertlsement as published SOCIETY 
or community health nurse. 445i GREIG AVE. TIONS: shall be l imited to the 638.1155. 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad. LONG TERM CARE TERRACE, B.C. 
VaG 1M4 submitted within one month, vertlser for only one In. Office at No. 205-4621 Lazelle 635-4906
$5.00 production charge for correct Insertion for the Ave. Tel 635-9196. (NC-23Dec) 
1'COMING EVENTS 
' AUCTIONS 
WANTED 
wedding and.or engagement portion of the advertising 
pictures. News of weddings space occupied by the In- 
(write.ups) received one correct or omitted Item only, 
month or more after event .and that there shall be no 
$10.00 charge, with or liability toany event greater 
without picture. Sublecl to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable in such advertising. • 
advance. Adver tlsements must 28.  
TV & STEREO 
w 
39, 
MARINE 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
comply with the British 
CLASS I  F IE  D AN.  Columbia Human Rights Act 
NOUNCEMENTS: which prohibits any ad. 
Births 5.50 vertlslng that discriminates 
Engagements 5.50 against any person because 
Marriages 5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
De~ths 5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
Funerals 5.50 or place of origin, or because 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
Memorial Notices 5.50 years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
PHONE 635-6357 requirement for the work 
Classified Advertising Dept Involved. 
I 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
59, MOBILE 
HOMES Kitimat A.A. Construction 
Gr(;up in Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Available! 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Man. 8 p.m. • Alonon 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Th'Jrs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. (nc-tfn) 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
Fridays • Open Meetings 8:30 3.4621 Lekelse - 635.3907 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
Kltlmat General Hospital. and 4 p.m.. 5 p.m. or phone 
AI-Anon Meetings .Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 635-3164, 
• 8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635-5136 (notfn) 
(nc) 
MI LLS MEMOR IAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between !1 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
19. 
HELP WANTED 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3247 or 635.3023. 
ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Raps Rell~l 
Abortion CrJ-,',r, lllng 
& Crisis Line 1or 
Women 
638.8388 
WANTED D(JNATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., w~ will try 
to make arrangem~ents for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call Birthright tar ar 
Monday evening-6:30 alteFnatlve to ah/)rtlon 
P .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 632.4607 . , iyi lme. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Ne¢.h,lko r, enl~e. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
£.gnsultant. 
NOTICE TO 
I.W.A. MEMBERS 
To all members covered 
by the I.W.A. Master 
agreement, we are In the 
process of taking the ballot 
on the proposed settlement 
of the coast forest Industry. 
Notice to the various sub- 
locals will be mailed out. If 
you are unable to vote at that 
time, you can come and vote 
In the I.W.A. office In the 
Terrace Hotel. Room No. 12 
from the hours of 1:00 to 4:30 
p.m. up to and Including July 
23, 1979. (NC-23July) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltas School 
Gym. (Nc-24Oct) 
I 
Rebekeh Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August lath. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of articles ac- 
cepted. Phone 635.2794 for 
further Information. (NC- 
18Aug )
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC- 
lONov.) 
Terrace Christian Academy 
wil l  be holding pre 
registration the week of July 
16.205h. This will be at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 
p.m. dally. For further In- 
formation please call 630. 
1561. (NC-18July) 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
BUYING? 
SELLING? 
Use Clas,qifleds 
Phone 035-635? 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- 
pliances, power tools, hand 
tools, clean• small cars, 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any other goods In ac- 
ceptable condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart, 
Corner of Lakelso & ApIIoy. 
635-5172. (Ctfn.29.06.79) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks in 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(AM.6.6.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4346 Park Ave. Terrace 
635.7249 
iAM.4-07-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3679 anytime 
(AM-6.6:79) 
COLLi ER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635-5340 after sl~( 
(Ctfn.14.6.79) 
APARTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
Experienced couple needed 
to manage apartment 
complex. Must be capable of 
rout ine maintenance. 
References r~lulred. Reply 
giving full details to Box 1217 
care of Dally Herald. (CS- 
23July) 
WORRIED ABOUT 
STRIKES AND 
• LAYOFFS IN 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
We are offering a secure, 
SEKING 10speed. Like new. 
Phone 638-1212. (Atfn-6~7.79] 
Full set of automotive 
mechanic tools. Asking 
$3000. Phone 638-1396. (C5. 
18July) 
For Sale 1 set of the Home 
University Encyclopedia. 
One 21 book set of Illustrated 
World Encyclopedia with 
year books etc. All In ex. 
cellent condition. Phone ~38. 
1982after S p.m. (PS-20July) 
year round employment, for 35ram Penta)~ SP1000 with 
f ive people, no experience standard SSmm le~s. 
necessary. Incomeof $460.00 Takeumar lenses, wide 
per week based on four or. 
ders. Must have car as a 
small amount of travelling Is 
necessary. Phone for ap. 
polntment 635-9726 and ask 
for Mr. Allan. (A4-20July) 
APPLICATIONS ARE 
INVITED • FOR .THE 
POSITION OF; 
SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE 
SECRETARY 
Qualifications and Duties; 
- Typing speed of at least SO 
W.P.M. 
- Able to operate usual office 
equipment 
- Set up and malntaln filing 
• and record systems 
- Able to meet the .public and 
handle routine office 
procedures 
- Shorthand preferred but not 
eesentlal 
Dictaphone transcription 
experience 
- Must also have basic 
receptionist skills 
• This Is a permanent position 
commencing August 15, 1979 
at the New Alyansh Board 
Office. 
Starting salary Is - $4.00 an 
hour, which Is reviewed after 
a 3 month probation. 
Submit applications to: 
• S~:retary-Treasurer 
L S'chool D~IstrlcfNd. 92 
angle (28 degreas), fish eye 
(17 degrees}. Zoom (as- 
210rnm), Cannon 1014 Movie 
camera, 10 to I zoom plus 
many features. I~one 632- 
5165. (PS-17July) 
SPOT CASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns 
--what ha~e you. Webuy 
- sell. swap. trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
• TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Ph. 638.1613 
(affn-25.5.79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11-3222 
Munroe. For further in- 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635-5661. (Attn.9.7.79) ,' 
To give away - S two.month- 
old kittens. Excellent 
mousers or farm cats. Call 
635-9258. (sff-tfn) 
Part Siberian Husky & 
Shepard pups to give away. 
Phone 635.6496 or 635.2917 
after 5 p.m. (P3-17July) 
(Nlsgha) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue Needed ride Into town week- 
Terrace, B.C. days between 8:J5 and 8:45. 
(A3.18July) Live on Old Lakelse near 
24 ,  SITUATIONS Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn-stf) 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635-6757. 
(cffn-25-06.79) 
Moving & must sell a 7 piece 
Sanyo Stereo component 
system. For more In- 
formation phone 635.5316 
after 5 p.m. (PS-19July) 
Avacado green portable 
dishwasher, $190.00. Phone 
635.3483. (P3-19July) 
76 Suzuki GT 380. Good 
condition. Asking $1050.00 
O.B.O. Phone 5.3596 after 4 
p.m. (P10-30July) 
1978 650 Kawasekl. 1978 750 
Suzuki. Low mileage. Phone 
635-2173 or 635-2508. (P4- 
20July) 
1978 G.S. 400 Suzuki Street 
bike. Phone 635.7519. (NC7- 
23July) 
For sale Honda CBX 1047cc 6 
cylinder, A-1 shape. Asking 
$4850. Phone 638.1396. (P5- 
17July) 
1974 125 Yamaha Enduro 
street dirt bike. Completely 
re-built motor. In good 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 24 
foot boat. Phone 635-4777. 
(Ctfn-3.7.79) 
Babysitter wanted, full-time 
to come In. In Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.9279. (CS-20July) 
Braid Insurem:e Agency 
Limited and Pruden & 
Currle (1976) Ltd. are now 
taklng applications for 8 
general insurance and real 
estate clerk. Applicants 
must be willing to learn and 
to work with the public. 
Please apply in person to Six 17 inch 8 Stud truck rims 
Wayne Braider 4648 Lakelse with 2 good summer tires. 
Ave. (AS.20July) ~ . Phone 635.5687. (C5-20July) 
4 bedroom house In Terrace. 
Secluded with view. Carport, 
woodshed, & garden. Large 
lot. Evenings phone 635.3750. 
(PS.23July) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bed|;oom full basement, 
• carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed. Garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 1V= baths. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appelntmont o 
view please call 635.5318. 
(CS-2OJuly) 
3 bedroom house with full 
• basement on 3 acres of land 
In quiet sub.division. 10 
minutes drive from down. 
town. Selling prlco $49,000. 
Phone 635-7578. (PS-23July) 
A modern 3 I)edroom home 
on Skoona Street with full 
basement. 1 roughed In 
fireplace, one completed 
fireplace, full carpeting In 
DR, L.R. & BRs. Price In. 
cludes frldge & stove. Drive 
by 2812 Skeene, then Inquire 
at 635.6802. (P12.27July) 
For sale: House,• two 
bedrooms upstairs, one 
bedroom downstairs. Also 2 
bedroom suite seperate. 
Close to town.  Asking 
$38,500.00 only. For further 
Information please phone 
.635.4448. (CS-10July) 
House for Sale on 6.71 acres 
at -Woodland Park. Phone 
638.171~1. (PS.18July) 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
For sale 18 foot river boat 
with 50 H.P. Mercury wi th  
let. In very good condition. 
Phone 635.3286. (PS-20July) 
I wish to purchase 16 foot 
square back canoe. 
Preferably with life 
preservers and paddles. 
Phone 630-1670. (P4. 
11,12,16,17July) 
21 foot Relnell  Express 
Cabin cruiser~ 302 Mer. 
cruiser In-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. Pluse tandem 
axle trel ler. 6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap- 
preclote. Full price $13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635.2083) .[aft. 
fin) 
running condition. Asking 
$480. O.B.O. Phone 635.5316 3 bedroom completely un- 
after 5. (PS.19July) furntshed duplex for rent. 
1970 750 Yamaha Special, Phone 635.9775. (CS.17July) 
good condition, shaft drive. 
Asking $2500.00 Firm. Phone 
635-2137 after 6 end ask for 
Rick. (CS-18July) 
Owner leaving town . must For sale by owner secluded 3 
sell. Yamaha. Endure 100 bedroom homeon 3 acres at 
street bike. Low mileage. Huck leber ry  Lane ,  
Asking $600.00. Phone 635- Woodland Park. 1136 sq. ft., 
2145. (PS-20July) F.A. oll heat, 2 fireplaces, 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New heatllator, sauna, carport, 
drilled well, school bus, 
engine, good. condition drapes & appliances. Phone 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638.103~ 
after 5 p.m. (stln.tfn) 638-8314. (P3-frl,fue,frl; 
20July) 
3 bedroom, 71/2 bath, 1156 Sq. 
ft. main flou,. Full basement 
on 80x200 toot lot. Just 
outside of town limits. 
$48,000. Phone 635.6401. (C3- 
17,19,20July) 
Wanted by August 31 2 
bedroom trailer or suite. 
Preferably In Thornhlll by 2 
relleble working woman. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.3004 after 3:00 or 635.4~12 
anytime. (P5.19July) 
Reliable couple requires 2 
bedroom house or trailer. 
Referonges~avallpble. Week, 
day=; i-.~o % ~:~).,!6~62, 
Local 52. Weekends after 5 
638-1050. [C6-20July) 
Wanted to rent 3 bedroom 
house by a Prince Rupert 
contractor for at least one 
year. Non-drinkers, non- 
smokers, no pets. Write to 
Box 1216 care of Dally 
Herald or phone 624.5083 
between 8a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(PS-19July) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, alr  conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave, 
Phone 635.2552. (Ctfn-6-7.79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
turlng space available Im. 
medlately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown locatlon. Phone 
635.7840. (Ctfn.3-07-79) 
3300 sq. ft. warehouse- 
office space. Close to town, 
paved parking are. Im. 
mediate occupancy. Phone 
635-S431 days, 635.7959 
evenings. (P5-18July) 
Warehousl & rental apace l
ival l ible on new By. J 
Pass. Phone 630.1146.l 
(=fn~3-07-79) I 
Lot on Lakelse Lake. Beam 
Station Read. Lot 5, Plan 
4546, District 6263. 90 foot 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 frontage. Asking $11,900.00. 
saw edger, cut off saw & 3 Open to reesonablo offers. 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
J. Antonlnko 
31 Noss Camp, B.C. (C15. 119012~hAve. 
23July) Williams Lake, B.C. 
C5.20& 27)uly) 
I 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C,, 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,500. Offers. For mar 
information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O, Eox 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3975 
(tfn-stf). 
| 
Fully equipped local con- 
venience store with living. 
accomodatlon. Store does 
good year round turnover. 
For further information 
contact Box 1214 care of 
Dally Herald. (Ctfn.26.06-79) 
For sale 1974 Ford Maverick, 
good condition. For more 
Information phone 638.1434 
after S p.m. (CS.19July) 
1977 Nova 305 V.8. Auto., 
P.S., P.B. Factory alr 
condltlonlng & radlo. Phone 
635.3021. (C3-18July) 
1969 Ford Galaxy 500. P.B., 
P.B., V-8, Auto. Good run. 
nlng condition. Phone 635. 
4346. (CS.20July) 
1976 Flreblrd V.8, 350 engine, 
23,000 miles, 8 track stereo, 
AM.FM radio. Very good 
condition. Phone • 635.6768. 
(P4-6,1O,12,17July) 
1979 Capri Shla 302 cu. In. 4 
speed velour Interior. 8000 
km. Phone 632.3443 or 632- 
4646. (C3-17July) 
1972 Corvette, good running 
condition, many extras. 
Phone 635-2243 days or 635- 
2612 evenings. (P10-18July) 
1969 Chev Mallbu. In very 
good running order. Asking 
SSO0.00. Phone after 3 p.m. 
635.3004 or 635-4842 anytime. 
(CS-19July) 
1974 Astre In excellent 
condition. Standard with 
tape deck 8, now tires. 
Asking $1800.00 or best offer. 
Phone 635.9456. (PS.lSJuly) 
1972 Ford Courier with 
canopy. Phone 635-7851 after 
p.m. (P10-3OJuly) 
1969 Lincoln Continental, 
4 door. Absolutely mint 
¢endlHon.  • 460.V-8; 
climate, control, cruise 
:ontrol, suicide doors, 
etc. Phone Kltlmat 632. 
2806 for appointment o 
view. (PS-17July) 
I 
1975 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4. Step 
slde.4 speed. Phone 638-1121 
or 635-3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn. 
1-5-79] 
1975 Ford F:250 4x4. 350, V-8, 
P.S., P.B. complete with 
canopy, 23 channel ca, twin 
CB erlels, 8 track tape 
player. Evenings please 
phone 635-7517. )Ctfn-19.0& 
79) 
19/7 Dodge pick up, heavy 
duty I/2 ton. Long box, 6 
cylinder, STP, P.S., P.B., 8 
track stereo. Llke new, 
26,000 mlles reasonably 
priced. Phone 632-6647. (CS. 
17July) 
1972 GMC 1/~ ton. Very well 
looked after. 1700 miles on 
trans. & engine. $4000 Firm. 
Phone 638.6502 and ask for 
Rick. (CS-18July} 
MUST SELL 1978.14x70 
Meadowbrooke mobile 
home. Fully skirted & set up 
In Terrace Trailer Court. 
Phone 635.4655. ( PS-20July] 
1974 3 bedroom 24x62 Knight 
doublewlda, situated on % 
acre landscaped lot at 
Copperslde Subdivision. Has 
vegetab le  garden ,  
greenhouse, smoke house, & 
shod. Excellent condition. 
Please call after 5 p.m. 635. 
3014. (C10.23July) 
Well Kept 1970 12x60 Mobile 
Home. 10x24 addition, acorn 
F.P. & Veranda, $10,500.00 
Skirted & set up in trailer 
parl~. Call after 6 p.m. 638. 
1072. (Ctfn-01.06.79) 
1970 Double wlde3 bedroom 
furnished. Very good con. 
dltlon, well kept. $22,500.00. 
Phone 635.6715. (P10-19July) 
MUST SELL 1973 Nor. 
western traller (12 foot x 50 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished w i th  washer & 
dryer. Includes addltlonal 
room (9 feet x 12 feet) & 
I covered porch. Located on 
private land In Thornhlll, 
Must be seen to be ap- 
preclated. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635-3637 
days, 638-1985 evenings. 
(Cffn-13.6.79) 
. . . .  The HersM, Tuesday, July 17, 1979, Page IS 
• ~. ~ . . • , . , :~. . , 
The  handicap s can' be.,o ver  co m e !]~9'~8 14xTB ManeD M.H. For sale 1 bore~14 "months 
:U~urninhed. set up  & old. Never been bred. Asking " " ~ ' ~ : 
drifted in local trailer park. $1~0.00. Phone 635-4371. (P~. TORONTO (CP) - -  When . Mrs. Wakefield'e , " tl~m the national 23-per-cent strikes, says Dr. Ruth skY,: Some of their success ia The children Were one and 
Phone 635~9736. (Ctfn-28d~- 2 0 J u i y ) ~  they married 23 years ago, •wheelchair and metal average • and hhs been who works with the sheer luck, but most is the three yesrs old when doctors 
~)  ' ~ ~" " 1 d " " Top q'oallty hay. ReasOnable Dawn and Harold Wakefield walking aid'may make for rumored ashigh as 80 per chronically ill at Riverdale result of cold determmation, diagnosed their mother's 
were school teachers who cram~d family travel, but It 'cent. . Hospital in Toronto, clear plnnnin8 and paUance, disease. !For ~ le  1977 12)(68 three ~lce.Plckuponfieldnextto 
~foom Bendix m0blle HI0hway 16 In Srnlthers.. shared their opera time m doosn't cramp their style, Bul no one knows for sure, SbesaidmuIUpleselarosis Wotr,~i,,ldmnldhen,~ hh, SonJa,'14, uidshedeesn't  
~.'me. Sklrted end set up ln ,phone ~17.3.~3 or,Bax 487. the ski slopes, .ice rinks, Aflerl lyear~wiUihori l l .  says Deanna Groetzin~er, adds spe~tslstrese b cause '"'~".','~"..;'~_':. ".-"~"~ understand how multiple 
tenninandbodmintoncourta, ness, tbeWakofisi~ssflllam e po~an l fo r  tbe so~et~, ouenevorknowahowitwil l-  wife u~, ,~,  , , -s  on,, ~, . . ,  . . . . . . .  ,., , . . _ , . . _ .  
a,~n,Mvmaua~n, ,n~,eof . lhu . ln  ~ ~ u ~ m  ~;~u u[~m.  up  Timber.landFully furnlshedTrallerfn c()lon(dlC°urt":: ' " Bi~t now Mrs. Wakefield k ofosa]yJmit family with a The only Mudy ever done affect a particular patient. ~'ever~ . . . . .day~ . . . .  and they've-'° fa,,n~. __  
~.sty!o maple. Smal l~  can't walk because she has crammed social calendar - -  in 1973 in New Ym'k state Some become mrn:v~d ~=.t ,h,i,. ,,,,~ ~ (10 J(now we nave more 
. 'showed .the marriage- overnight. Others live their "~" . . . .  ~ ' - '  choresthanothe~kklsbutwe ,~M¢:1C For appolntmeh~.,~ multiple, sc lerosis , '  Her andahm,,-efillndwithhumor " "  "~' 
i~/!bW I~hono 635.S985 a f l~  .6 husband must carry her and warmth. " . ' • h~down rate three tlm~ entire' life with just the Humor eases the situaUen have so much fun on the 
downstairs to do the laundry But few of Canada's.,000 s~eda.VcraSe f0f the qres, she symptoms of faiiiue and of any besvy seene. There's weekends and travelling 
~p.m.i(c?:20July) • / " 19T/ International 4200,2S0. and liR har in and out of. the multiple-sclerosis families . ' ' . .  . .  hekotbladdorcontrofaudif a lot of it in the Wakefield togetber, it all balances 
" ~  . . . . . .  Detroit. 12513 transmisslon, tub when she has a bath. • are aS lucky, and now, in the . A new soc:ety sun; it's not recognized "as home. ouL" 
• ':Vlete '3 bedroom fully fur- SSHD rear end, 55000 miles. They say, heweve¢, International Year. of the committee with patients, mu]ti,,~e sc le~ the,, me,, 
spouses~ social workers, be newimm~4 inmfmn~ nf hmino :hlshed m~b"e h,,,,,,, =.,. 5thwhealsleeper.Alumlnum they'reescl0seastheywere Ckild, theMaiUpleselorosb ~.. ~ a 
an~)Inhnent'to vl"ew'nin~s's gravel box. Phone ~1~.2603. 23 years ago and just as Sodety of Canada l~ trying to doctors, businesepeopleand !.,,~'~,;,~='~',,"~,,~ - ' '~  
.~e  ~r~,77; (Pl~2srJu~yi (PS -~T Ju ly )  " active-- ina new way: flndoutJuathowthedtseue therapists is studying the "B~tmos,--"~--,~--''=~,'-,~- ~ 
They and their two changes family life. ooelal and psyeholngleal' saws.~i.~,'f=,~';='~'~'o';~..'~. R DIO I 
Glendale mobile home for • children now are travellins Marriage• breakdown effects d the dts~se on the ,~rlod~'~'~hi,,~.''"~=.= t' ,:='~. ~ 
around Europe in a rented among multiple-sclerosis family, both short-term and ~d to" ",.,,=~h.~",.'-.".;,~ I~ J l  
car. . couples known to ba higher - . . . . . . . . .  ," COMMUNICATIONS ;~.!e..12x6¢ Must be seen to normal remission.  beapp.cie ,u.furnished, I ^ a lai .=ninty SALES 10x32 .foot addition with " worker and an an- 
:.*drOoma.fleched,' finished." j E F F I C I E N T F 0 U D S T 0 R A G E 
For appointment to view 
phone 635-7949; 635-9991. 
(P20.31Juiy) 
For Sale: 12x56 moblle home 
and full length addlflon on ½ 
acre. 3 bdrms., dlnlng rm., 
L.R. wlth fireplace. Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 
after S p.m. (sff.ffn) 
3 bedroom doublewlde for 
sale, Located on large fi'eed 
lot. Fireplace, 2 baths, on 
water system. Also large 
workshop. Phone 635.4246 for 
appo!ntment o view. (C20- 
301uly) . 
12X~ Deluxe Mobile H~me. 
Wall to wall carpet. 
,Fireplace, built In bar, 
washer & dryer, deep freeze, 
console color T.V. Fully 
furnished. Well kept. Used 
only 1 year.'Wlll caP, sider to 
• rent with option to buy. Write 
• to Box 1218 care of Dally 
Herald, Terrace, B.C. (P3- 
19July) 
~!2x68 3 bedroom trailer with 
raised Ilylng room. '10x24 
addition. Set up In a Thor- 
nhlll trailer perk. Must be 
to be apprectsted. 638. 
12690r 6.15.5075. (P10-20July) 
• 19T/Chev van. 19000 miles, 3 
way frldge, heater, stove. 
Asking $9,500.00. Must be 
seen to be appreciated.. 
: Phone 635.6571. (P10-30July) 
i 1#70.8 foot, Security ~amperl. 
Steeps:5. MuM.he se~n.t0:bb 
: appreciated. Phone ~18.122! 
days, 635.746? evenings. (Ca. 
•/7Jly) ' ~ . . . . .  
Why ' Rent? 
Completely camperlzed 26 
foot bus motor home. Sleeps 
S. Motor & tires In excellent 
condltion.'Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.3692 
after 6. (C10.1gJuly) 
1976 7½ foot travel mate 
camper. Excellent condition. 
Suitable for V~ ton, shortbox 
pick up or Import plck up. 
Extras. Phone 635.3795 after 
p.m. (PS-lgJuly) 
1977 Skylark 11Vs foot,~ 
fully equipped 1974 Ford 1 i 
'ton super camper special. |. 
Like new. Will sell| 
camper separately. | 
Phone 635-3029.. (P7-|  
vJu,yl I 
I 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST103F4-6 JS & 
RF Located Maude .Island, 
Queen Charlotte Island 
Ranger District Number of 
he:eras 46.3 Viewing date 
July 23rd 1979, leaving 
Rangers Station 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to 'sub. 
miffing a.tender for this 
cont rac t  Is mandatory. 
Desdllne for receipt of 
tonders is h3OP.m. Ju!y 
1979. . • . . . .  
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the ~orm and In the 
envelope's supplied which, 
with partlcular.s~ may be 
obtained from '~9 F.orest 
Ranger(s) ; Indicated,. or 
from the R~lbnal'N~nao'ar, 
Mln!Ftry of.: Forests~'~J~rlnca 
• The lowest or' ~ny tepdJr 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERN~S OF 
THE CANADA ERiT.ISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSI,VE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(A10.g0July) 
rll; i,z  
WALK THE DOG...TO 
THE YO-YOLYMPICS  ~ 
If you're a yo-yo aficionado 
no older than 15 who.can 
learu--Lunar Loops, Astro 
Loops and Sleepers (to name 
s few), your training and 
competition in the Duncan 
Yo-Yolympics ® heglm at 6ne 
of over 14,208 community 
centers in 1,025 cities. 
The 50 state champions will 
then compete in 9 regional 
competitions to determine 
DIVORCE the finalists for the National 
Championships to be held on 
QUICK-INEXPENSIVE We July 20, 1979 at Marriott s 
prepare your divorce papers Great America Amusement 
over the phone-fast. For Center in Gurnee, Illinois. 
more information cell Self- This marks the 50th year of 
Counsel Services, the law the Duncan Yo-Yo. In con- 
office of Jack D. James, junction with local recreation 
M.B.A., LL. B Toll free 112- depsrtmenis the" Duncan 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver Toys Company is hosting this 
area call 986-3366). (Atfn. national yo.yo competition. 
Nue) 
LEGAL 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF MARY 
JOSEPHE COTE, late of 
4432 Park Avenue, In the 
District of Terrace, Province 
of British Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above 
estate are required to send 
ful l 'part iculars of such 
claims to  the undersigned 
executors at P.O. Box 609, 
T~'roce, Province of British 
Cotumbls, VaG 4B0, on or 
before September lath, 1979, 
after which date the estate 
will be distributed among the 
parties entitled thereto, 
having regard only to the 
claims of which they have 
notice, 
NORBERT EMILE COTE 
and 
HECTOR JOHN JOSEPH 
COTE, Executors 
• CRAMPTON end BROWN, 
Solicitors 
(A4.10,13,17,20July) 
NEED 
ADVICE 
ON YOUR 
WHAT, 
IT,s S 
NAME 
See Our 
BUSINESS 
DIREOTORY 
on 
PAGE 13' 
FOR SINGLES AND COUPLES 
By Barbara 8iouin, Author" should not be refrigerated 
of Cookery for One or Two, 
PubUshed by lip Books. 
Storing food properly is 
the best way to avoid waste 
and reduce your total food 
expenditures -- eepec[ally if 
you cook for only one 
or two. 
• ~AAKE GOOD USE OF  
FREEZER SPACE--Meat 
leR- 
I any' 
pared 
n try 
soups 
.~roles 
until they reach the desired 
texture for eating. At this 
point they can be refriger- 
ated. A softened avocado 
will stay in good eating 
condition in the refrigerator 
for up to five days. If You 
find yourself with s resdy- 
to-est .avocado and no 
chance to use it, let your 
freezer save your invest- 
ment. Simply peel and seed 
it, mash the pulp with a 
little lemon juice and freeze 
it in an airtight container. 
Better yet, use the fruit to 
be make this different and deli- 
~wain packaged for cious frozen dessert; serve it 
freezing in. single sowing for a special dinner for two. 
portions wherever possible-- Set your freezer at the low- 
even if •you're ~ couple. Aii eat temperature for the 
freezer containers or wraps finest exture; 
must be moisture resistant 
AVOCADO ICE and air-tight, of course . .  
• A SPACIOUS REFRIG-  
ERATOR IS  A BOON- -  
Many items that families 
often store on the shelf are 
better off in the refrigerator 
of the small  household. 
Mustard, catsup, pickles and 
pre~ei'v~.~stay around the 
§ |0g~k ~chcn ~iong enough • 
• ~ i i~e~ ' the extra 
pr0tectlon"0f the' colder' 
temperatures. 
Organize your cupboards 
So that canned and pack- 
aged goods don't get lost or 
un necessarily duplicated. 
You might even inyest in a 
wax marker to label these 
items with the purchase 
date. 
,o FRESH PROD,  UCE DE-  
T:tO,l~" ."e-AvO~ad0#. ,a~e '~ik'e' 
many tree ri.,ils-thcy 
I soft California vocado, 
peeled, seeded .. 
and diced 
• 1/2 teaspoon grated lime 
peel 
1/8 teaspoon salt 
1/4 cup lime juice 
1/4 eup honey . 
Blend avocado . with re. 
'rosining ingredients in elec. 
tric blender until smooth. 
Pour into refrigerator t ays. 
Freeze until firm, stirring 
once v~hen semi-frozen. 
Makes 2 one-half cup serv- 
ings. 
Experiment with other 
avocado recipes for singles 
or doubles. Order a free 
brochure by writing: 
A~oc';d~-W 'fo~ O_ne or Two 
P; O: Box' [9159 
.lrvine, CA 92713 
SMITHERS COMMUNITY LAWCENTRE 
reclUires a 
LEGAL INFORMATION COUNSELLOR 
Duties include: 
--provide legal Information and direct 
client casework. 
--organizing and participating In a Com- 
munity workshops. 
Qual i f icat ions:  
- -ab i l i ty  to deal wi th clients and agencies,  
verba l ly  and in wr i t ing,  work  wi th  Board  
and staff. 
- - re late'  to communi ty  needs. 
Appl icant  must be wi l l ing|  to t rave l  and 
undertake specialized tra ln lng.  
Sa lary:  
$13,656 p.o. (under rev iew)  
Submit  resume by 20th Ju ly:  1979 to Box 
2904, Smlthers 
• ~1 
I 
INSTRUOTOR  NEEDED 
The Terrace Recreation Department Is now planning 
Its F.ALL PROGRAMS, and It requires INSTRUCTORS 
In any field of Recreation. If you are interested in 
teaching a course In the ARTS or CRAFTS or 
GENERAL INTERESTAREAor leading a SPORTS or 
FITNESS program then we need you. Fall programs 
must be finalized by July 27 so call now. Please feel 
free to call N~ry-Margaret Smith for Inforplatlon on 
hew you can get Involved. The success of 'a good 
community recreation program'ls dependent upon the 
entire community input so we look forwei'd to your 
support. 
The following are examples of programs for which 
we require Instructors: 
SPORTS: Badminton, Basketball, Boxing, Broombali, 
Floor Hockey, Skating - Tot on Ice. Teen & Adult 
Lessons, Gymnastics • .TOte . Teens and Chlldron,. 
Martial Arts, Ice Hockey Referees • women, Soccer • 
Indoor, Volleyball. 
FITNESS: Disco Dance, Ladles Keep Fit, Jogging, 
Mens Programs • Indoor, Dancerclze, Yoga, Mans 
Program. . . 
OUTDOOR RECREATION, Backpacking, Hiking, 
Orlentearlng, Wilderness Survival. 
THE ARTS: Oance. Folk, E/hnlc, Square, Disco, Jazz, 
Ballroom, etc. 
GRAPHICS: Drawing. Children and Adults, Design, 
Painting. Watercolors and OII, Photography. " 
CRAFTS: General Arts & Crafts for Children, Batik 
and Tie Dye, Cendlemaklng, Pottery and Ceramics, 
Copper Tooling, Flowercraft, Jewelry Making, 
Lapidary, Sculpture, Woodworking, Leather Craft, 
Model Building, Kite N~klng, Crochet, Knlfflng, 
Weaving, Spinning and Dying, Sewing, Macrame, 
Needlecraft, Embroidery. 
DRAMA: Puppetry, Mime, Storytelling, Theatre. 
MUSIC 
COOKING: Ethnic, Chlldrans, Microwave. • 
.MISCELLANEOUS, First Aid, Bridge, Weadworklng, 
upholstery, ~aoinet Finishing, Senior Citizens Craft 
arid Dance Programs, etc. 
thropolo~ist are working m 
a federally funded ~tudy of 
Toronto multiplesclerods 
atlente and teen-age 
(Ire. 
The cause of the disease is 
not known and there is no 
known cure, It Idle people in 
the prime of life " usually 
between ages 20 to 40 --  and 
strikes almost two women 
for every man. 
Multiple sclerosis causes 
short circuits in the nerves 
that control functions uch 
ao epee.eh, vision,, limb 
movement,  bladder .and 
bowel control. 
• No family in'ever the same 
after a 9hronlc, disease 
takes its toll on family, life, 
Dr. Sk~ said. Canada is a 
high.trek ares, although no 
me knows why. 
A ldgh.risk area is 
.wherever 40 people in every 
100,000 have the disease. 
Parts of Canada have 130 
victims per 100,000 people, 
ch0ws a recent study by Dr, 
Walter Hader of Saskatche- 
wan; 
• Dr. Sky said a multiple- 
sclerosis patimt becomes 
"almost a different person i f  
he or she becomes everel . 
disab led , ,  depresse,  
emotionally unstable i 
unable to communicate," 
How di d the Wakefields - 
survive the stress? 
i I 
Partners needed 
on 101  01aims. 
Diamond Drill ready, 
Phon#_ |6-2708 or 
• 635-3676 evenings .• 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Canadian Ge~erel E ledr l c  Co. Ltd.  Mob i le  RediD Deportment  
has res t ruc twed Its market ing  organizat ion In B,C. as e result 
there Is sn Immedl~ts opening for s communications system 
sales representative In Terrace. 
iNDUSTRY ' 
World onergy end foe l  shortages have made mobile radio the 
fastest growing 'industry In electronics In North America. 
Consoles General Electrlo with a complete line of highly 
engineered end long ecceptsd communications pr~uct0 la S 
rosier supplier to this industry. 
EXPERIENCE: 
Appll~nts Ihould have pravtous ales experience and a suc. 
.easeful track record In the Industrlsl merkefplsce, preferebly 
in Terrace. A basic knowledge ofelectrmlcs with one or more 
tl=a~;an.Iptperl_en, ca I FM ¢ommunlcMIon systems. Is highly 
Die. ]no lUCCesM~I sRollcsnt will receive product 
O eddltlonal ulos tralnlno end continued mensosment 
support. 
SALARY,  A N D  BENEF ITS :  " ' ~ " " ' ~ ' ~ 1 ~ 
Your starting IMlfsry will be ¢ommen~urats with experience 
Dad I~ckgr0~u~d. A company car, expense sccount and full 
CGE benefits package Including medlcsh dentsl, drug, 
disability sad bastion plans will be provided In sdditlon to this 
fixed .salary carHr p~ltlon. Salary revlew~ are haled, oct 
overs, performance and occur early. 
..APPLICATION: •' • 
Provide full resume and-or csmpleted CGE employmont 
applieS.tiDe h:~'m to: Mr.Mark 6rekke 
Canadian General 
Electric Co. Ltd. 
Mobile Rsdlo Deportmont 
3010B Kslum St. 
",'. Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone No. &lS~ 1 
Selected sppllcont~ will be contacted sad Intsrvlews will be. 
conducted by appointment only on July 30 and 31 In Terrace by 
Mr. Norm Wslser, District Spies Manager, Nor:hem, 6.C. 
TUESDA' v 6 pom. to midnight 
,': ,it7 
5 :45 
6 :30 • :4S 
i m m  
14s 
9" :15 :30 :4S 
mmmmmmmm~mmmm~ 
KING i " ~ , , ~  CFTK 
,~ , , , . (NBC)  ~ . . . .  ,~., (CBr.) 
All ~ ' A l l  
Star Star 
Baseball Baseball 
Cont'd Cont'd 
Cont'd. I Cont'd 
Cont'd. Cont'd 
Cont'd. : Cont'd 
Cont'd. Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Coilt'd 
Cont'd 
mmmimmm 
Five 
Star 
Movie 
"Where 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Lavarne 
& Shirley 
Cent'd 
Dare" "Contqt 
Cont'd ' One Day 
C0nt'd at a TLme 
m m ~  
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Contenders 
Cont'd 
News 
Cont'd 
Tonight 
Sh~ 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd. 
Cont'd. 
WEDNESDH 
New High 
Pollers 
Wheel of 
i,Fortune 
'Password 
Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
• Days of 
Our Lives ' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
I 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cant'd. 
Cont'd. 
i 
Movie 
"Kings 
!of e 
Sun 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd.. 
i 
:15 
:30 
I :45 
. i .  i,s 
~ ':45 
:30 
:45 
i 
:00 
:IS 
• :10 
:4S 
:00 
Kojok 
Cont'd 
Cont'd , 
Cont'd 
National 
Night' 
Final 
P.M. 
Mod 
Squad 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Friendly 
Giant 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
C0nt'd. 
News 
! Bob Switzer 
~Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Ua 
the 
Evidence 
"Assault" 
i i  
Edge Of 
Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Atlantic 
Summer 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
I [ 
Flintstones 
Cont'd. 
Mod 
Squad 
BCTV 
(CTV), • 
• ?: ;  , ~ ,~,t~, o~.~ ,1 ~. 
Six 
Million 
Dollar 
Man 
New8 
Hour ', 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
uownright 
Disco 
Patsy 
Gallant 
m m m d  
Coed 
Fever 
Just 
Friends 
m m m m  
Grand 01d 
Country 
Taxi 
Taxi 
Quincy 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
dlh KCTS 
w (m!,;, 
Mister  
RoSen 
Electric 
Company 
Studio 
See  
Dick 
Cavett 
MacNell 
le.hrar 
Newemakers 
Cont'd. 
Eve,i-g at 
Pops Spec. 
Cont'd 
Cout'd 
Upstairs 
Downstairs 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
m m m  
The Two 
Ronules 
The Weather 
Machine 
Cout'd 
Cent'd 
Cout'd 
Cent'd 
Late Sign Off 
Shaw 
"Blacula" 
Cont'd 
10 a.m. to § psm, 
Electric 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
Universe 
2 Cents Worth 
About Safety 
Cover-Cover 
Nova 
Cont'd. 
Cost'd. 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Inside-Out 
Blue Umbrella 
Making Music 
i 
Stories of Amor, 
Music Place 
Book Look 
TradeOffs 
Over 
Easy 
Footsteps 
Cont'd. 
Trouble with 
Traey 
Definition 
Cont'd 
Creative 
Cooking 
Mad 
DM~ 
News 
Alan 
Hamei 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Another 
World 
Co'nt'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
Matinee 
&'Comanche" 
Cont'd 
Land" 
Cout'd 
Cent'd 
Cent'd 
Sesame 
Street 
Cout'd. 
Cout'd. 
~,4.~ ,-~ ~ 1,4 
i 
I. 
'i 
I 
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S lob  Story  
By Abigail Van Buren 
'¢. 1079 by Chl(:lflO Tr,buno.N.Y. NIIwl Syncl. Inc. 
• DEAR ABBY: My husband's mother had been a widow for 
s long time. About wo years ago she married anice.looking, 
quiet man none of us knew. They live only a few mites from 
,Is but we never visit them, and neither do any of her other 
tour children who live in this area. The reason is one you will 
probably not believe: Mom's husband smells like he hasn't 
had a bath in 50 yearsl I am not kidding. Their house is an 
lbsolute pigsty; every piece of furniture in the place smells 
!o high heaven. Nobody cares to eat or drink in their house 
~ecause the smell spoils their appetite. 
Mum was in the hospital for three weeks recently, and 
wery day we'd take her husband to the hospital with us (it's 
25-mile drive). He smelled so bad we had to keep all the car 
vindowa open. 
My husband even told him fiat out that people .were com. 
daining, and to please clean himself up, but he got mad and 
efused to do anything about it.  
The merchants in town complain about him, but they can't 
:eep him out. They spray after he leaves. Abby, what can 
~e do7 
HOLDING OUR NOSES IN W. VA. 
DEAR HOLDING: The man must be mentally IlL And his 
die has either lost her sense of smell or she's as sick am he 
I. This b a cue for • doeter. For goodness' ake, don't just 
old your noses; hold a family conference mild get some 
radical advicel 
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago, before I met the man I mar. 
led {I'll call him Bob}, he got a girl pregnant. Bob was in the 
vrvice in San Diego at the time. 
The girl went o a home for unwed mothers in Seattle, had 
he baby (a girl} and gave it up for adoption. She named Bob 
s the baby's father. 
My questions: When this child grows up, do we have any 
esponsibility for her? Can she locate us if whe wants to? 
~oes he have any claim on my husband's estate if he dies 
efore I do? 
We have children of our own. Our wills read: "To all our 
urviving children...." Is this illegitimate daughter con. 
~ered a surviving child of my husband's? 
Bob,told me that,h#has, n0 real proof'tharthisi# really hl~ 
Idkb,lt#'laid he,dldn ~love the, glrl,;but,,he did aleep, ~vith 
er one weekend exactly nine months before thebaby was 
urn, so he could be the father. 
Where do we stand7 
NEEDS TO KNOW 
DEAR NEEDS: You could be standing right behind the 
ght boi l -or in a safety zone, depending on what state you 
ve in. (The laws diffar.) Your questions are intelligent. 
onsult a lawyer. It could be the best Investment you ever 
•de. 
DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a divorcee and want to 
arry her. She says she loves me, too, but doesn't want to 
.t married a@in because, if she does, her ex will not have 
pay her any more alimony. She frankly admits that it's 
)t the money-she just wants to punish im by making him 
~y as long as she lives. 
I am not rich, but I could aupport her well enough so that 
,e wouldn't have to go to work. 
How can I get her to change her mind? 
IN LOVE IN ST. CHARLES 
DEAR IN: You probably can't. And you could be lucky. 
1, 
?.~-I. 
"You 've  eaten  all the  nu ls l "  
. . . . . . .  I . . . . . . .  I . . . .  
I . . . . . .  
..., ..=:.~ .- ;=...:..,...,...:: , ,.r. ~:-: .. ~,.:. :..:::.,.. -
. . - - . I - - J  ~ ::~:.21~.~'~:,1 ~ ~>.~'~H' . . : - ' !~ , .~ ' : :  :' :,.: • ~. : ' " ' ": / . . " :.~÷~;,~:~k" :;Ft~'.~t~%gt,",t~::. '. .-.'  .. "'.'. .- ' ' . .  ' ,  - • 
Horoscope: :l~!"'l'l"'~ K'~'~ bbVV U ,K  ~ l l I 
: Frances Drake---  l . " " , ' l I 
' ' l AC R ~  36 Litter rejects DOWN 16 Reef 
. I Jar 37 Like some I Jack and " mateflal 
" " . ' " l l 4 Ski lift peanuts Jill vessel 20 Hawaiian 
' " . ' ' l " l ' 'l ' ' 8 Destiny 39 Whee l  tooth  2 Fairy talc neckwear 
FOR TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1979' 12 Chemical 4.0 Single unit • opener 23 Identica~ or 
~uffix 41 Permits 3 Swarm fraternal 
ARI  
(Mar. 21 io Apr. 19) 
Home entertaining is 
favored providing you keep 
expenses down. •Purchase 
items that will stand the test of 
time. Avoid frivolities: 
TAURUS M'  ~:~ .¢~Z~ .. 
(Apr. 20 to ay 20) 
Minimize the chance for 
misunderstanding. Talks with 
family members go well, but 
make sure others carry 
through on promises. 
GEMINI ~ ] [ ] [~ 
(May 21 to June -.0) 
What you hear now is liable 
to be an exaggeration. 
Moneymaking ideas are 
favored, but avoid gossip and 
carelessness with words, 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) ~f~ 
Socializing may lead ~o 
romantic opportunity, but 
don't let the influence of 
others cause you to overspend. 
Replenish wardrobe. 
L~o 22)~:  (July 23 to Aug. 
, Be alert to career openings, 
but don't promise more  than  
you can deliver. Superiors are " 
weather 
• !3 Encourage 45 Bag 
14 Hebrew ,48 Popular 
month dessert 
15 Popular 50 Lily's cousin 
dessert 51 Unusual 
• 17 Spartan 52 Enzyme: 
queen suffix 
18 Astringent 53 Spanks or 
: fruits Uris 
: I9 Under the 54 Glided 
55 Guided 
4 English 24 Fuzz " 
artist 25 Breakfast 
5 Port in staple 
Brittany 26 Loots 
6 Pasha 27 Space 
7 Calls to mind 28 Distribute, 
• 8 Topples as cards 
9 Summer 29 Believer: 
drink suffix 
10 Little boy 32 Ingratiates 
11 Epoch 33 Wake-up 
21 Soak 
flax 
22 Cuddle 
26 Detecting 
device 
2s/~ain 
~O T, mpee 
;;t S~,v:-,t cit.~ 
;;:~ :.,b£Vt! 
",g { : : 'O! . , l t~ ,  
t;rusr~/ 
• 34 Actrc~s 
iailie 
• ;~5 ~r.piosive, 
[or silurt 
• Avg. solution time: 25 mln. instrument 
I_E P IIM N P 36 Flattened, ~ A j / . L ~ . I ~  t 35 Decade 
I~L~.LD~C_ ~ O~L ]~W[.~ .~E] as dough 
~-~-~ ~ . ~ [ ~ ~  33 Sign 
' ~ . ' T T _ I ~  M birthstone 
~ ~ . ~ i  43 Sagacious 
~.:T: ' / ' . . :EI~IA~:NV!O:NBi 44 Germ 
~.~, ~[~., ,.O, Rit~l~EjT:O N] ~6 Pub drink 
I~;E!D~' / , _ONIOl~ O N 5t 17 Bill's 
6-g partner 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, . 49 Buddy'. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
CRVPTOQUIP 6-8 
A X D 'PV '  K PA  M P J  X DPU J B K X 
TM PKABP U J  KTV 
• Yesterday's Crypto~iul p - TODAY Tile OLD-FASHIONED 
GIRI~FEAILY ONLY STINGERS. 
Teday's Cryptoqulp clue: X equals A
Tlae Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letter s, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~c~ 1~19 King Fellure$ Syndicate, Inc. 
I 
prone to exaggerate or change 
plans . . . . .  , . ' ' ~/gf.~.lY. A~T£ dx.~,~ A~V~ ~,o, 9U1" ~/ '~/~ [?--~:.=~/.) . . .~ 'ONE BLOW 
(Aug. 23 to Sept 22) "~ '• '~.  •:" :, •"-, ~ ' - - - - "~- r~-~•~._ '~_~ It~i,~it ' i :~2~.,  ;~ '~ r~G"  
' .  , . .  . . . . . , .  c~o~r ,~,  ,t . . . . .  ~.' ~).L~-k'Zh~ 
wrong impression'to someone ~ ~ f ~ . ~ . ~ r ~  ~ k~t ' /7~g '~,='4~ ~tq l~ '  
.f.r. A ,.ol., may ' ' 
l ead•  to a romantic in- ~ i~ '~" -A~. :~ ' .  . .~ , ,~"~ 
L IRA ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~  
(Sept. 23 to Oct, 22) J ' L~ ~ ~ i l  ~ ' . ~ ' / ' - ~ / ~  
Career opportunities' have . ~ l ~ l ~ ~ ~ "  "? .~Z'~ 
you in a joyful mood, but ,:.: ~ ,  "]b,"~k~gtG.t,,'~.~Y Z~ 
premature celebrating ~uld : :~ l J l~ l~/71~, . \~t l~  r ~1 
dissipate newly won benefits.. / /~L- -~ ~R~J . .  ~ : y ~  . , \~--~ 
Watch extravagant behavior. • ~ . . . . . .  .~~%'~'~.~ 
SCORPIO . . . 
(oct. 23 to Nov. ~l~ ~e~ 
Investigate opportunities to • . " • 
commercialize creative CATFISH By Rogec Bollen 
talents. Avoid fawning 
behavior with superiors. Don't 
be so casual with promises. 
sAGrrrARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Luck Is with you, but'dm't 
act like a member of the 
privileged few. You still have 
work to do. Helpful financial 
advice from friends. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Don't jump to premature 
conclusions about finandul 
matters. Romantic interests 
are favored as long as you 
• void overspending, 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18) 
Family members seem to be 
evading the issues. Talks now 
remain inconclusive. Still, 
imPortant gains can be made 
on a work project. P,,C,-, >(~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Heed the words of an old 
friend. Chances are you're 
taking things too lightly. 
Errors in judgment could 
occur. Love interests favored. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
. e  X ~J-r X~VeN N~Psl 
and Gary Peterman 
. :,: 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
,~:~!ti:: ~';ii 
f!:i! ir~~;i ? .::.;~ 
. . . . . . . .  .,~.'_'/_Z2:~".'"_.. ~ ..... 
~x-v  - - - -~  ~r . .~  ~ ~ ~T I F'NI V~lZ. 
,---~. 
e; 
B.C. 
, / ,  ' ],'i': ~ 
i..;:;::i: :i . i .... ': ...... \ - - .  
By Johnny Hart 
' ~ ~  A~,U.C,e:' - 
DOONEbtsUl~f By Garry Trudeau 
! ,4z~sq~l -  . ~ x-cL-~ ~ ~'~1 ~/L .~ zHaerm4z 
I mU~.~.~ yrw. "'. ~?  1 ~ .  ~AP~#. 
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